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PREFACE

There is liardly any need for a preface to this collection of

miscellaneous papers, except to acknowledge my obligation to my

son, Mr. Bertram Giles, H. B. M. Consul at Ch'ang-sha, for the

very full Index he has found time to contribute.

I should like to add, in view of a widespread misunderstsinding,

that the word Adversaria has nothing whatever to do with "hostility."

It simply means a "note-book," and was so used by Cicero.

The photographic reproductions are by Mr. W. Dunn, of the

University Library.

Herbert A. Giles

Cambridge: 12 May, 1914.
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WHO WAS SI WANQ MVi

Across the pages of Chinese tradition— it is scarcely possible

to say history— there moves a strange figure, known as ^ ^
^ Si Wang Mu (sometimes as ^ ^ only), which words, if to be

translated, must mean "West Queen Mother," yielding the sense of

"Queen-Mother of the West."

St is usually written Hsi in Pekingese, a comparatively modern dialect.

The term was rendered by Mayers {Manual, No. 572) as "the

Western Royal Mother," with the extraordinary alternative of "King

Mu (Mother) of the West," and was explained as "a fabulous being

of the female sex." Mayers went on to say that "the more sober

research of modern writers leads to a suggestion that Wang Mu was

the name either of a region or of a sovereign in the ancient West."

This last paragraph brought Mayers into line with Dr. Legge,

who in his translation of those very doubtful documents. The Bamboo

Books, had already said, "In his seventeenth year (B.C. 944), ^
^ King Mu went on a punitive expedition to mount Keun-luu,

and saw the western Wang-moo. That year the chief of Wang-moo

eame to court."

Paber, in his translation of Lieh Tztt (p. Gl) calls Si Wang Mu

"die Mutter des Westkoniges."

Professor Hirth, in his China and the Roman Orient, p. 43, gives

"mother of the western king," and on pp. 51, 82, 86, 87, and 95

"western king's mother;" but on pp. 77, 292, he gives "the Hsi-

wang-mu," as though it were the name of a place, one of the

"imaginary abodes," as he says, "of a fairy queen."
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The Rev. B. J. Eitel, in the China Review, XVII, p.. 233, says

"These three characters (Si-wang-nm) probably are merely a trans-

literation of a name belonging to a polysyllabic non-Chinese language

— also called Si-wang-mu." The above is from a note to Eitel's

translation of the 1^ ^ -?- ^ Mu J"'ien Tzu Ghuan, an account

of the famous journey of King Mu to the west, undertaken early

in the tenth century B.C. This work was "found in a tomb," and

edited by a well-known scholar, named ^ -^ Hsiin Hsii, who died

A.D. 289; and Eitel is "convinced that the main portion of it is of

a very ancient date (10th century, B.C.)." Not to mention that Hsiin

Hsii took a leading part in editing The Bamboo Books, which were

also "found" in the same tomb, it may be stated that in the Mu

T''ien Tzu Chuaii, as pointed out by a keen native critic, "the

sovereign is, while' living, referred to under his posthumous name

(Mu)." This only proves that the work in question is not a con-

temporary document, though, as the same critic goes on to say,

well worth reading for its style. Professor Chavannes, however,

considers its "authenticite" to be "bien etablie" {Journal Asiatique,

Janvier— Pevrier, 1905).

Whatever may be the date of the work, we have in it a passage

which says that on such and such a day King Mu ^ -f ^ ^
-^ ^ ^ "arrived at the country of Si Wang Mu," rendered by

Eitel, "reached the people (called?) Si-wang-mu." But in the sub-

sequent interview between King Mu and Si Wang Mu, the latter

name is always rendered by Eitel as "(the chief) of Si-wang-mu."

Terrien de la Couperie, in his Western Origin of the Early

Civilisation of the Chinese, p. 264, echoes the contention of Eitel

that "there is nothing in any of the ancient texts on the subject

to indicate that Si Wang-mu was a woman;" but on p. 273 he

appears to urge that "the Si Wang-mus (whom he regards as a line

of sovereigns) were queens." He further states (p. 278) that Wang-mu
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is a corraptioa of Kam-mu (= Kuu-mo), the title of the sovereigns

of the Wu-sun nations. He laughs (p. 264) at those "good Jesuits

of the eighteenth century who have seriously suggested that the

Royal Mother of the West was no other than the Queen of Sheba,"

spoken of by Christ as the "Queen of the South." This view however

has been recently championed by Professor A. Forke of Berlin in a

carefully-written and exhaustive pamphlet, entitled Mu Wavg uud

die Konigin von Saba, which appeared in 1904 but only came to

my knowledge some two months ago, when this note had been

already completed.

Professor E. Chavannes, of the College de France, in his trans-

lation of the ^ g^ M4moires Historiques de Se-ma Ts^ien (vol. II,

pp. 7, 8), points out that "Se-ma Ts'ien passe completement sous

silence le nom de Si-wang-mou," and "ne mentionne pas ce voyage

lorsqu'il raconte le regne du roi Mou il en parle au contraire

dans les Annales principales des Ts'in."

The following passage occurs in the monograph on -^ ^
Ferghana in ch. 123 of the M^moires:—"Old people in Parthia state

that they have heard that in T'iao-chih (Chaldaea) there are the

Weak Water and Si Wang Mu, but they have never seen them."

Speaking of the 3fu T^ien TzU Chuan and of Lieh Tzu, Professor

Chavannes says (p. 7), "Dans ces textes, le nom de Si-wang-raou

est mentionne; mais il est le nom d'une tribu barbare de I'ouest et

n'a plus d'importance que les autres noms geographiques cites dans

la relation du voyage; le roi Mou visite le chef Si-wang-mou, de

uieme que plusieurs autres princes de I'ouest."

In Professor De Groot's Religious System of C/dna, ch. IV, p. 304,

the author says, "the best of all sien-trees grew in the parks of

Si Wang-mu, a mystic Queen of the Sien (= Immortals) living in

a Paradise in the mysterious West Of traditional fame are

certain peaches, which that fairy Queen deemed worth bringing, etc."
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In the 1^ ft i±^ Erh Ya Chu Sii, ch. IX, we have ^
1t^li>^®i#0Tfi^PI^ "H"-cliu, Pei-hu, Si-

wang-mu, and Jih-hsia, are called the Four Wilds." The commen-

tator, 5|5 3^ Kuo P'o {d. A.D. 324), accepts this aa authoritative in

favour of a place-name; and ^|^ ^ Hsing Ping (d. A.D. 1010), who

wrote the ^ Su, adds "^ |Z5 ^^ -^ ^ ^^ |S "all these were

wild countries in the N., S., W., and E., respectively." The date of

the Erh Ya is not known. It has been ascribed to a disciple of

Confucius, Pu Shang (5th cent. B.C.); but the great ;^ -^ Chu Hsi

{d. A.D. 1200) disposed of this ascription by a stroke of his pen

:

^ ^ tS li^ 1^ ^ "There is not sufiBcieut ground for regarding

it as an ancient work."

Chuang Tzti, who died some time in the 3rd cent. B.C., mentions

Si Wang Mu. The passage occurs in the chapter entitled -^ ^ ^f|j

"The Great Supreme," and appears in my translation of Chuang Tztl's

writings (1889), as follows:—"Hsi Wang Mu obtained Tao, and settled

at Shao Kuang; since when, no one knows; until when, no one

knows either.

Note. A lady,—or a place, for accounts vary,—around whose name innu-

merable legends have gathered."

It is obvious, however, that the writer here meant a personage and

not a place, and it is also significant, in regard to what is to follow,

that the great Japanese commentator, Lin Ko-chai, says, -jp* ^ jjjft

f|1| ^ y^ "fe "Sbao Kuang is the abode of the gods."

In the ^ '^ § Hou Han Shu, "History of the Later Han

Dynasty," A.D. 25— 220, we have the following passage: ^ -^

fiff y\.^ "Some say that to the west of this country (Syria)

there are the Weak Water and the Quicksands, near to the abode

of Si Wang Mu, almost where the sun sets."
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Si Wang Mu is also mentioned in the poems of 3 M :^i0 ^B Ssii-ma

Hsiang-ju (rf. B. C. H7), ^^ Chang Heng (d. A.D.139), ]^ g$ Ma

Jung {d. A.D. 166), 1^ j^ I-Isi K'ang (d. A.D. 262), ^ ^ Li Po

(d. A.D. 762), and ^jr^ ^ Tu Fu (d. A. D. 771).

But it is now proposed to discard the theory that Si Wang Mu

is either an historical personage, or a place-name, or the name of

a tribe, and to consider solely the various traditions connected with

these three mysterious words, assumed to be the designation of a

woman.

The words "Si Wang Mu" occur in the LU y$^ S/um Hai

Ching "Hill and Water Classic," a work of doubtful age. There we

read, "The Jade Mountain (K'un-lun) is the abode of the Queen-

Mother of the West. Her appearance is that of a human being. She

has a panther's tail and a dog's teeth, and can howl loudly. Her

hair hangs loose, and she wears a coronet. She presides over the

calamities and punishments sent by God."

This however is said to be merely a foim she can assume; iN ^C

-ffl: ^ ;fi ^K -fb, it is not Wang Mu's real shape.

A eulogy on Si Wang Mu, by Kuo P'o {d. A.D. 324), is quoted

in the P'ei Wen Yiin Fu, and the writer there speaks of her as

^ ^ 'S ^ "daughter of Heaven and Earth."

The 1^ -^ to *S ^*'^" Chuan Sink I "Omissions from Ac-

counts of the Immortals," tells us that King Mu crossed the ^ -^

Jo Shui "Weak Water" on a bridge made by turtles and so -^ "^

^ [Jj reached the Ch'ung mountain where he pledged Si WangMu

on the J§ ^^ Jasper Lake. It is also stated that a certain valuable

glue, with which broken bowstrings might be mended, and which

was one of the rarities belonging to Si Wang Mu, came from a

place which jSj p5 "^ ^ ^ ^ ^ "was surrounded on all sides

by the Weak Water."
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The "Weak Water,'' mentioned in the ^^ ^^ Shu Ching "Book of

History,'' eN g^ Shih Chi "Historical Record," and elsewhere, has always

been quite as much a puzzle as the personality of Si Wang Mu herself.

King Mu was also said, when entertained by Si Wang Mu, to

have eaten various fruits, among the rest j^ elm oranges, all of

which were jjl^ fjll J^ i^ "supernatural things," so that ^ ^ ^
SQ -^ ti^ ^ "how could he fail to secure immortality?"— after

which he and Si Wang Mu went up to heaven together on a cloud.

According to the ^^ "^ ^ P^ ^ Han Wu Ti Nei Chuan

"Private Record of the Emperor Wu (B.C. 140-86) of the Han

Dynasty," attributed to 3^ |g Pan Ku {d. A.D. 92), Si Wang Mu

is made to reappear on a visit to this monarch. In the fourth moon,

we are told, of the first year of j\^ ^ Yuan Feng = B.C. 110, the

Emperor was amusing himself in the Flowery Pavilion, in company

with Tung-fang So and Tung Chung-shu, when suddenly there

appeared a damsel dressed in blue-green clothes and of striking

beauty. The Emperor was astonished, and asked her who she was,

to which she replied, "I am a lady of the Palace, sent by Si Wang

Mu to inform your Majesty that she has heard how little store you

set by the things of this world, being anxious rather to accomplish

your salvation and obtain eternal life, and how you are always

praying to the great Mountains, and that she hopes to be able to

impart to you some instructions. Wherefore purify yourself by fasting,

and abstain from worldly affairs, and on the seventh day of the seventh

moon Si Wang Mu will pay you a short visit." Then the Emperor

knelt down and promised obedience, whereupon the damsel disappeared.

This young lady seems to have attracted particular attention, for in the

"/C ^P ;S bB T^aiPHng Kuang Chi she has an article all to herself, among

"spiritual beings," headed ^ -^ ^ ^ Messenger of the Queen-Mother.

Accordingly, on the appointed day the Emperor made grand

preparations with lamps and draperies and incense and grape-wine,
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Introduced from Bactria about this' date.

and at midnight a small white cloud was discerned, approaching

from the south-west, with sounds of flutes and drums, and the noise

of men and horses. Si Wang Mu had arrived, descending with her

suite like a flight of rooks, some on dragons, some on tigers, some

on storks, some in chariots, and others on winged horses.

Pegasus was first heard of, via Bactria, about this date.

On arrival, the attendants all vanished, leaving only Si Wang

Mu seated in a chariot of purple clouds drawn by many-coloured

dragons, and surrounded by fifty immortals from heaven, all over

ten feet in height.

The foot of ancient China was much shorter than the modern measure.

Two beautiful girls of sixteen or seventeen assisted Si Wang Mu

into the pavilion. She wore a magnificent coronet and carried.

a

sword, and appeared to be about thirty years of age, of medium

height, and of dazzling beauty,— truly, as the writer says, a ^ J^
divine being. Si Wang Mu provided the meal from ^^ the

kitchens of heaven, and among other dainties were ^ the plant

of immortality and an exquisite wine such as ^^ ^^ J;^ jS|j' ^ is

not to be obtained on earth. There was also a dish of seven peaches,

the size of duck's eggs, four of which she gave to the Emperor,

eating three herself. The Emperor, Ending the fruit much to his

taste, kept his stones, with a view, as he explained, to planting

them. Si Wang Mu, however, said that her peach-trees only bore

fruit once in three thousand years, and that the soil of China was

too poor. These peaches came from a garden belonging to Si Wang

Mu, which was kept carefully guarded, inasmuch as the fruit was

not only rare, but conferred immortality on those who ate of it.

In the accompanying picture of Si Wang Mu, taken from the

m ^ ^ ^ T^u Shu Chi Gh^eng (where it is wrongly said to be



^ ^

,".(

t

4-^^h-\

X)W-
^^^€My"
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copied from the ^ ;^ i^ San Ts'ai Tu Hiii, tbe picture in

the latter being somewhat different), she is represented with a certain

bird, two of which are also seen over her head in the famous sculptures

of the second century,

See La Sculpture sur Pierre en Chine, by Professor Chavannes.

where Si Wang Mu is depicted in the act of receiving King Mu

in audience. These birds have been called by the Chinese by the

two names of two distinct birds, both fabulous, namely M feng and

f^ luan. Thus, the poet T'ao Yuan-ming (A.D. 365 — 427) says.

The divine feng dances among the clouds,

The spiritual luan trills its pure notes;

Although these rarities are not of this world,

Yet they were beloved by [Si] Wang Mu.

In the ^'^ J§^ g£ Shili I CM, of the fourth century A.D., both

names are used in connection with Si Wang Mu; in the '/(^ !S.

02 Tung Ming Chi and in the Han Wu Nei Chuan above quoted,

only the luan is mentioned.

The feng and the luan are both figured in the T'm Shu Chi

Ch^eng, and I am authorised by Professor A. Newton, the eminent

ornithologist, to say that, in his opinion, the former could only be

the work of some artist who had seen a peacock, and especially the

Pavo cristalus of India Proper. In like manner Professor Newton

thinks that the luan is based upon an acquaintance with the Argus

pheasant, fouud in Borneo and Malacca. Thus, it is most probable

that the two fabulous birds of the Chinese are simply these two

real birds, with such supernatural attributes as would be likely to

gather around them from hearsay. They were both auspicious birds,

and only appeared when the country was well governed. The luan

was said to rank ^ i!^ ^ 55 "second to the feng;" and we are
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told in the "Mirror of History" that on one occasion (A.D. 615) two

peacocks were ^ \/X ^ f^ "reported to the Emperor as luan."

In a note on a poem by ^^ Fan T'ai of the Sung dynasty,

who died A.D. 427, and also in the ^ J^ ^ Erh Ya 1, we ha^e

the following story:— "Formerly, a king of Chi-pin (^a/>ffl«?) secured

a luan, to which he became much attached. He wanted to make it

F|^ sing, but could not succeed; so he put it into a golden cage

and fed it on choice food, and for three years redoubled his efforts

to make it sing, all without avail. Then the king's wife said, I have

heard that birds will sing when they see one of their own species.

Why not hang up a mirror to give a reflection of it? The king

followed this advice; and when the luan saw itself, it uttered a

piercing cry, and soaring upwards, was soon lost to sight in the clouds."

Altogether, it seems clear that Si Wang Mu's bird was really a

^L peacock, which is said to have been known to the Chinese so

early as the twelfth century B.C., when, according to the £'?/( Ya I,

it appeared as tribute sent to J^ ^ King Ch'eng of the Chou dynasty.

It is also mentioned in the same work as being, like the luan, "second

to ihe feng" and as obtainable in the third ceutury A.D. from Khoten.

In the ""fm ^ "History of the Han Dynasty," two peacocks

Which must have been the variety found in Java.

are said to have been sent as tribute in B.C. 179 by ^ '[^ Chao

T'o, king of Yiieh; hence the popular name for the peacock, ^S ^,

"guest from the south." The Sanskrit term for peacock is recorded

as J^ ^ J^ mo-yu-lo = mayura; and the Chinese word k''ung is

explained in the |^ "^ Shuo Win, circa A.D. 100, as ^ the bird

which brings -^ children, and is therefore associated with offspring.

It is also said ^ § ^ ffll ^ "to conceive at the sound of

thunder."

In order to establish his thesis that Si Wang Mu was the Queen ofSheba

Pi'ofessor Forke (p. 135) has to identify the png (or f&ng-huang) phoenix
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with the ostrich, partly on the ground that the character H! is the modern

form of
II& p^cng, the rukh, a big bird which he thinlis was based upon

the ostrich. Partly, also (p. 136), because the feng-huang is said by Wang
Ch'ung, A.D. '27—97, to have been five feet in height and as big as a horse,

which he thinks would be about the equivalent height of an ostrich. This

height Professor Forke admits to be "about two metres," i.e. over six feet;

the height of the ostrich however varies from six to eight feet. Here Pro-

fessor Forke seems to me to have unduly stretched his lines.

(1) The Shuo Wen does not say that iBE is "the old form of feng"

but that it is "also an old form of feng,"—a very different matter. The

old form of feng, as given by the Shuo Wen, was HH = associates or

followers, explained as referring to the myriad birds which always followed

a flight of phoenixes. Tlie radical WL was of course a later addition.

Further, the p^ciig rukh first appears in Chinese literature in the pages

of Chuang Tzii, 4th and 3rd centuries B.C., ages after the feng phoenix

had become a familiar term ; and as its back is described as "many thousand

li in breadth," it may safely be regarded as a creation of that writer's brain.

(2) Professor Forke has taken the foot of the Han dynasty as equal to

the foot of modern China, whereas it must have been considerably less, or

other measurements would come out absurdly. The ordinary foot of the

Han dynasty, so far as it can be calculated, seems to have been about 8

inches English, which fits in well enough with the heights assigned to

Chinese horses in early days, namely, 6 to 8 feet: -^ F3 IM h H
'^ » /V f^ \/X _h. "hI '

^^'^ ®^®" ^"'*^ ^^^ height of Confucius,

which has been given as 9 ft. 6 inches = £ng. 6 ft. 6 inches—a very tall

Chinaman.

(3) When translating the Chinese word ^E ma. Professor Forke evidently

had in his mind the European horse, and not the small Ss&ch'uan breed

known in China, which runs down to as low as 11 hands'. Even the

Mongolian breed, probably not known to Wang Ch'ung, would only average

about 13 hands, = (English) 4 feet 4-in.—scarcely the height of an ostrich

—

whereas the Bg gi ^u /s flaw s/»i/Jtoaic/u(a)i, quoted by Professor Forke,

gives the height of the feng as only (Chinese) 4 feet 5 inches. Further,

the phoenix is said by Wang Ch'ung to be ^ "fe wu se "five-coloured;"

to suit which Professor Forke (p. 138), while admitting that the feathers

of the ostrich are not "five-coloured," proceeds to argue that the five colours

can all, with the exception of blue, be found in different parts of the

ostrich's body, and even the missing blue in one particular species of ostrich.

(4) The ostrich is figured in the T'm shu chi ch'eng, and is correctly

described as having ^ Zl ^ two toes, with ^ feathers like the hair

of a camel. It thus differs toto coelo from the feng huang (see illustration),
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which is said to fly, to settle on trees, and to have a^ ||^ i^ very

shrill voice.

Among the sculptures above-mentioned, there is a representation

°^ M'^ ^ Tung fang kung, the "King-Father of the East," the

husband of 8i Wang Mu, sitting majestically on a central throne

in heaven, surrounded by winged attendants, winged horses, chariots,

etc., and having Si Wang Mu on his left. His personal name, we

are told in the ^ ;^ ^ i^ , was ^ I, and his style was ^ 0^

cMn ming, which may stand for "ruler of the bright [sky]," in

reference to the east. Husband and wife were said to it^ ^ ^
W^ fvC ^ ^ "manage conjointly the male and female powers of

nature and arrange the harmony of heaven and earth," from which

harmony such blessings as rain or fair weather result, each in due

season, to man.

Professor Chavannes {La Sculpture sur Pierre en Chine, p. 64) says,

"Si Wang-mou doit avoir ete a Torigine le chef de quelque tribu de

I'Asie centrale; la legende la transforma peu a pen et lui donna tous les

attrihuts d'un mythe solaire: c'est pour completer ce mythe qu'on a

invente le roi d'Orient.'' Among the attributes of the latter may be

mentioned a large bird.

To sum up. Si Wang Mu, "a daughter of Heaven and Earth,"

has almost always been regarded as a woman by the Chinese. That

may be gathered from our picture, and from other sources mentioned;

and that she was a goddess may be inferred from the place among

]0 fill "spirits and immortals" assigned to her in all encyclopae-

dias. She was dazzlinglj beautiful. She dwelt on a mountain in the

far west, above the clouds. Thus, in the annexed picture, where she

is dressed in Chinese fashion, she is seen standing on clouds, and in

the above account of her visit to the Emperor Wu of the Han

dynasty she is described as descending from heaven. In one place

we are told that her domain^ ^ -^^ ^ |^ 7fl "is surrounded

by the Weak Water;" in another that ^ ]\\ 1^ '^ ^) Uli %
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U^ »H 5t: # H m ^ f^ T> W PJm "at the foot of

the mouutain runs the laiue-folJ stream of the Weak Water, its

vast waters teu myriad feet ia width, so that without a flying

chariot and wiaged wheels it would be impossible to cross." She had

a carefully-guarded garden of peaches which conferred immortality.

In the illustration, an attendant is seen carrying a dish of these "peaches."

The food which she provided from the kitchens of heaven was also

associated with immortality. She sent a female messenger, dressed

in blue-green, to bear her commands down to earth. She was attended

by handmaids. She wore a coronet or headdress.

As seen in the sculptures. In the illustration her hair is dressed in Chinese style.

She was evideutly possessed of considerable power. She was attended

by a peacock, which bird was associated with ofi'spring, and she had

a husband who was apparently a great heavenly potentate, nho was

represented with a large bird, and who with her assistance ruled over

the powers of nature.

Is there any personage who answers in any sense to the above?

Hera, or Juno, was a goddess, the grand-daughter of Uranus and

Gaea (Heaven and Earth), and possessed of great beauty. She dwelt

on Mount Olympus, in the far west (of China), above the clouds.

She had a husband who was King of the Gods, and whose special

weapon was the thunderbolt, and their domain was surrounded by

Oceanus. She had a carefully-guarded garden of apples which con-

ferred immortality. The food and drink she was accustomed to use were

{Xfi(3po(Tii^ Kx) vixTxp ipuSjiov "ambrosia and red nectar," the former

of which was particularly associated with immortality. She had a

special female messenger, Iris, the rainbow, whom she sent with her

commands to earth:—

xxfis T>jv Seuv ^xrpiv

'^Ipiv

Hercules Furens, 822.
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It was Iris whom Juno despatched to release the struggling soul

of unhappy Dido:—
Ergo Iris croceis per coelum roscida pennis,

Mille trahens varios adverso sole colores,

Devolat, et supra caput astitit.

She wore a coronet or headdress,

See the Ludovisi Hera in the "Dictionary of Classical Antiquities" by

Nettleship and Sandys.

and she was attended by the Hours. She had a husband, Z«i)«

(Sanskrit, Dyaus the bright sky), who was the bringer of light, and

the cause of dawn, vsCpsK^yepsTx the cloud-gatherer, the general

superintendent of the powers of nature, and the masculine represen-

tative of those natural forces, the feminine aspect of which was sym-

bolised by herself. She came to be represented with a peacock, the Pavo

cristatus, which is especially the peacock of Juno; and as Juno among

the Romans she was worshipped as Lucina, the goddess of childbirth.

If these are mere coincidences, it may be added that the peaches

of Si Wang Mu are not described as the ordinary ^^ , but as jl^

:|^|, a term still in use for the "flat peach", which is often very

like an apple in shape. There is, however, a great possibility that

^^ (also read fan) ^|^ stands for what was originally :^ ^^ "bar-

barian peaches," a term for the apple, which fruit is very much

unknown in China, except in the north |^ pj ;\\^ whence they

come. A curious point is that apples are said to ^ ^i "dissipate

grief," which is precisely what is said in the ^ |^ ^ y^ Yu

Yang Tsa Tsu about the particular kind of peach known as the

"Si Wang Mu Peach:" ^ ## I^E :^ ^ ^ "the sweet peach

of Wang Mu will dissipate trouble."

Again, the term ^ -J^ , hitherto translated "weak water" (which

is meaningless), should be "Sluggish stream," by analogy with J^j

^ "to walk feebly," {Tso Chuan, ^ ^, 7th year) said of a man
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who ^ 3^ ^ "had a bad foot," and could not walk fast. And

this appears to be a very obvious meaning of ^a&vfpooi; and uxx-

^oppsiTtj?, both of which are Homeric epithets of Oceanus, slowness

of movement being usually associated with vast masses of water.

'E| uxa?Mff£iruo ^uivpp6ov ^ilxexvoto

Classical scholars still persist in such renderings of the former epi-

thet as "deep-flowing," which only shirks the difficulty, or "deep

and flowing," which is barely an improvement, and "brimming,"

which seems to be dragged in at all costs just to show that the

compound can yield some intelligible sense. Yet (3oi.Svppoog is also

an epithet of ^tP"'""? time, and a reference to this effect (Synes.

H. 9. 61) is given in Liddell and Scott's Lexicon, s. v., but without

translation. On turning up the Hymns of Synesius, edited by Dio-

nysius Petavius (Paris, 1612), the following passage appeared:—

Evi' ollre fiaSvffiaoc

AxaiJ,xvT0v6Sag ^ptfvo?

X^Qvog '^xyovx trvpav

Which means

Where neither slow-rolling

Unweary-footed Time,

Carrying off the offspring of Earth

Petavius, who was the "interpres" of these lines into Latin, evidently

did not know what to make of (sxSvppooi;, and the best he could do

for the three words was ^Hmmensum indefessumque tempus." But

slowness of movement in water is popularly associated with depth

in more languages than Greek. In English we have

Still waters run deep

and in Chinese the saying

^ '^8 ^ * tl

X ^ m m
po on J4B

Deep water is slow to run,

A superior man is slow to speak.
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Oceanus, however, does not flow nine times around the world;

it is the river Styx

.... ti-istique palus inamabilis unda

Alligat, et novies Styx interfusa coercet.

Virg. .Eneid, VI, 438.

which flows nine times around Hades, not around the world:—

Where the soul-boat glides

O'er the nine dull tides

With death's daily countless mass ....

But this discrepancy may easily be accounted for by the confusion

of two legends; the extraordinary feature is the mention, in this

connection, of a stream which girdles the domain of Si Wang Mu

nine times. Similarly, in one of the sculptures where Si Wang Mu

appears, there are animals with human heads, evidently centaurs,

who have nothing particular to do with Hera, but whose appearance

in Chinese art helps to establish the hypothesis of Greek influence.

The "Weak Water" is first mentioned in the "Book of History"

(Tribute of Yii), which must have been compiled many centuries

before any tradition of Oceanus could possibly have reached China.

There was, in fact, a river of that name (later on ^ y^) away

beyond the extreme limits of the empire on the far west, of which

next to nothing was known ; and this particular river seems to have

become associated with Si Wang Mu simply because some slow-

flowing stream was necessary to complete the legend. Chinese scholiasts,

however, like their colleagues of the west in regard to jSaSvppooi,

have missed the point of slowness of motion, and have provided

a much more far-fetched explanation, namely, that the stream is

called the Weak Water because its water '^^ ^ ^ H^ ® "tSt
"^^

not strong enough to support even a goose's feather."

Professor Forke (op. cit. p. 150) says, "By the term Weak Water, fol-

lowing Bretschneider, I understand the Dead Sea." Now Bretschneider

wrongly states that the Chinese call this water weak because it has so
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little buoyancy that only feather weights will swim on it. This however

not being applicable to the Dead Sea, but rather the reverse, he declares

that the Chinese themselves have altered the real facts concerning Dead

Sea water into exactly the opposite sense Csee Hirth's China and the

Roman Orient, p. 291, where this identification is rightly denounced).

Bi'etschneider goes on to suggest that Jo shut (Weak Water) is simply a

phonetic reproduction of the river Jo-rdan, which flows into the Dead Sea.

Again, Zeus being the father of gods and men, Hera was in-

ferentially the mother. Also, a common Homeric title of hers is

'jTOTvix "Queen," and in No. 12 of the Homeric hymns she is called

aStxvixTaiv ^onrixeixv "Queen of the Gods." So here we have complete

the "Queeu-Mother of the West."

Further, it is possible that the Si of Si Wang Mu, probably

pronounced in the second century B.C. more like sei {- say), may

simply be the first syllable of Hera, taken in accordance with Chinese

monosyllabic custom to represent the whole name. For that the

Greek aspirate at one time passed into s may be seen from such

examples as «A?, sal, ?So? sedes, uttvo? somnus, u^vi silva, and, I

should like to be able to add "H[/j«]—which has been referred to

the Sanskrit svar "the sky"— Sei, the first syllable of Si Wang Mu.

Professor Forke (p. 120) makes the ^ in Si Wang Mu (old sound se

or sae) = the Se in the Arabic Seba (Sabaea).

So too Zfu? became Diovis, and later on lovis; and without wishing

to press unduly in this direction, it may fairly be mentioned again,

that the personal name of the husband of Si Wang Mu is stated

by the Chinese to have been '^ I (pronounced as in French or

Italian). Also, that the portrait of the grave old gentleman given

in the San ^s^ai T^u Uui as the portrait of the King-Father of

the East may possibly be a far-off semblance of some presentation

of Olympian Jove.

These pages were ah'eady in the hands of the printer when I received

Vol. V of Professor Chavannes' Memoires Historiques de Se-ma Ts'ieit,

pp. 480—489 of which he devotes to a note on Si Wang Mu. In this note
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the writer does not put forward any new view as to the name of Si Wang
Mu, "que je tiens pour etre a I'origine le nom d'une tribu barbare de

I'ouest." He says (p. 479) that the Bamboo Books "nous semblent fetre un

livre d'une authenticite incontestable,'' which will lead rae to reconsider

my "very doubtful documents" of page i ; though in the present case the

authenticity or otherwise of the Bamboo Books has no bearing on the

subject. He admits (p. 483) that there is "une partie du Mou tHen tse

tchouan dont I'authenticite me semble suspecte," namely, the poeti'y; and

finally performs a real service by showing, almost to demonstration, (p. AS!)

that "le vrai heros du Mou t^ien tse tchouan est, non le roi Mou, do la

dynastie Tcheou, mais son homonyrae, le due Mou, de Ts'in, qui regna de

659 a 621 av. J.-C.
.

, ce qui explique pourquoi, dans le titre de la

relation^ le prince figure avec son nom posthume Mou." This, disposes at

once of the 10th century theory, though of couise it does not prove that

the history of the famous journey dates even from B.C. 621.
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In the secoad of the twenty short chapters which contain almost

all that is known of the sayings and doings of Confucius, and

which form that one of the Pour Books known as the §^ ^
Lun Yil, occur two characters,— s-j^ictax/;* Xuypx indeed to many

generations of Chinese scholars, native and foreign alike. The two

characters are of considerable importance, involving as they do an

answer given by Confucius to the question of a disciple,—What is

filial piety?

This particular question is immediately preceded by two others,

all three couched in identical terms, suggested by three different

individuals. The answer to the first has been stigmatised by Dr.

Legge in his Chinese Classics as "enigmatical," a view with which

no one who reads his translation is likely to disagree. ^^ ;^ 'fA

l^1#.^0^^#Pi^^:S ^"Mang Woo asked what

filial piety was. The Master said. Parents are anxious lest their

children should be sick."

This rendering is based upon the exegesis of ;^ -^ Chu Hsi,

A.D. 1130— 1200, which has been officially substituted throughout

the Confucian Canon for the exegesis of earlier scholars, from K'ung

Au-kuo, 2nd century B.C., downwards. Here Cliu Hsi adds the gloss,

"Therefore children should take care of their persons;" the result

being a reply on altogether a lower plane than that which has

conferred immortality upon Confucian utterances, and certainly even

than that adopted by the older commentators, "Let your parents
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have no anxieties save those arising from your sicknesses," which

is undoubtedly the correct interpretation.

[n the second instance Dr. Legge translates -^ '^ ^^ ^ ^

^ ^ ^^ \ i^ 0> M ^ "Tsze-yew asked what filial piety was.

The Master said, The filial piety of now-a-days means the support

of one's parents. But dogs and horses likewise are able to do

something in the way of support;—without reverence, what is

there to distinguish the one support given from the other?"

Here Dr. Legge has taken the older interpretation, which he

says is better. To me it seems absurd to think of Confucius as

arguing that dogs and horses are able to do something in the way

of support of their sires. Chu Hsi, who in ninety-nine cases out

of a hundred improves upon the older scholars, now puts a rational

interpretation before us. He explains the answer to mean that filial

piety cannot consist in mere support of parents, "for dogs and

horses also get support from us; unless there is reverence, where

would there be any difference?"

The object however of this note is rather to call attention to

the third instance in which the same question is propounded. -^

^ P^ ^1 ^ -^ Tzti-hsia asked what is filial piety. Confucius

said "^ H^ Si nan." The question is, and has been for twenty

centuries past. What do these two characters mean?

According to the g^ ^ Shuo Wen, the oldest Chinese dictionary,

1st century A.D., the former character originally meant "facial

expression, as seen in sorrow or in joy;" and so it came to mean

the countenance, colour, beauty (like color in Latin), anger, lust,

sort, kind, quality, etc.,— a most elusive word. The latter character

means "difiBcult."

Now come the commentators. The old explanation of the Han

scholars was at any rate brief: ^ }\^ ^^ :trM 'B.M M
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"To apprehend and to act in harmony with the facial expression

of one's parents is difiBcult." This interpretation, says ^ ^ |^

Chang Chen-t'ao, a scholar of the 18th century, who wrote the

P3 ^ S li D^ ^' ""^^^ ^^^^ changed by Chu Hsi; for it is

not the countenance which presents any difficulty, but the heart."

Another scholar of about the same date, ^ -^ ^ Wang Pu-

ch'ing, who wrote the p!3 § 2JS ^ ^ ^ , thought that the old

explanation was i^ ^g^ "also adequate," though he adopted, as the

more satisfactory, that of Chu Hsi.

Chu Hsi's note on the passage is as follows: "^ ^ ^§ ^
mzmm^nm^^ ^^^f-z^h^

"Se 77071 means that at the time of waiting on one's parents it

is the facial expression which is the difficulty For

the fact that a filial sou has deep love causes him to have a

sympathetic feeling; this feeling causes him to have a happy

expression; and this expression causes him to wear a pleasing

look; therefore, when waiting on one's parents, the only difficulty

is with the countenance."

The above is made somewhat clearer for the benighted foreigner

in a little work entitled 11$^^^^]^, prepared by a

scholar of the 19th century, named :^J J^ Liu Chung, for the

express use of beginners. There we read '^ ]^ ^^ J^ 7^ ^ '^

^^ M ^ ^ M ^ ^ M '^ ^- "^^ means having a sympathetic

and pleased expression on the face; nan means that it is difficult

to have this."

The writer goes on to say, ^X ft^ —' ^ ^ ;^-^

^.mn'BT-^^^f'Jrlii^m- "If in a man's heart
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there is one part (of ten) love for his parents, on his face there

will be one part sympathetic and pleased expression; if ten parts,

then ten parts; but if there is no such love, there will be no

such expression; and the difiBcuIty will lie in trying to assume it."

Thus it may be said that according to the old school the

difficulty in practising filial piety is to find out from your parents'

expression what they really want; while according to the modern

school the difficulty is to show your parents that peculiar expression

which comes only on the faces of those who are inspired by deep love.

It may now be interesting to note what foreign translators have

done, like the dogs and horses of the old school, "in the way of

support" for either side.

In Confucius Sinarum PMlosophus, translated by P. Intorcetta,

S.J., and others, Paris, 1687 (p. 12), we have the following early

attempt to deal with our text:—

"Discipulus f« /lid similiter quaestionem instituit de obedientia

filiali. Confucius respondet: Oris alacritas, sive constans alacrit'as

ilia filialis obedientiae quae adeo in ipsa fronte totoque ore amantis

ac reverentis fiiii reluceat, difficilis est ilia quidem, sed profecto

nota prope certa verae germanaeque virtutis."

In The Works of Confucius, translated by J. Marshman,

Serampore, 1809 (p. 97), we have what is scarcely an improvement

on the diffuse Jesuit, and is evidently from a "teacher," not from

a commentary:—

"Chee-ha enquired respecting filial piety.

Chee says, 'It is difficult indeed."'

In a note we read, "Or, 'the manner is difficult.'

Suk denotes colour, manner, etc."

Marshman's own commentary on the above runs thus:— " 'Difficult

indeed;' that is, the manner is difficult in which parents should

be served."
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In the C/dnese Classics, by Dr. Legge, 1861 (p. 12), we have,

"Tsze-hea asked what filial piety was. The Master said, The difficulty

is with the couuteiiance." This is followed by a note headed, "The

duties of filial piety must be performed with a cheerful face,"—

an exegesis which seems to establish a school of its own.

Sir Thomas Wade, who denounced Legge's magnificent work

as "wooden," produced the following, professedly in accordance

with the Han dynasty school, in his Lun Yil, Being Utterances of

Kuug (sic) Tza, 1869 (p. 8):-

"Tzti Hsia asked [the Teacher] touching filial piety. The Teacher

said: The difficulty is in the bearing of the child [his outward

manifestations of the duteous feeling]."

In a footnote we are told that the modern "teacher," in whose

words Sir Thomas Wade was ever too ready to swear, "describes

the difficulty to be this: in every station of life there is a demeanour,

proper to each, to be assumed; this must be laid aside before one's

parent and elder, and the inner feeling made more apparent, yet not

familiarly nor irreverently,"— all of which, so far as it is intelligible,

is of course based upon Chu Hsi and not upon the Han school.

In the Cursus Litleraturae Sinicae, by A. Zottoli, S.J., 1879

(p. 217), we have the following, which standing as it does, without

aniiotatioa of any kind, seems unintelligible.

"Tse hia quaesivit de pietate fijiali: Philosophus ait: oris alacritas,

difficilis.''

lu Les Quatre Livres, by S. Couvreur, S.J., 1895 (p. 79), we

have a bilingual version, as follows:—

Tzeu hia ayant interroge sur la

piete filiale, le Maitre repondit:

II est difficile de tromper par un

faux semblant de piet^ filiale.

Tzeu hia interrogavit de pietate

filiali. Magister ait: Species (pietatis

filialis) difficile iuduitur (id est,

pietatis filialis specie decipere

difficillimum est).
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In The Discourses and Sayings of Confucius, by Ku Hung-ming,

1898 (p. 9), we have the following, also without note of any kind:

—

"Another disciple asked the same question. Confucius answered,

The difiBculty is the expression of your look."

All the above interpretations and translations betray, on the

part of the native commentator a singular want of flexibility, on

the part of the foreign translator too servile a deference to stereo-

typed views, hallowed, not by critical insight, but by centuries alone.

It may seem presumptuous after the above exordium to declare

that the meaning of these two characters lies, a la Bill Stumps,

upon the surface, and that all you have to do, as the poet says, is to

m ^^ m m
-^ M m m
Stoop, and there it is;

Seek it not right nor left!

When Tzti-hsia asked Confucius, ""What is filial piety?" the

latter replied simply,

"'^ TO DEFINE IT ^^ IS DIFFICULT,"

a most intelligible and appropriate answer.

The character "^ comes to mean "define" through the very simple

steps of "sort" or "kind," and then— as every Chinese character can

be a verb, substantive, or other part of speech, with equal ease—

"to sort," "to arrange under sorts," "to place in the proper cate-

gory,'
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ART THOU THE CHRIST?

The publication, in my "latroductioa to tlie History of Chinese

Pictorial Art," 1905, of a certain woodcut here reproduced, has given

rise to some discussion as to the subject intended by the artist.

By the great uuwashed of China's millions this subject has been

generally accepted as a kind of pictorial harmony of their three

leading Gospels, Confucianism, Taoism, and Buddhism,— such being

the order of precedence authorised in A.D. 574 by Imperial Edict,—

the three figures being those of the founders, Confucius, Lao Tzti,

and Buddha.

The legend attached to the picture-

Han san loei
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—has beeu explained, ia accordance with this popular view, to mean

that the Gospels in question, though to outward appearances three

are in reality one in aim, that aim being the welfare of the human race.

Taoism and Buddhism have long since flourished peaceably side

by side, and have eveu borrowed so much from one another that a

tyro will often have trouble to distinguish between the two. This

however, has not always been the case. In past centuries there was

a long struggle for the mastery; and according to the bias of the

Court of the day, sometimes one and sometimes the other would bo

alternately blessed and banned.

The first Emperor of the Liang dynasty, who reigned A.D.502 —549,

was a devout Buddhist. He lived upon priestly fare, and even wore

the dress of a priest. He interpreted the Buddhist commandment,

"Thou shalt not kill," in its strictest sense, and caused the sacrifi-

cial victims to be made of dough. In 824, another Emperor died

from swallowing the Taoist elixir of life. In 845 Taoism was still

the favoured faith; 4,600 Buddhist temples were destroyed, and 200,500

priests and nuns were forced to return to lay life, together with

2,000 fire-worshippers or followers of Mazdeism. In 859, the Emperor

Hsiian Tsung restored Buddhism to its former position. And so on.

Occasionally, as in 574, subsequent to the establishment of prece-

dence above-mentioned, both religions would lie under the same

interdict, which, it must be carefully noted, was never extended to

Confucianism. Eveu the most infatuated among the Imperial devotees

of Taoism or Buddhism never dared to do more than be lukewarm

towards the teachings of Confucius, although these were of course

fatally antagonistic to the superstitions of the other two. A Confu-

cianist of the type of Han Yii, who presented an objectionable memorial

beorrjug the Emperor not to worship a bone of Buddha, would receive

such punishment as transfer to an out-of-the-way post; but those who

in relio^ious matters left the Court alone, were left alone themselves.
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A modus Vivendi, tliea, for the ri^al champions of Taoism and Bud-

dhism, would seem to be a most desirable consummation, whereas

Confucianism was on a different footing altogether.

We may now come to the picture itself, which has been taken from

a volume of woodcuts, printed, according to a note at the end, iu the

year 1588. The title of the collection is ^ j^ ^ g^ Fang shih mo

p''u, and it consists of six volumes, averaging thirty-three leaves of

pictures and three leaves of index to each. It was published by a man

named
"Jj -^ ^ Fang Yu-lu (T. ^g j\^ ), whose family appear to

have been makers of the highly-scented and artistically-decorated cakes

of ink which used to be known, and may perhaps still be known,

in England as "Indian Ink." The woodcuts are reproductions of

pictures, ancient and modern, employed in the decoration of these

cakes. Some of them are signed by well-known artists; and others,

though not signed, can still be referred to their proper sources.

Thus, on page 3 of volume IV we have a basket of flowers, signed

^ ^ Tso-kan = -^ ^ Wu T'ing of the Ming dynasty; on page

6 of volume V, a picture of ^ J^ San chit the Three Conveyances

(Trii/dna), signed ^^ Nan-yii = "T" ^ |iii '^i"o Yun-p'eng of

the Ming dynasty; on page 21 verso of volume V, a picture of

"Brushing an Elephant," without signature but with a side-note

which reads jH* |@] at 2|S ^ ^ |SI "Picture of Brushing an Ele-

phant, by ^ jjL 2(5C Yen Li-pen of the T'ang dynasty;" and finally

the picture under consideration, without signature or guidance of

any kind beyond the legeud quoted above.

During the seventh century, there flourished at the capital of

China two famous painter brothers, named Yen, both of whom are

known to have painted many pictures of the numerous foreigners who

thronged the Chinese Court upon the establisliment of a new and

enlightened dynasty. Some of the aliens thus painted were bearers

of tribute from various vassal nations; others were Arabs, and
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Nestoriaus seeking converts to Christianity, subsequently koowu to

the Chinese as -^ ^ the Luminous Doctrine. On page 40 of my

book, the following passage will be found:—

From the pencil of one or other of the brothers Yen comes in all pro-

bability the picture of "A Man of Ta-ch'in" (Syria), as seen in the "Account

of Sti'ange Nations," a fourteenth-century copy of which is in the Univer-

sity Library at Cambridge. Also the very curious woodcut, entitled "Three

in One," consisting of a figure of Christ, a Nestorian priest kneeling at his

feet with one hand upraised in benediction, and another priest standing

behind. Nestorian Christianity soon disappeared from China, leaving the

fiimoiis Tablet in Si-ngan Fu as a witness that it had reached the Far

East,—an honour which must in future be shared by this unpretending

picture, which contributes one more to the early portraits of Christ,

Under date 11th August, 1905, a reviewer in the Literary

Supplement of The Times, who skilfully combined courtesy with

criticism, made the following remarks:—

An astonishing misconception which cannot be passed over is founded on

a sixteenth-century woodcut of a circular cake of ink, which is reproduced

on page 37, and which, it is strangely claimed, "contributes one more to

the eai-ly portraits of Christ," in that it is labelled "Han San Wei "Yi,"

"One in Three." The group of three figures on this curious engraving is

pi'esumed by the author to consist of Christ and two Nestorian priests. But

the supposed Christ is surely the Buddha, recognized by his curly hair

with the tonsure, earrings, bare feet, and by the peculiar canonical way

in which the kashaya is worn so as to leave the right arm bare; the tall

figure in the background is Confucius, with the traditional features of the

famous portrait by Wu Tao-yuan cut in stone at the Confucian temple in

Shantung; the third figure, also standing, is Lao Tzii, with left hand raised,

as if discoursing, while he holds his special attribute, a roll, grasped in his

7-igbt hand. The triad in this group, it is suggested with some confidence,

is really composed of the founders of the three great religions of China,

which are often declared in native parlance to be one. If so, it has no

part in the Christian Trinity.

This view was echoed by a Mr. Berthold Laufer in The New York

Evening Post of 16th September, 1905, coupled with some quite un-

necessary sneers and insinuations, to which I should have paid no

attention whatever but for the fact that ou the 7th July preceding, Mr.
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Laufer had written and asked me for a free copy of the book in ques-

tion,— an application which, ia my ignorance of any claim on the part

of Mr. Laufer to be supplied gratuitously with my books, I felt

myself constrained to refuse. The above incident, however, shall not

prevent me from giving due weight to Mr. Laufer's arguments as

set forth by himself:—

The representation in the picture in question is a very well-known

subject in Chinese art, and readily unclerstood by every Chinaman. It is

styled "Picture of the Three Saints," who are Confucius, Laotse, and

Buddha. The underlying idea in the combination of these representatives

of the three principal religions of China is to symbolize the close association

of the three creeds in the minds of the people, which is the meaning of

the phrase translated by Giles "Three in One." The personage taken by

Giles for Christ is unmistakably the figure of Buddha, with the character-

istic tonsure of the head, barefooted, and robed in the garb of an Indian

monk—an exact copy of the well-known Buddha statues and paintings of

India. In no representation of Christ is He pictured with a tonsure. The

"kneeling Nestoi'ian priest" of Mr. Giles is Laotse, who is not kneeling at

all, but standing erect; and the other "Xestoiian priest" behind him is

Confucius Representations similar to this picture of the

three saints are very frequent in Chinese and Japanese art, and are found

also in temples in the form of sculptures. A splendid colored woodcut of

this motive after a painting by Masanobu Kano (1453—90), is given in

the fourth number of the Kokka, a Japanese journal devoted to art and

archaeology.

The original woodcut reproduced in Giles's book is not older than the

middle of the sixteenth century. Without giving any reason or explanation,

Mr. Giles attributes it to the end of the seventh century, and connects it

with the name of a certain painter. Yen, of that period.

Before proceeding, I may point out (1) that "without giving

any reason or explanation," in other words "authority," Mr. Laufer

states that the woodcut in question "is styled Picture of the Three

Saints;" and (2) that it "is not older than the middle of the six-

teenth century."

The "Confucius, Lao Tztt, and Buddha," theory is of course

ancient history, and was discarded by me in face of the arguments

which I shall now try to set forth as succinctly as possible. These
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may be divided iuto (1) Artistic and (2) Linguistic, aud may be

taken conveniently in this order.

I.—To beofin with, the three figures occupy very diflFerent posi-

tions, and yield very different values in a group which, to take my

critics' view, is to exhibit the oneness of the doctrines professed by

the three Teachers. "Buddha" completely dominates the scene, and

it must be plain to any one that the other two are in more or less

deferential, if not reverential, attitudes. "Lao Tzil" is, in my opinion,

a kneeling figure, the little toe-points being a later addition by the

wood-engraver, when the kneeling position began to fade under

repeated cuttings. He is moreover holding up a hand with the sign

of benediction (unnoticed by the above critics), a gesture not to be

found in any of the kuown portraits of Lao Tzil, nor indeed, so

far as my search has gone, in any Chinese portraits of any worthies,

native or foreign alike. The nearest thing to it is found, curiously

enough, in images of Buddha. I have looked through the ^ ^
[gj ^ San ts'ai t'u hai, and the

"i* IE ^ "^ ^- :§ K'u ."ling

listen hsianij cJiuan Uieh; nowhere have I been able to find anything

of the kind. "Lao Tztl" has also a very marked tonsure, and is

almost identical in feature with the colourless figure standing behind

him, who does duty for "Confucius,"— a mistake hardly likely to be

committed by a Chinese artist. I have examined what may be called

the authentic portraits of Confucius in such works as the ^ j^

^ Sheng miao chih chi ycio, the Eg jgg ^jl ^ jg| ^ Sheng

miao ssU tien t^u k^ao, and the Bg ^ gj S/ieng c/ii t^u, but again

T fail to fiud any striking resemblance. This of course proves nothing,

as no two portraits of Christ are much alike; even the position of

Christ on the cross, about which unanimity might be expected, is

differently portrayed by dififereut artists. The accompanying pictures

of (1) Confucius in ofiBcial dress and (2) in ordinary teaching costume,

and (3) of Lao Tztl, are taken (1) from the first of the three works

/Ui^
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last euumerated, (2) from the third, and (3) from the Ku shai,j hsien

h.si,ui,j rhiian liich, respectively. It will be seyu that Confucius (2),
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as always iu uiulress, is shown v, ith hair gathered at the top of the

head and fastened by a pin run through a saiall ornamental con-

trivance placed above. This was in fact the prevailing fashion of
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the Ohou (l3'n;isiy, and would no doubt have been followed by

Lao Tztt but ior an awkward baldness which condemned him to

V5

^ V V Y ^/ '_
, y:^Kj ^

wear tlie topknot a little lower down.

Much stress is laid by my critics on the curly hair, bare feet,
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kaahaija, tousure, and earriDgs(?) of "Buddha." But that is precisely

what I shoukl expect from a 7th century Chinese artist, whose

imagination had been vividly stirred by such a mystery as Trinity

ĉb

?f'. ^

M0l\ N

:^

in Unity, but who was in possession of no details, He would hear

that an embodiment of Three in One v?as the God of a people iu

the West; and he would naturally turn for items of ilress to the
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(by that date) well-known figure of Buddha, whose home was also

in the West. He may never have spoken or had any communication

with a Nestorian priest, though ho may very probably have seen

one, and he may possibly have actually thought that this new God

was another Buddha. On the other hand, large ears, always em-

phasised in his portraits, were one of Lao Tztt's personal charac-

teristics; there is no sign of these, however, in our present woodcut.

It remains to be asked if there has been any period in history,

from the 7th century onwards, when the Chinese people would tolerate

a picture iu which Confucius — Lao Tztt can be ignored — was ex-

hibited in a subordinate position, not to say an attitude almost of

adoration, towards Buddha. Foolish Emperors have more than once

suffered from religious melancholia, Buddhist and Taoist, and have

indulged in. many wild vagaries; but no Chinese artist could have

painted such a picture without infinite risk to his valued skin, nor

would such blasphemy have had any chance of beiog preserved through

centuries to the present day. Mr. Laufer states ex cathedra, though

it is difficult to say what claims he has to mount the tribune, that

our picture dates only from the 16th century. Still less in that case

would any one have dared to place Confucius, the Uncrowned King,

in a position so derogatory to his greatness; for never since the

16th century have either Buddhism or. Taoism obtained any favour,

Imperial or popular, as against the Doctrine of the ancient sages,

of which Confucius is the venerated Prophet. An ignorant Chinese

"teacher," cornered for an answer, will no doubt rattle off "Con-

fucius, Lao Tzii, and Buddha," having in his miud the stock saying

that "The Three Religiona are really One," and not having in his

mind the faintest apperception of the artistic question taken in

connection with the relative positions of Confucianism and Buddhism.

And so, in past centuries the real motive of the picture may well

have passed out of mind, especially as Nestorian Christianity soon
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completely disappeai-ed, leaving absolutely no traces of a religion

that must once have flourished vigorously, save and except the

famous Nestorian Tablet. Then came the Japanese and carried ofi

the false tradition to Japau, and painted pictures of "Confucius,

Lao Tzti, aud Buddha," but not, be it noted, on the lines of our

present woodcut. la regard to the picture by Kauo Masanobu

(1453— 1490), quoted by Mr. Laufer, I am not fortunate enough

to possess the Kokka; so I referred the question to my sou, Mr.

Lionel Giles of the British Museum, who writes,

Buddha is certainly not standing apart, like your Christ, but he is

holding up bis robe in much the same way. Lao Tzii is apparently con-

versing with him, and Confucius listening And after all, the great

point is the aloofness of Christ ia your picture. He is evidently intended

to be 'of different clay' from the other two. And that is hardly the case

in the Kokka picture.

IL—We now come to the liuguistie question, which offers some

curious points to those interested ia the interpretation of Chinese.

The legend, already quoted, on what we may call the reverse

of the iak-cate, consists of the four vertically-written characters,

M=-^^'' literally, "Contain Three Be (or Make) One," =

"Contains Three Being (or Makiug) One," aud in ordinary English

"Three in One."

This locution, with this sense, can be traced back so far as the

3rd century A.D. It has nothing whatever to do with the everyday

phrase referring to the common aim of the "Three Doctrines,"

Confucianism, Taoism, aud Buddhism, which runs ^ ^^ ^ —
San chiao kuei i, and means "Threa Doctrines Unite One" = "The

Three Doctrines have one and the same aim,"— the tolerant spirit

of which is sometimes courteously extended to embrace even Chi-is-

tianity. The phrase will be found in the commentary on the History

of the Earlier Han Dynasty, by ^ J^ Meng E'ang, at the beginning

of the ^ .^ "jl^ ^M It chill chapter on the "Pitchpipes and the
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Calendar." The character ^ is there written ^ ; the latter means

"to hold in the mouth," and is said in K'aug Hsi to be J^ '(^ ^
iised for the former. [K'ang Hsi gives the phrase under ^ , noting

that it is the same as ^ .J The text refers to the relation between

the pitchpipes and numbers, and is explained by Meng K'ang,

as follows: M^^^J^^WL^ M^jtM^^^

The Yellow Bell is the tzii pitchpipe (i. e., it corj'esponds to the first of

the twelve cyclical ^t" Branches). The number belonging to Izti is one. Pri-

meval ether which constituted the Absolute contained three in one; and

so it was that the one underwent transformation, and became three.

Here we have plainly the idea of unity resolving itself into trinity.

Now let us take this phrase in connection with the picture,

where it is alleged to mean— A^^. 5. neither of my critics ventures to

translate it—that the three figures represent Three Doctrines which

are in essence One. Granting the correctness of this view, we are

now faced by the fact that the only possible subject of j^ han

"contain" is "picture;" that is to say, this picture contains three

persons whose doctrines are one. Unfortunately for this theory, apart

from its inherent weakness, the word han is not commonly used

— one might almost say not used at all — in this sense. Any one

can see by inspection that it is a picture-character, a representation,

according to the |^ ^ Shuo Wen, of a tongue,— at any rate, of

something contained, or shut up, in an envelope; and such indeed

has always been its usage, with the very rarest exceptions, down to

the present day. It would thus be an aptly-chosen character to

express the embodiment in One Christ of the Three Persons of the

Trinity; in fact. Trinity in Unity.

Finally, at the end of the book of woodcuts under discussion,

there are three documents, the first two of which are from the pens

of eminent writers, ^ [ft ^ Wang Shih-cheng, A.D. 1526—1593,
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and ^ ^ ^ Wang Tao-kuan, respectively,— the latter being dated

1587— and are of the usual laudatory character; while the third aud

similar document is a ^ j^ closing note by one ^ ^ Fang Yii,

who was a clansman of Fang Yu-lu, mentioned above. After

saying that the work was in six sections, and that it took five

years to complete, the writer describes his delight in getting hold

of a copy, and expatiates on the beauty of the varied scenes and

figures of which it is composed,

—

Some of which the ears and eyes have heard of and have seen, and some

of which the ears and eyes have never heard of nor have seen.

Among those enumerated,

y^ —' j^ ^ ^" *^h6re is the One who contains Three,—

according to my interpretation. According to The Times critic and

Mr. Laufer, this must read.

There is the one (picture) which contains three,

for surely it caunot mean,

Tliere is the one (Doctrine) which contains three.

But it must mean,

There is the (picture of) One who contains Three.

In fact, no sense is to be got out of j^ han "contain," unless the

subject thereof be Christ. This view is further emphasised by the

words which immediately follow:

'^ ^£ jttl jfeAf ^ There is the Three which produces Myriad,—

alluding to the well-kuowu cosmogonical theory of Lao Tztl,

— ;^ Zl Zl ^ ^ H ^^ 4^ °"® produced Two, Two pro-

duced Three, and Three produced the myriad things (in the universe),

—

the subject of another picture altogether.

Trinity in Unity seems thus to have been associated by tradition

with some Western teaching so late as 1588. It is true that two
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Jesuits had already iu 1582 established themselves in the province

of Kuangtuiig, where tliey were joiaed in 1583 by the great Ricci;

but it is very ualiiiely that the picture belougs to that date, for

several reasons, not the least being that, iu common with almost

all the other pictures in the book, it would have beau in such case

accompanied by the signature of the artist. The provenance however

of our woodcut is a matter of comparatively slight importance. The

great point is to get rid of the absurd "Confucius, Lao Tzti, and

Buddha" theory, which appears to have been started, snowball fashion,

by some ignorant Chinaman, pushed on by Japanese artists, who

however had wit euough to depart from it iu their own works,

and then to have been meekly swallowed by the few Europeans

who have ever paid any attention to the matter. Thanks however

to Fang Yii, and to his reading of the legend, light seems, in my

opinion, to have been thrown on a spot that would otherwise have

remained dark.

The above pages had already been written when Professor Hirth,

of Columbia University, issued his "Scraps from a Collector's Note-

book," which mainly consists of sixty-seven articles, ranging from

three lines to a page or two, on the same number of Chinese painters

belonging to the present dynasty, thus forming a very useful and

valuable supplement to my book, which ends with the close of the

Ming dynasty in 1G44. In addition, there are biographical notes on

forty-five ancient painters, nearly all of whom will be found in my

collection, but about whom Professor Hirth has always something

new to say. Then follow twenty-three "Notes on some old Art

Historians and Publishers," all very interesting and instructive;

several complete Indexes, with the Chinese characters in each case;

and filially some short notes on the twenty-one illustrations which

add so much to the charm of the book. It would give me much

pleasure fo enlarge further on the excellence of Professor Hirth's
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work; for the raoQient however I am concerned only with some

remarks of his on the picture imaiediately under discussion.

Omitting all mention of a misunderstanding by Professor Hirth

(p. 67) ill regard to the source of the picture, partly due to my

inadvertence; and also, for the moment, of the ^ 'Pj ^ question,

which is a side issue, I will now quote what Professor Ilirth, with

a caution and restraint which Mr. Laufer will do well to imitate,

says on p. 68 of his work:—

I am inclined to look upon the human figure, explained by Professor

Giles as an old portrait of Christ, as the typical shape of an Indian, here

representing Buddhism. The expression of his face, his beard and his curly

hair have a certain family likeness with many Indian Buddhists depicted

on Chinese wood-cuts, and his barefootedness seems to support this view.

I have already dealt with this point, but it may here be observed

that Professor Hirth says "a certain family likeness," meaning of

course that the I'esemblance is not very pronounced.

The two other figures arc of a different type. I cannot discover any

characteristics indicating their being in any way different from the tradi-

tional representations of Chinese sages.

The upper figure is wearing on his head something which looks like

a biretta; the lower has a distinct tonsure. Among representations

of Chinese sages, of which I have examined a large number, I can

find none similar in these respects.

Their shoes and the way they show from underneath the drapery ot

their gowns are quite Chinese; moreover, the man to the right in front

doe.s not kneel, nor does he upraise his hand in benediction, but he holds

in his right hand a scroll, while raising his left in admonition like one

arguing, his colleague folding his hands in a manner often seen in old

representations of sages with courtly mannei's, as for instance in a portrait

of Confucius by Wu Tau-tzi, preserved in a rubbing from an old stone

inscription reproduced in the Kin-sh'i-so.

It must be remembered that according to my theory the picture

is a very old one, and has been recut over and over again, no doubt

with changes introduced by the ignorant engraver. The toe-tips of
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the lower figure are now visible enough; but were they always there?

To me, the upper part of the body is that of a kneeling man. To

me again, the upraised hand of the lower figure is clearly in the

attitude of benediction,— little finger and third finger bent down.

The other two hands visible are somewhat mixed, and might both

be those of the upper figure, exhibiting an open scroll. I can see

no sign of folded hands, on the strength of which Professor Hirth

would identify the upper figure with Confucius. But he goes on

to say.

From the traditional portrait of Confucius both these figures resemble him,

which would be a hardly likely coincidence in a picture specially

designed to illustrate the oneness of three dissimilar faiths. [Com-

pare the portraits of Confucius here reproduced from the best pos-

sible authorities.]

but I am inclined to think that one of the two men represents Lau-tzi,

a, not very convincing remark. [Compare the portrait of Lao Tzii

here given.]

the entire group being an early type of that subject taken in hand by

hundreds of painters of all periods, "The Three Religions" (san-kiau

^^ ^C )i Tauism, Confucianism and Buddhism, as represented by the

portraits of their founders. Under this title Ku K'ai-chi had painted u

picture, and after him it has been one of the standard subjects up to the

present day.

Ku K'ai-chih died soon after A.D. 405; but the term ^ ^r

referring to Confucianism, Taoism, and Buddhism, is said in the

!@! ^ ^E i^ ^ *'"'' ''^" *'"''' § ^' ^° have been first used under

the ^ ^ Six Dynasties, when the Emperor -0^ *j^ Wu Ti of the

^ Chou dynasty arranged the precedence of the three faiths, as

stated above, and then proceeded to suppress Taoism and Buddhism.

It occurs also in the ^ ^ ^ Wen i pHeii, p. 3 verso, of ^ j^

Wang T'uug, A.D. 583 — CIG; and there the writer seems to lament
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that the religious energies of the nation had been dissipated in

several directions instead of being concentrated in one.

In this connection, it may be remarked, for the benefit of those

who do not happen to know, that the term ^ ^, as found in

the more ancient literature of China, has nothing to do with the

same term in use since the year A.D. 574. It occurs first of all in

*^e \^ ^M Po ^'" t'ung of ^]S: Ig Pan Ku, who died A.D. 92,

and is there said to have been substituted for ^ j£ (?) "the three

commencements of the year," ou which, see Legge's Chinese Classics,

vol. Ill, p. 154. The actual words are

"—-
TF. ^ ^ '^<i i^ jj[ ^ WC '*' ^^^ because of the failure of

the san cheng that the san chiao were established.

This establishment of the san chiao was stated to be due to ^ _0^

-K JE ^ "a desire that the people should return to the true path;"

and the san chiao are further said to be ^^ , ^ , and ^ , loyalty,

reverence, and culture, each of which gives birth to the next in an

endless chain; but all this is obscure, and has not been properly

elucidated; it is only mentioned here to show that if Ku K'ai-chih

did really paint a picture with this title, his motif may have been

quite different from that suggested by the term as understood in

later times.

In the catalogues at my disposal which contain titles of Ku

K'ai-chih's pictures, I can find no mention of any work answering

to Professor Hirth's description ; only so late as ^^ -^ Wu Tao-

tztl of the 8th century, and J^ ^ Sun Wei, a religious painter

of the 9th century, have I been able to discover ^^ jQ , and

— ^t ^ '
generally understood as "Portraits of the [Pounders of

the] Three Religions," though the change of phrase must be taken

into account. The next work on this subject is attributed to ^ ^(|l

jXi Chih Chung-yuan of the Five Dynasties; but so far as my

search goes, not one of these has been described in such a way as
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to give any idea of its composition. But when we come to ]^ j^
Ma Yuan of the 12th and 13th centuries, famous among the Japanese

as Ba-yen, we have the very description we require, preserved for

us in the ^^ ^ ^ Ch'i tung yeh yii by j^ ^ Chou Mi,— an

almost contemporary record. There we read that

Lao Tzii, with a yellow face, Sj!j|] ^^ Pti ^ was sitting cross-legged

in the middle; Buddha wasj^ jj^ "t^ ^|^ standing in a dignified attitude at

his side; and Confucius ^^ njE "^ "^ was making a salutation in front.

Of course it is only a guess that the picture which has given rise

to all this discussion has anything to do with the Three Religions.

There is nothing whatever outside the picture, beyond the cackle of

ignorant natives, which offers any clue of any kind to its subject

and interpretation, save and except the decisive legend j^ ^ ^ —
•

.

which I think has been showu conclusively to mean "Three in One,"

in the sense, and in that alone, of the Triune God of Christianity.



ECHOES OF ORPHEUS.

One of the nine Ministers of the Emperor Shun, of legendary

memory, was the Grand Music-Master t^ K'uei. His name is men-

tioned in the Book of History, a collection of very early records

embracing a period which extends from the middle of the 24th

century B.C. down to B.C. 721, and said to have been edited by

Confucius from then existing documents which came into his hands.

In the third millennium before Christ, and for many centuries

afterwards, music was believed by the Chinese to possess a civilising

influence equal to that expressed by Cougreve in his famous line.

Music hath charms to soothe the savage breast,

and it occupied in practice among the ancient Chinese very much

the place assigned to it by Plato in his theoretical republic. For

instance, the philosopher Mencius, B.C. 372-289, (Bk. [, Pt. 2) told

the King of the Ch'i State that if the latter's love of music were

really profound, his administration would be almost perfect. The

King modestly replied that he could not appreciate the music of

ancient times, but only that in vogue at his own date; to which

Mencius retorted that the one was quite as effective as the other

for the purpose in question.

The older music referred to by the King was that same music

which on one occasion so affected Confucius that for three months

he knew not the taste of meat. Yet in spite of what must have

been its great beauty, it faded gradually out of existence, and by

the 2nd century B.C. was altogether a lost art.
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The Grand Music-Master at his installation was solemnly ad-

dressed by the Emperor Shuu on the exercise of his important

functions. He was instructed so to influence the rising generation

that the upright might also be tolerant, the liberal-minded dignified,

the strong not tyrannical, and those in authority not arrogant. Thus,

concluded the great Emperor,

Jljflj
A ^ 5ftj ^°^^ ^"'^ ^^^ wi" ^^ brought into harmony.

To this speech the Grand Music-Master made the following extra-

ordinary and very inapposite answer:

|^"f*^^#^WM^I^ Yes, I strike the musical-

stone forte, I tap it piano, and all animals begin to dance.

It may be noticed here that the Emperor had just been ap-

pointing various other high officei-s, and that none of them made

any answer of the kind, though several asked to be excused.

The commentary does not throw much light on the passage.

After explaining that chi is "to hit hard" and fu "to hit softly,"

we read

A. ^0 ^r J^ "tfek
^^^ ^"'^ ^^"^^ ^"^^ ®^^^ *" '"fluence, birds and beasts

are hard to influence; and the fact that all animals began to dance shows

clearly that Gods and men were in harmony.

Dr. Legge, in his note to this passage, says.

There can be no doubt the reply of K'uei is out of place here,—appears

here in fact from some displacement of the ancient tablets.

But it also appears somewhere else in the Book of Hintory (^g ^)irm.

in connection with a choral service performed in memory of deceased

ancestors of the Imperial House, whose spirits are attracted to the

spot by the influence of the music. The Grand Music-Master is

explaining how the orchestral effects of flutes, drums, organs, bells,

etc., are produced, when all of a sudden he says,
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,& Wj^ ^3" ^ff bii'ds and beasts begin to dance

;

and ia the following paragraph he repeats verbatim the sentence

from the Canon of Shun which we have already examined, followed by

FSF ^9* y|^ =^ and all the high officials become truly in harmony.

The Chinese commentary refers the reader back to the luminous

exegesis already quoted; and Dr. Legge adds,

I said the passage was out of place there. It would almost seem to be

the same here, though the concluding clause (of above four characters)

adds a particular point to the effects of music, not mentioned in the pre-

ceding paragraph.

As a matter of fact, tlie text would read much better and yield a

more continuous sense if these passages about the birds and beasts

were omitted altogether. They have clearly been interpolated in the

text, at what date it ia impossible to say; but subsequent to the

middle of the 2nd century B.C., when echoes of Greek mythology

from the Graeco-Bactrian province, together with Greek music, had

already begun to reach China overland.



THE WEAK WATER (see p. 16).

Very shortly before his death, Sir Richard Jebb, Regius Professor

of Greek at Cambridge, was kind enough to point out to me a

passage, not cited by Liddell and Scott, in which (3ix.6vppooi; plays

an important part. In the Tpxxivixi of Sophocles (1. 556), (^xSuppoo:;

will be found as an epithet of the river Eilyivoi; Evenus, formerly

known as the Auxopfixg Lycorraas, and now as the Pidari; and the

word was translated by Sir Richard Jebb "deep," the latter portion

being, as he told me, unnecessary to the sense, and possibly nothing

more than a help-out to the metre. Sir Richard Jebb further referred

me to the "Geography of Greece," by the Rev. H. F. Tozer, who

classes the Evenus among the "sudden and violent streams" of

ancient Greece, and says on p. 90,

The older name of the Evenus in ^tolia was Lycormas, 'rushing like a

wolf,' from fivxoi Spinxa.

and again on p. 96,

The scene of the adventure of Hercules with the centaur Nessus is the

Evenus, one of the fiercest and most treacherous torrents in Greece.

This would seem to be decisive against such a meaning as "slug-

gish," which fits in so well with the mysterious ^ ^ Jo shui of

the Chinese. There are, however, several points which must be taken

into consideration before the case can be pronounced hopeless.

1.— Are very deep rivers ever torrential, or torrential rivers ever

very deep? The Yangtsze Kiang and the Hoang Ho may be quoted

as examples of the negative,
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2.— The Rev. Mr. Tozer only claimed iu his preface to have

"travelled over most of Greece;" he does not say that he actually

saw the Evenus, which he calls "one of the fiercest and most

treacherous torrents in Greece." He might well have deduced this

view from the older name Lycormas, which he interprets "rushing

like a wolf," evidently, meaning "in headlong course" to be understood.

3. —Do wolves usually rush in headlong course? I have referred

this question to Professor Newton, who so kindly helped me with

the phoenix (p. 9), and his opinion is that the attack of the wolf

is rather characterised by stealthy and cautious approach, except

perhaps when his prey is completely at his mercy. Even a pack of

wolves can be kept off for a time by determined men; the wolves

succeed ultimately, as Mazeppa tells us, by

Their long gallop which can tire

The hound's deep hate, the hunter's fire.

And that comparatively slow, but steady and sure, rate of progres-

sion is precisely what is wanted for a rational interpretation of

Px&uppoog and Jo sJiui.

4 (suggested to me by Miss Rachel White, Classical Lecturer

at Newnham).— Is Lycormas correctly derived from "rushiog like a

wolf?" May it not, with more probability, be simply some old local

name, the exact meaning of which has been lost?

5.—There remains, of course, the question as to the real speed

of the Evenus. It would no doubt be unfair to argue from the

present state of the Fidari, bearing in mind the shock experienced

by Lord Byron when he saw an old washerwoman damming up

one of the most famous rivers of ancient Greece, in order to get

enough water to wash her clouts.
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China and Religion. By Edward Harper Parker, M.A. (Mane),

Professor of Chinese at the Victoria University, Manchester.

London, John Murray. 1905.

This is a disappointing volume, with an attractive title. To begin

with, it is mostly a rdchauffi of a number of magazine articles on

the religions of China, published at intervals during the past fifteen

years. These articles are now enumerated and referred to by the

author under his 'List of Authorities' on p. xi., which he says

'may be usefully consulted.' They may perhaps have passed muster,

at the time of writing, in the not altogether leading magazines in

which they appeared; but for the purposes of a book, to be regarded

as authoritative for future students, they required a much more

severe revision than they have actually received. Professor Parker

seems to have made hardly any attempt to blend his articles into

the form of a 'simple sketch,' as claimed in his Introduction, but

to have been content to leave them almost in their original patch-

work state, one curious result of which is that his present work

rests for the most part upon 'authorities' of his own earlier crea-

tion—a truly novel illustration of what is known as arguing in a

circle. Another result is that there are numerous repetitions, which

would be more tolerable if the repetitions always agreed with one

another. But they do not even do that. For instance, on p. 48, in

his essay on Taoism, he states that works on ^Taoism, Astrology

and Medicine,' were the only ones exempted from destruction at

the famous Burning of the Books in B.C. 213. This serious mistake

is corrected on p. 68, in a repetition of the statement, where we

read that 'works on medicine, divination, and agriculture' were

spared; but of course the uninitiated reader is left in darkness as

to which is really the correct version.
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At the end of his book, Professor Parker reprints his translation

of the spurious text known as the Tao-teh King or Taoist Classic,

which has already been translated quite a dozen times by various

hands, and which he now strives with vain effort to erect into a

genuine document of the 6th or 7th century B.C. At one time,

p. 38, he speaks of the 'hazy theories' of which this Tao-teh King

is composed; on p. 47, this time in the same essay, he calls these

theories 'noble abstractions.' Which of the two descriptions may be

the more appropriate, the reader will be able to judge from Pro-

fessor Parker's rendering of Chapter 6:—
'The spirit of the valley of space never dies, and this is what

is called the progenetrix of neutral dissolution, and the connection

of this dissolution progenetrix may be termed the root of heaven

and earth. It extends into eternity like a preserver of life, and is

inexhaustible in its uses.'

The reader is now in a position to appreciate the justice of

Professor Parker's remark on p. 38, namely, that the alleged writer

of the above quotation was 'an apostle of simplicity, and pleaded

in season and out of season consistently for a return to Nature.'

On p. 287, where Professor Parker deals with a difficult passage

in the Tao-teh King, he adds the following footnote:—

'This mysterious sentence, which permits the imagination to run

riot in various fancies, would have been totally unintelligible to

me had I not discovered from the Concordance that ^^^ -^

Vainancius (2ud cent. B.C.), quotes it with the addition of the three

words,' etc.

In reply to this claim, it is only necessary to say that such

'discovery' was made exactly twenty years ago, and that the point

was fully discussed in the China Review, vol. xiv, p. 260. Further,

in consequence of violating his own rule, as stated on p. ix, by

trusting to a second-hand authority such as the Concordance, instead
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of reading the works of Vainancius, which are opeu to all students

of Taoism, Professor Parker has not only made a mess of his

translation, but has also failed to 'discover' that the sentence in

question is twice quoted in the original authority.

As an example of serious mistakes, the reader need not go

beyond p. 60, where he will find these words;—'Mencius insists

that the nature of man is evil, ^ -^ Cincius that it is good, in

its origin.' This makes one rub one's eyes: we are here faced with

much the same difficulty as if some theologian were to tell us that

St Paul was a Unitarian. For the keystone of Confucian philosophy

is that man is born good, and Mencius, the Second Sage, spent his

life in establishing on an imperishable basis this leading doctrine

of his great predecessor, as Professor Parker will learn by consulting

the works of Mencius, Book vi, Pt. i, in Dr. Legge's Chinese Clas-

sics, where a translation is furnished on the same page with the text.

Sometimes Professor Parker challenges the smiles of his readers,

e.g., on page 11— 'just as with us, a man may ,be or try to be a

convinced Christian gentleman, although occasionally he may take

a drop too much, or yield to business frauds and feminine seduc-

tions.' On p. 219, when enumerating the more distinguished Pro-

testant missionaries, we read: 'On the American side the versatile

Dr. Lord, who also at one time acted as U.S. Consul, was suffi-

ciently vigorous to outlast three wives. Unfortunately, he and his

fourth wife—about forty years his junior— were carried off together

by cholera in 1887.' This last story, if it need be told at all, might

at least have been accurately told. Dr. Lord actually out-lived six

wives; but what that has to do either with China or. with Religion,

passes comprehension, and the same may well be said of a Latin

poem on the deathbed of Pope Leo XIII, with which the volume opens.

That his work has undergone but a poor revision, if any, may

be gathered from a simple process of comparison. In the Asiatic
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Quarterly for 1902, p. 380, speaking of the return of the Chinese

Commissioners sent in the first century to India to enquire about

Buddhism, Professor Parker wrote, 'They were accompanied by two

Hindoos, named Kas'yapa Matanga and (in unrecognisable Chinese

dress) Ohuh-fah-lan.' On p. 75 we now read, 'Two Hindoos, one of

whom was named Kas'yapa Matanga, accompanied the mission back.'

After three years of revision Professor Parker ought to have been

able to find out that ^^ ^ ^ Chuh-fah-lan, in quite recognisable

Chinese dress, was the well-known Gobharana.

For his chapter on Nestorianism Professor Parker is so deeply

indebted to 'La Stele Chretienne de Si-ngan Fou,' by the late Pere

Havret, S.J., that it is difiBcult to find anything which is our author's

own, save the translation (p. 121) of an Imperial decree referring

to Christianity and printed for the first time, but left untranslated,

by the learned Jesuit. The first sentence of this runs, according to

Professor Parker, MiW^^^ ^*l^fi> Mlf BW:'
^u 1^ 5 ^fe ^Tao has no constant name, holiness no constant

form; cults are established according to place, for the unobtrusive

salvation of the masses.' It may be doubted whether the above too

literal retuleriug, apart from the mistake of 'unobtrusive,' really

conveys the full meaning of the Chinese text, which iu a certain

sense may be compared with Hebrews i.l. The following is sug-

gested as an improvement: 'The Truth does not always appear

under the same name, ,nor is divine inspiration always embodied

in the same form. Religions vary in various lands; but the under-

lying principle of all is the salvation of mankind,'— a very remar-

kable admission by a Chinese Emperor of the 7th century, that

there is 'truth' outside Confucianism, and that there are other pro-

phets besides Confucius.

Professor Parker's twenty odd pages on Shintoism, the religion

of Japan, appear to be of comparatively recent construction. It is
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indeed cliaritable to hope that they were written prior to the pu-

blication by Professor Michel Revon of vol. i. (pp. 229) of his great

work 'Le Shintoisme,' which has been for some months in the hands

of students, but which is not so much as mentioned by name in

Professor Parker's book. This is the more to be regretted, as the

conclusions of Professor Parker's sketch are not borne out by a

perusal of Professor Revon's first volume.

Finally, twelve full-page illustrations are inserted in 'China and

Religion.' Three of these refer exclusively to Japan, two to Burmah,

and one to Korea. Two others are pictures of Jesuit priests; another

is the 'Ju-i,' which had nothing on earth to do, originally, with

religion, and is wrongly described as 'A symbol of rule adopted from

Buddhism,'— a mistake which has been several times exposed, but

seems to die hard. Another is of a temple erected to the memory

of Chinese killed during the bombardment at Pagoda Island ; another

is of the Nestorian Tablet; and the last is of a Stupa in Peking,

which has been reproduced over and over again.

It only remains to say that if books like this one, on an im-

portant subject, are offered to the reading public, we cannot be

astonished at Professor Parker's pathetic cry on p. 1 of his Intro-

duction:— 'I have long since found my stock-in-trade a drug upon

the market, and have had to get many of the papers bound up in

manuscript for the convenience of my own reference.'

Cambridge Review.
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MOSES

And the daughter of Pharaoh came down to wash herself at the river;

and her maidens walked along by the river's side; and when she saw the

ark among the flags, she sent her maid to fetch it. And when she had

opened it, she saw the child : and, behold, the babe wept And

she called his name Moses : and she said, Because I drew him out of the

water. Exodus, ch. 2, vv. 5, 6, 10.

The j^ If C/m p'u, by ^ '§{ ^ Tai K'ai-chih of the ^
Chin dynasty, A.D. 265— 419, has the following story:—

A girl, who was bathing in the river ^^ Sheng, saw a section of

bamboo come floating along with the stream. When it neared her, she

pushed it away; but it came back again, and then, hearing a sound from

within, she took the bamboo and carried it home. On opening it, she

discovered a little boy, who, on growing to man's estate, adopted Bamboo

as his surname, and afterwards rose to be ^ ruler of the State.

The g^ ^^^ g^ CUeiig chai tsa chi (? author and date) says:—

It was under the reign of Wu Ti of the Ilan dynasty (B.C. 140—86),

that 4>4* J^ King Bamboo arose from the river H3^ T'un. A girl, who

was bathing from the bank, found that a tlii-ee-section piece of large

bamboo had floated between her legs. She was trying to pusli it away,

when hearing a sound, she caught hold of the bamboo, and carried it home.

On brealdng it open, she discovered a boy, who grew up to be very strong,

and adopted Bamboo as his surname. The broken receptacle grew into a

grove of bamboo, known as ^ g^J
King's-Words. This king was once

resting with his attendants on a large rock, and called for soup, but there

was no water to make it; whereupon he struck the rock with his sword,

and water gushed out.

The H yf H "^ '^"" '*'''* ''" ^""'' ^y i -^ Wang Ch'i of

the 16th century, has the following story:—

The country of Hr ^[J Mo-ka was formerly an uninhabited wilderness

;

and there, the Tajik patriarch ^^ p4^ P'u lo hou, who had been
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of straiine iippearance since his yi)iith, bad a son born to bim by the wife

wliom be hail inariied on reaching' rnanViood. No water being at band to

wash the chihl, the inolber laid it on the ground, and went in search of

some. She was iinsuccessl'ul ; but on returning, slie found that her child

bad scratched the ground with his foot, ami that a deliriously clear E|)ring

was bubbling up. The child received the name of ^ J^^ )jj^ Ssh ma

yen, and a well-wall was built around the spring, wbi(di never fails even
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in time of drought. Storm}' waves at sea may always be stille by pouring

some of this water upon them.

The above three extracts seem to suggest some knowledge of

the story of Moses. It has been said that the Jews carried the

Pentateuch to China shortly after the Babylonish captivity, and

founded a colony in Honan in A.D. 72. Three inscriptions on stoue

tablets are still extant, dated 1489, 1512, and 1663, respectively.

The first says that the Jews reached China uuder the Sung dynasty

(A.D. 1163); the second, during the Han dynasty (A.D. 25 - 206);

and the third, during the Chou dynasty (11th to 3rd century B.C.).

The illustration is not known to be older than the 16th century.



LAO TZU AND THE TAO TE CHING.

w ^ ^ ^ ^-n ^ l/c

tY. m ^ n M ^ ^
^ ^ ^ m ^ ^ ^
^ I5r g ^ i ^ 3t

"Those who speak do not know, those who know are silent."

These woids I have learned from Lao Tzii

;

But if you say Lao Tzii was one who knew,

Why did he hioaself write five thousand words?

Po Chu-i, A.D. 772—846.

The time seems to have come round when it is desirable to

recapitulate the arguments against the genuineness of the ^ ^
^^ Tao Te Clung. It was so far back as 1886 that I published in

the China Review, vol. xiv, p. 231, The Remains of Lao Tsu, an

article of considerable length, dealing with some of the then-existing

translations of the book, and also with the evidence which was said

to justify its acceptance as a classic of the 6th century before Christ.

Up to that date, the Tao Te Ching, after very insufiBcient exami-

nation, had been regarded by all foreign scholars, from the great

Julien onwards, as unquestionably the work of the famous Lao Tzil,

a philosopher who flourished no one can say exactly when, since

there is no record whatever either of his birth or of his death.

My conclusions were (1) that the Tao Te Ching was a forgery, in

the sense that although many sayings, such as could only emanate

from a real "prophet," were embodied therein, the setting of these

was an unintelligible gibberish which properly belonged to a much

later development of Taoism; and (2) that the published translations

of the genuine sayings were more or less misleading, if not abso-
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lately faulty. My position was of course violently assailed, as new

positions should always be, if only to see that they will stand the shock.

Dr. Chalmers, who had translated the work, declined at first to

make any reply, then he yielded to the attractions of battle, and

denounced me in no measured terms. Finally,—months later,— I was

interested to hear the following words read from a private letter of

his;
—"The Tao Te Ching must be given up." Years later,— not long

before the old lion of sinology passed to his well-earned rest,— we

discussed the question amicably in Aberdeen, and he confirmed his

previous statement above-quoted, and pointed out that he had ceased

to write in opposition.

Dr. Legge, who, in an article published in the British Quarterly

Review for July 1883, had called the Tao Te Ching a urijfix h xsi,

stuck to his text through a long and sometimes acrimonious con-

troversy; and although I became very intimate with him during his

last years at Oxford, I cannot say that he ever openly admitted a

change of opinion. Something else he did indeed change, which was

sorely in need of it; and that was his translation, which afterwards

appeared in the Sacred Books of the East, vol. 39. In simple justice

to myself, I have placed side by side, for convenience of comparison,

a single example of what I mean. The student will find many such.

Dr. Legge, 4883.

The sage ruler accepts

the good as good, and

accepts as good also those

who are not good ; and

(all thus) get to he good.

CHAPTER 49.

My version, 1886.

To the good I would

be good. To the not-good

I would also be good, in

order to make them good.

Dr. Legge, 1891.

To those who are good

(to me) I am good ; and

to those who are not good

(to me;, I am also good ;

—

and (all thus) get to be

good.

The method adopted in the preparation of the Remains of Lao
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Tzu was an extremely simple one; so simple, perhaps, that no

one had ever thought of applying it to the Tao Te Ching before.

It occurred to me to search through the early Taoist writers, and

see what they had to say, if anything, on the subject of the so-

called "classic." This search was amply rewarded. Throughout the

works of Chuang Tzii, Han Fei Tzti, Huai-nan TztL, and others,

occurred a great many isolated sayings by Lao Tztt, now found in

the Tao Te Cliivg, and also a great many others which are not

so found. These were often dealt with in those writers in such a

way that the meaning, which had frequently puzzled Julien, Chal-

mers, and Legge, was placed beyond reasonable doubt; while the

total absence of allusion to any book from which they were taken,

led me to believe that within a century or two after the Burning

of the Books, B.C. 213, in an age when forgery of the kind was

rife, some ingenious person may have picked out a number of such

sayings and have worked them into a volume which would pass

muster as the work of Lao Tzti himself, and do duty as the

"classic" or Bible of a then growing doctrine. This hypothesis

seemed to me, and now seems more than ever, confirmed by the

chain of evidence which I propose to set once more before the

reader.

For the purposes of this argument, we will assume that Lao

Tzti flourished in the 6th century B.C., having been born in 604,

according to the popular calculation; also, that he wrote a book,

now known as the Tao Te Ching.

1.— Confucius, B.C. 551— 479, is said to have paid at least one

visit to Lao Tzti in order ^ jjj§ to ask about ceremonial obser-

vances. Interviews between the two are first mentioned by Chuang

Tzti, 3rd and 4th centuries B.C., in chapters or passages which are

condemned by the best Chinese critics as spurious or interpolated,

respectively; while other critics, who do uot admit 604 as the date
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of birth, show that these interviews would involve an anachronism,

and cannot possibly have taken place. One writer makes merry

over the idea that Confucius should have gone to study ceremonial

observances from a teacher who said (ch. 38),

Ceremonies are but the veneer of loyalty and good faith, while oft-times

the source of trouble.

But most important of all is the fact, inexplicable if Confucius

had met Lao Tzil and had read his Tao Te China, that in all the

canonical record of his life and teachings Confucius never once

alludes either to Lao Tzii or to his book. An attempt has indeed

been made to rectify this damning omission, but with indifferent

success. Ch. 7 of the 0^ ^ Lun Yii or Confucian Analects opens

with these words,

This was rendered by Dr. Legge,

The Master said, A transmitter and not a maker, believing in and loving

the ancients, I venture to compare myself with our old P'ang.

This "old P'ang" is generally regarded by Chinese commentators,

including Chu Hsi, as P'eng Tsu, the legendary Methusaleh of China,

of whom nothing is really known, and who certainly did not leave a

book behind him. But the sentence gave a chance to the Taoists,

and there were not wanting scholars who declared that ^ Lao

"old" stood for Lao Tztl, and ^ "P'eng" for P'eng Tsu. This

view was adopted by the well-known ^ H^ Yang Shih, A.D. 1053

— 1135 (see the ;^ ^ Hi ^). but with a conclusion to his

argument which caused the pious Taoist to cry ''''Nan tali auxilio"

for Yang wound up by saying.

It is thus clear that Lao Tzii transmitted, but did not make

—

the Tao Te Ching understood.
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2-- :4 ^ 0^ Tso-cb'iu Ming, who wrote the extensive com-
mentary, known as the ^ ^ Tso chuar,, on the Annals of the

Lu State, which covers the period from B.C. 722 to 484, never

ouce mentions either Lao Tzti or his book.

3. -The philosopher known as ;^ -^ Wen Tzti, is said to

have been a personal disciple of Lao Tzti. In the Remams attributed

to him, we fiud recorded sayings of his Master-which by the way

are not in the Too Te C/iinp, -hnt he never mentions the existence

or preparation of any book. E. g.

Lao Tzii said, Riglit and wrong have been differently understood in

different ages,

which reads like an anticipatory blow at Kant's categorical imperative.

4. -The philosopher ^ -^ Kuan Tzti, of the 5th century B.C.,

never mentions either Lao Tzti or his book.

5. - ;^ -^ Mencias, who lived from B.C. 372 to 289, practically

spent his life in denouncing all heresies likely to interfere with

the pure flow of Confucianism, as for iustance the heterodox schools

of ^ ^ Yang Chu and ^ ^ Mo Ti, which he is considered

to have effectnally "snuffed out." In the full record of his teachings

which has come down to us, there is not a single word of reference

either to Lao Tzti or to his book.

6. —The philosopher ^ ^ Hsiin K'uang, also known as ^ ^pp

Hsun Ch'ing, who was attacked by Mencius for maintaining that

man's nature is evil, took no notice in all his writings either of

Lao Tzti or of his book.

7.—Neither did the above-mentioned philosopher Mo Ti, whose

doctrine of extreme altruism brought upon him the censure of

Mencius.

8.— S£-^ Chuang Tzii, of the 4th century B.C., is the

first great authority upon the doctrines which Lao Tzti taught.
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He produced a work, illustraiiog the WAY of his great master,

so rich in thought and so brilliant from a literary point of view

tbat, although Lao Tztl's doctrines have long since been condemned,

the work of the disciple remaius, a storehouse of current quotation

and a model of composition, for all time. To express what he

meant by the WAY, Lao Tzti had adopted the common Chinese

terra for a road, viz: ^ Tao, just as oSs? "way" is used in Greek

for a method or system, and later for the Christian faith. He was,

however, careful to explain that the eternal WAY was not the

way which could be walked upon. These are now the opening

words of the Tao Te Ching, and have been otherwise translated, on

the ground, defended by some native scholars, that tao also means

"to speak." Quite recently a writer mentioned in the Athenaeum main-

tained this view, and in the so-called translation {horresco referens!)

by Professor E. H. Parker in China and Religion, p. 271, we have

^ "^ ^ 3¥ 'ffi^ ^ "^^^ Providence which could be indicated by

words would not be an all-embracing Providence,

not to mention the entirely unauthorised rendering of '^ by "all-

embracing."

To begin with, the common use of ^^ tao in the sense of "to

speak" is comparatively modern, and this meaning is not given at

all in the Shuo Wen (see post). It is thus used only twice in the

Book of History, and once in the Odes. No important point, however,

is involved, and the reader may take his choice between "The way

on which you can walk is not the eternal WAY" and "The way on

which you can talk is not the eternal WAY." The former appeals

to me, chiefly as being more epigrammatic, and also because it would

be more natural to divert the mind of a reader from the primary

and well-known meaning of a word, than from an extended and

less known meaning. Dr. Legge adopted the former interpretation;

Chinese commentators, including Han Fei Tztl, seem to favour the
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latter. It is also worth noting that iu his chapter entitled |1| ;?j^

"Mountain Trees," Chuang Tztl uses '^ t'u, which can only he

taken in the sense of "a road," as a synonym of too. The actual

words are tfli ^ ^ :^ '^ ^ ^ . explained by the commentator

^mi^ Liu Hsi-chung as ^ g;^ J^ 7^ ;^ ^VT^ ^ "How

much more those who have Tao and Te in their hearts?"—the

characters y^ '^ la t^u having been already explained as "= -^^
ta tao , the Great WAY."

Chuang Tz(i, indeed, puts into the mouth of Lao Tztt sayings

which are now found in the Tao Te Clung, mixed up with a great

many other similar sayings which are not to be found there. But

he also puts sayings, which now appear in the Tao Te Ghivg, into

the mouth of Confucius! And even into the mouth of the Yellow

Emperor, whose date is some twenty centuries earlier than that of

Lao Tzti himself! In fact, for many centuries before and even after

the probable date of the Tao Te Ching, we find ^^ Yellow (Em-

peror and) Lao (Tzti) in common use for Taoist traditions or writings.

Thus we have

^ fi J^ iff^ :^ Li Po (the poet, A.D. 705—762) in late life

was fond of Taoist doctrines.

It may here be mentioned that Chinese literature possesses the

works of a philosopher named ^)J -^ Lieh Tztl, who is said to have

flourished before Chuang Tztt. Lieh Tztt, however, has long been

universally recognised by native scholars to be nothing more than

an imaginary personage, and his book to be a forgery of a later

age, based perhaps, like the Tao Te Ching, upon actual traditions

of Lao Tztt. Professor Parker, China and Religion, pp. 46, 47, still

chooses to regard Lieh Tztt as a real personage and his so-called

works as authentic documents, and thus impales himself upon one

horn of a dilemma. For iu the very first section of Lieh Tztt's

work we are told that what is now chapter vi of the Tao Te Ching,
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was in reality written by the Yellow Emperor, B.C. 2698— 2598.

Meanwhile, we are somewhat losing sight of the chief point

which it is here intended to emphasise; namely, that throughout

the writings of Chuang Tzt3, who may be regarded as the St. Paul

of Taoism, there is absolutely no allusion to even the mere existence

of any book by the Master.

9. —The third century B.C. produced a philosopher, known as

^ ^ -^ Han Fei Tzti, whose literary remains consist of fifty-five

essays on speculative subjects. Two of these are wholly given up to

explaining and to illustrating a number of short sayings attributed

by the writer to Lao Tzti, most of which are now to be found in

the Tito Te Ching; but there are many others not to be found there,

although why they should have been excluded, it is quite impossible

to say. In two places, once where he is dealing with a saying from

what is now chapter 59 of the Tao Te GIdng, and similarly with

regard to chapter 77, Han Fei Tzii seems as though he were con-

sulting a written document, as opposed to tradition which plays

generally such a prominent part. It is quite plain, however, that

such a book, if there was one, —and that possibility is not denied,

—

cannot have been the modern Tao Te CJiivg; for the latter work

actually contains portions of Han Fei Tzii's two chapters. One would

naturally expect that if the writer had had the Tao Te Ching before

him, he would have begun at the beginning, and have ended at the

end. No such sequence, however, is to be found in Han Fei Tzii.

He takes his sayings at random, beginning with chapter 38, then

on to chapters 12, 58, 59, 60, 46, 14, 1, 50, 67, 53, 54, now

back to 46, 54, etc., and finally ending with chapter 27. What may

be the explanation of this, I am not prepared to say, it certainly

does not make for the genuineness of the Tao Te Ching.

10.—We now come to ^ ^ -^ Tin Wen Tzti, who is a little

later in date, and is the reputed author of the ^ ^ Yin hsiieh.
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He quotes two sayings by Lao Tzti, which are now found in the

Tao Te C/mig, but he does not mention a book. These sayings are

both prefaced by the usual ^ -f- "Lao Tzti said," and both

differ textually from those in the Tao Te Ching.

11.—To the 3rd century B.C. is assigned the § .^ ^ ^
Lu shih ch'un ch'iu, which contains much varied information, a great

deal about Tao and Te, and an occasional reference to Lao Tzti,

but no mention of a book. The following is an extract from

essay on ;^ .^ the importance of public-spirited

an

ness :
—

A man of the ^J Ching State who had lost a bow, was unwilling to

search for it. A man of Ching lost it, he argued, and a man of Ching
will find it; why should I search? When Confucius heard this, he said.

Leave out '"of Ching," and the principle is correct (meaning that so long

as some man got it, he need not necessarily be of Ching). When Lao Tzu
heard this, he said, Leave out "a man of," and the principle is correct

(meaning that if the State got it, there was no necessity for a man). This

shows that Lao Tzu was truly public-spirited.

12.—In B.C. 213, occurred what is known as the Burning of

the Books. The "First Emperor" decided, on the advice of his

Minister ^^ Li Ssti, to get rid of all existing literature, as being

a hindrance to progress, and to make a fresh start from his own

date. Accordingly, an edict was issued calling for the destruction

by fire of all the State histories, except that of his own State, now

part of the Empire, and of all other writings except those relating

to medicine, divination, and agriculture, again with an exception

in favour of copies in the hands of certain officials. The punishment

for disobedience was penal servitude, and there is no doubt that

there was a great holocaust, although its extent may have been

exaggerated. In addition to his serious mistake iu this connection

(see ante, p. 50), Professor Parker (op. cit. p. 68) has what I can

only characterise as the audacity to add that amongst the books

spared was
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the Book of Changes: that the Taoist classic fell within the shadow of

the Book of Changes is almost certain ; for the First Emperor was under

Taoist influence, and the classic never needed rediscovery ; it never was lost.

Such statements are most unfair to the general reading public; it

only remains to say that there is absolutely no authority for this

assertion, either with regard to the Book of Changes or to the

Tao Te Ching. Au opinion has indeed been expressed that the Book

of Changes may have escaped in this way; but opinions are not

facts. As to the Tao Te Ching, the Taoist fraternity would naturally

jump (with Professor Parker) at any chance of the kind. Dr. Legge,

indeed, thought that the extent to which the destruction of literature

was carried by the Burning of the Books had been rather exag-

gerated. The following hitlierto unnoticed quotation, however, from

the biography of Ts'ui Hao (see post), will show that in the 5th

cent. A.D. the loss was considered to be a very real one:—

.^ W <- m fifc :?^ W W,

Ever since the First Erapei'or burnt the books, classical literature has

altogether disappeared.

The writer goes on to say, what is also very important in this

connection, that ever since the accession of the founder of the Han

dynasty, B.C. 206, ^ ^^ forgery of books had been a common

practice.

13.—The scholar and statesman ^ ||[ Chia I, who died about

B.C. 165, and left among other writings a collection of essays

known as the 0f ^ Hsin shu, quotes a saying by Lao Tzti, which

now appears in chapter 64 of the Tao Te Ching, with the usual

introduction "^ -^ ^ "Lao Tzti said." Dr. Legge tried to show

that such words were equivalent to "It is said in the Tao Te Ching;''

but this is special pleading, and he counted without the large

number of sayings by Lao Tzti which also have these introductory

words, and are not to be found in the Tao Te Ching. On the
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assutnptiou that the Tao Te Ching was compiled from sayings by Lao
Tztl found scattered through the works of early writers, all difficulty

disappears.

14. -The philosopher known as >/||^ -^ Huai-nan Tzfl died

ill B.C. 122. He devotes one long essay to illustrations of the

doctrines of Lao Tzu. He quotes intelligible sayings by Lao Tzil,

which have been incorporated in the Tao Te Ching, sometimes with

the addition of other characters in such a way as to make them

unintelligible. A notable example of this occurs in chapter 27.

From first to last, Huai-nan Tzu never mentions a book.

It is convenient to add here that 1 do not take notice of the

Im. bE Book of Rites. Native scholars of repute do not consider

that the Lao Tan there mentioned is the Lao Tzii with whom we

are now concerned.

15.—Finally, we come to the historian /^ ^ ^ Ssti-maCh'ien;

circa B.C. 145—80, out of whose writings so much capital has

been made. Among the biographical notices attached to his history,

there is one of Lao Tzii. The first portion of this has appeared

several times in translation ; but not the second. For some unex-

plained reason, Julien, in his Livre de la Voie et de la Vertu,

Paris, 1842, pp. xx, xxi, stopped half way; and by a most extra-

ordinary coincidence, all later translators, e.g. Dr. P. Carus in his

somewhat amusing work on the Tao Te Ching, Chicago, 1898, have

also stopped half way. After missing a most important paragraph,

Julien indeed went on; but no one else has gone on with him.

What we find in Ssti-raa Ch'ieu's work runs as follows:—

Lao Tzii was a man of the f^ jp. Ch'u-jen alley in the hamlet

of
J^j

Li in the ^^ district of =g= K'u in the State of ^ Ch'u.

The ex post faclo character of Ch'u-jen is worth noting, considering Lao

Tzii'.s traditional antagonism to jen charity of heart (see Cliuang Tzfi,

3C ;g). Also, tlio division of the empire into "districts" belongs to a

much later date; such a meaning is not even mentioned in the Skua wen.
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His surname was ^p Li, his personal name was I^ Erh, his style

was 'ly 1^ Po-yang, and his posthumous name was ^^ Tan.

Dr. Carus translates Po-yang by "Prince Positive!" He does not seem to

know that as a title, Po must follow the surname. The commentary throws

doubt on all the above; and one critic says that Tan, which refers to

the shape of Lao Tzii's ears, AV] ^ ^ -^ ^^ "is not at all like a

posthumous name."

He was a keeper of the archives in the Chou State.

The title here rendered "keeper of the archives" is -yj- Q^ 3S J^
Ep , which has been shown to be an anachronism as applied to Lao Tzii.

When Confucius went to Chou, he enquired of Lao Tzu con-

cerning j|^ ceremonies (see ante). Sir, said Lao Tzu, as to what you

speak about, the persons have already rotted with their bones; only

their words remain.

There is the same awkwardness in the original.

Besides, if a ^ -^ good man gets his chance, he rides in a

chariot; if not, he becomes a mere waif and stray.

Other interpretations are given, but the gist is the same.

I have heard that the clever merchant keeps his stock out of

sight, as though he had none; and that the man of abundant virtue

looks as though he were stupid.

This sentence is quoted by
||| J^ Hsi K'ang , A.D. 223—262, with

the insertion of the two characters ^l> ^ in the first half, thus

restoring the balance of the text.

Get rid of your pride, your many desires, your present bearing,

and your vicious aims. These will not benefit you at all. Beyond

this, I have nothing more to say.

Chuang Tzii has several interpolated interviews between Lao Tzii and

Confucius, all different from this one.

Confucius went away, and said to his disciples, I understand how

birds can fly, how fishes can swim, and how animals can run;—
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for those which ran there are nets, for those which swim there are

lines, and for those which fly there are arrows;— but as to the dragon

I do not understand how it rides on the wind and clouds, and rises

to heaven. Today I have seen Lao Tzti; he is like the dragon.

In his cultivation of Tao and Te, Lao Tzti made self-effacement

and absence of reputation his chief aims. After a long residence in

Chou, he saw that the State was decaying; so he departed, and

reached the frontier-pass.

Commentators figlit over the identification of this pass. It lias also been

pointed out by ^ ^^^ Chiao Hung, A.D. 1541- '1620, that the decay of

Ohou belongs to the reign of ^ ^ King Ching, BC. 519—475, whereas

the warden, now to be mentioned, .served under H'3 ^ King Chao, B.C.

-1052—1001.

The warden of the pass, Yin Hsi, said. Sir, as you are about to

go into retirement, I earnestly beg that you will write a book for me.

The
jjilp lllj ^ Shen hsien chuan, by 1^ »^ Ko Hung of the 4th

cent. A.D., says ^^^:^^^^M^\f^^^Lao
Tzii spoke to him 5,000 words, and Hsi went away and wrote them down.

Thereupon, Lao Tzii wrote a book in two parts, on the meaning

of Tao and Te, containing five thousand and odd words, and departed.

This obviously means, what is not the case, that the first part of the

Tao Te Ching deals with Tao, and the second with T6. Different editions

of the book have contained 5748, 5722, 5630, 5683, and 5610 characters.

No one knows what became of hira.

Yet, as ^ 1^ Yeh Shih, AD. 1150—1223, points out in his scathing

essay on Lao Tzti, the historian goes on to tell us how old he was at death.

This is the point reached by previous translators.

Some say that Lao Lai Tzu was also a man of Ch'u.

One of the 24 examples of filial piety, 6tl) cent. B.C. The commentator

here says, -j^^-^^/f^^^ ^^M^ ^'"™'' *^'^''^"

suspects Lao Tzii to be Lao Lai Tzu.

He wrote a book in fifteen sections, in which he discusses the tenets

of the Taoist school, and was contemporary with Confucius.
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He is said to have lectured Confucius on right conduct.

Lao Tzii is said to have lived to over 160 years of age, — some say

over 200,— in consequence of Ids cult of Tao and care for his health.

Tlie phraseology here used is meant to indicate doubt on the part of

the writer.

One hundred and twenty-nine years after the death of Confucius,

This is said to be a mistake for 119 years.

the Grand Augur of Chou, named Y|S Tan, had an interview with Duke

)^ Hsien of Ch'in, and said. Formerly, Ch'in and Chou were united,

and then separated. After 500 years they again became united. Seventy

years later the ^ 3E ^^ Wang appeared. Some say that this ^^f Tan

was Lao Tzii, and others say not; no one knows who is right.

Here Julien's translation begins again.

Lao Tzti was a ^ -^ good {or perfect) man who lived in retire-

ment. He had a son named ^ Tsung, who was au officer in the

^ Wei State, and was feofifed with J|^ ~p" Tuan-kan. Tsung's son

was /^ Chu, Chu's son was ^ Kung, and Kung's great-great-

grandson was j^ Chia {or Hsia), who held office under the Emperor

Wen Ti of the Han dynasty. Chia's son, ^ Hsieh, was Minister

under jp Aug, Prince of |P- ^ Chiao-hsi, and consequently settled

in the ^ Ch'i State. Those who study Lao Tzu abuse the Confu-

ciauists, who in their turn abuse Lao Tzti. The principles of the

two not being the same, they have not the same aims. How can

we say who is right? ^ ^ Li Erh taught the attainment of trans-

formation by Inaction, and of perfection by Repose. [Ssu-ma Ch'ien

says, the Tao which Lao Tzu bequeathed is empty and unsubstantial,

and its operation is bound up with Inaction; therefore the language

used in his book is mysterious and difficult to understand.]

Such is the famous authority, '^ ^ ^ ^ -^ "^ ^ ^^
"packed with doubtful statements", to which alone we can look, say
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many Chinese critics, for any details, credible and otherwise, about

Lao Tzii and the Tao Te Ching. There is indeed another passage,

where of course we should expect it, in the biography of Confucius,

which tells us of the alleged visit to Lao Tzti. Lao Tzii, elsewhere

mixed up with the Yellow Emperor, is here made to say something

totally different from what we find in his own biography, but

equally absurd. It has already been translated by Professor Chavannes

in his Mimoires Hkloriques, vol. V, p. BOO, and need not be re-

produced. But the foot-note which it has drawn from the eminent

French sinologue is quite worth quoting:—

De Texamen (ie ces divers temoignages il resiilte que la r^alite histoiique

des entrevues de Confucius et de Lao-tse n'est point 6tablie; cette tradition

nous apparait bien plut&t comme une invention des taoistes, etc.

Professor Chavannes is here in complete accord with many native

critics; e.g. with ^ -^ Lo Pi, A.D. 1234— 1299, who asked very

pertinently,

^ ?L -f- 1^ ani IB -f- .@. -f^ 7 # ;^ If Confucius really took

Lao Tzu as his teacher, how is it that K'ung Chi (his grandson, and

author of the Doctrine of the Mean) does not say a word about it?

But if the interview between Confucius and Lao Tzii is to

be incontinently given up, what becomes of the integrity of Ssu-ma

Ch'ien's text?

In this connection, too, it is interesting to note that Professor

E. H. Parker believes in these interviews {China and Religion, p. 45),

in awkward antagonism to a writer whom he speaks of on p. ix of

the same work as "the soundest of living sinologists."

16. -The historian j^ |g Pan Ku, d. A.D. 92, states that the

Emperor Wen Ti, d. B.C. 157, and the Empress

jjT. :^ jM. = were fond of the words (not hook) of the Yellow Emperor

and of Lao Tzii; and that there was a personage named
J^R]* _£. -^

Ho-shang Kung, who Jived by the river in a rude hut, and taught the

doctrines of Lao Tzii. The Emperor W6n Ti' summoned him to Court,
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but he did not appear; and so the Emperor went in person to Ho-shang

and reprimanded him. Ho-shang Kung immediately ^ M' ^ ptl

sprang up into the sky ; at which the Emperor changed countenance, and

took his leave. Ho-shang Kung then 'l^ made -^ -3^ ;g 'fet U^ ^
Lao Tzu, with chapters and sentences, in 4 parts, and presented it to the

Em|ieror. It discusses the essentials of Vj^ S* selfgovernment and of

yg 1^ government of the State.

We now seem to be within measurable distance of the Tao Te

Ching, for which the work here mentioned may very well have

served as basis, if not actually the same book.

17.— About A.D. 120 died q^ '|^ Hsii Shen, maker of the famous

dictionary, still in every-day use, known as the |^ ^ Shuo wen.

It purports to be a collection, with short explanatory notes, of all

the different characters discovered by its author in Chinese literature

during his own lifetime; which characters amounted to 9353, ex-

clusive of 1168 variants. There are several charactei's in the Tao

Te Ching not to be found in this dictionary, though it is incon-

ceivable that Hsu Shen should not have had access to such a work,

presuming it to be from the hand of Lao Tzii, and to have escaped

the Burning of the Books.

18.—The internal evidence of the Tao Te Ching against its own

genuineness is simply overwhelming. The hypothesis that it was pieced

together at a comparatively late date, — roughly speaking, during

the Han dynasty, —from traditional sayings of Lao Tzti embalmed

in such writers as Chuang Tzu, Han Fei Tzii, Huai-uan Tzu, and

from other sources, is amply confirmed by a careful inspection of

the text. We find in this brief ''classic" sayings by Lao Tzii, mis-

quoted from the original sources, to which we must go back in

order to discover the true meaning (chapters 26, 47, and especially

chapter 43, in reference to which Professor Parker made the famous

"discovery" dealt with on p. 51 ante, which I had published just

twenty years before). We find sayings evidently taken from the works
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of certain writers, inasmuch as portions of the commentaries of these

writers have actually slipped in, and now form an integral part of

the Tao Te Chivg (chapters 7, 25). The Tao Ti Cliing contains

sayings, attributed to Lao Tzii, which early writers attribute to the

mythical Yellow Emperor (chapter 48); while of a saying by Lao

Tzii, dealt with in Huai-nan Tzii (so late as the 2nd century B.C.),

one half is given in chapter 21, and the other half in chapter 62.

Similarly, the Tao Te Ching places in connection two sentences which

are treated by Huai-nan Tzii in different parts of his work as though

one had nothing to do with the other (chapter 9). A like faulty

sequence is to be noted with regard to Han Fei Tzii and chapters

12 and 38. Repetitions - the last thing to be looked for in a short

work— are common; e.g., in chapters 3 and 64, 12 and 72,4 and

56, where four commandments are quite unnecessarily repeated, etc.

In chapter 27 there is a sentence of twenty-four characters, in

regard to which Ko Hung, mentioned above, has left on record the

damning phrase -^^M:^ "Not in the old edition." Other sen-

tences appear to have been altered at random according to the fancy

of the Taoist editor;^ yfi 1^ ^ $B l|^;
"such are the discrepancies"

of the Tao Te Clung, says Ma Tuan-lin, who is by no means an

unfriendly critic. Generally speaking, it may be said that those

sayings in the Tao Te Ching -and there are many-which can be

traced, so far as tradition goes, back to Lao Tzii through their

preservation in some early writer, though often difficult, are almost

always intelligible; whereas the text which fills the intervening

spaces, and which I take to be the padding of the forger, is inva-

riably the reverse. See, for instance, chapter 6, as translated by

Professor Parker on page 51 ante.

The conflicting character of many of Lao Tzii's statements was

pointed out by # ^ Sun Sheng of the 4th cent. A.D.,-

iM! ^ # ^4^ "^ M ^^^^ ^°°^ '" °^*^" contradictory.
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and also by the philosopher ^ ^ Oh'^ng I, A.D. 1033-1107,

^ W § ^ ^1 A ^ ^R ^J'^ ^ ^^^^^ ^o""*^" ^''^ ^^ ^"*^-

gonistic as ice and fire,

while 3E ^ ^ Wang An-shih, the famous Reformer, in regard

to one of what Professor Parker {op. cit., p. 47) calls the "noble

abstractions" of Lao TzH, says,

to sit down and hope to make use of what does not exist, is to be next

door to a fool.

It was after considerable study of the Tao Te Ching, and with

most of the above facts staring me in the face, that I came in

1886 to the conclusion, published in The Remains of Lao Tzii, that

this notorious work conld not possibly have come from the hand

of Lao Tzii; a conclusion which I now hold more strongly than

ever. Other persons, however, see with other eyes; and Professor

Parker, in the January number of the Asiatic Quarterly, 1906, has

denounced in no measured terms what he is kind enough to call

my "obsolete and cranky views," adding (p. 168) "which I believe

have never been accepted by any sinologist of sound standing."

Here Professor Parker gets himself into a second dilemma; for on

page ix of China and Religion he writes, "I regard M. Chavannes

as the soundest of living sinologists," and on page 19 of volume iii

of the Journal of the Peking Oriental Society, M. Chavannes, now

Professor at the College de France, writes;

—

En reality, le personnage de Lao-tse est une figure indecise qui ne nous

apparait qu'a travers des legendes sans consistance. II est fort douteux,

comme I'a bien montre M. Giles, que le fameux livre intitul6 Tao to king

soit son oeuvre. Ce livre est bien plut&t un recueil d'aphorisraes qui ont

ete reiinis par quelque compilateur sous les Han posterieurs et attribues

a Lao tse.

Finally, to bring this long-drawn agony to a close. In the

Asiatic Quarterly of January 1905, p. 208, we haye the following
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further challenge from Professor Parker, to which especial attention

should be paid :
—

The present writer has never once, in perusing over 1,000 Chinese

volumes of 2,000 years' history, come across one single Chinese hint that

Lao-tsz's Classic has ever once been supposed by any Chinese to be un-

authentic.

Agaiu, in the Asiatic Quarterly for January, 1906, page 167, the

challenge is repeated:

—

So far as I have been able to ascertain, no Chinese historian or author

of repute, at any date whatever, has ever suggested that the classic is in

any degree spurious.

These wild remarks simply go to show that fur Professor Parker

the history of Taoism is a sealed book. He is in fact a mere begianer,

as in the days when he gave to the world his immortal translation

°f ^ -^^ ^ ' wl^ich he found to be the equivalent of "There

is honour among thieves!" This obvious conclusion is moreover

obligingly verified by himself in his article on Taoism in the Dublin

Review for July, 1903, p. 128, where he says that he "survived the

nineteenth century" without either "seriously studying or superfi-

cially toying with Chinese philosophical literature." His apprenticeship,

therefore, scarcely justifies quite such dogmatic statements, as indeed

the following quotations will amply prove.

I have already alluded to Yang Shih's verdict that the Tao Te

Ching could not possibly be from the hand of Lao Tzti, and to an

essay by Yeh Shih iu which the same conclusion is stated; let us

now take two more from the dozens of great Chinese scholars who

have denied the genuineness of the "classic." And as Professor Parker

claims an especial acquaintance with history, the first example shall

be from the biography of the scholar and statesman -^ "^ Ts'ui

Hao, as given in the ^^ History of the Wei dynasty, chiian 35.

It is rendered all the more interesting by the fact that Ts'ui Hao

died so far back as A.D. 450:—
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Ts'ui Hao was not fond of the writings of Lao Tzii and Chuang Tzii.

Whenever he read, he did not get through many pages before he threw

the book aside and cried out, These wilful and false statements, altogether

out of keeping with human nature, were certainly never made by Lao Tzii.

Ts'ui Hao seems to have accepted without question Ssu-ma Ch'ien's

story of Confucius seeking instruction in ceremonies from Lao Tzii,

and was therefore, short of self-stultification, bound to discredit the

genuineness of the Tao Te Ching.

Again, ^^ ^ ^ Ohan Jo-shui, whose style was ji^ ^ Yuan-

ming, was 91 in 1556, and must consequently, according to Chinese

reckoning, have been born in 1406. He graduated as ^ -^ chin

shih, passed through the Han-lin College, and rose to be President

of the Board of War. He was a brilliant scholar, and his collected

works were published in 1681 under the title of ~^^ ^ ^^

Kan Chilian wen chi. Amongst these will be found an essay, in the

form of a conversation, which is entitled ^p ;^ -f- Fei Lao TzU

= "Not Lao Tzii." A questioner, named ^ ^ Fp Hsiao Shih-chung,

probably a brother of the well-known J^
— Fp Hsiao I-chung

who was born in 1517, pointed out to Chan that the Tao Te Ching

attacked fc charity and ^g duty towards one's neighbour, and asked,

itb § :l^ "f^ ^ ^M ^ "^ ^^ *^'^ ^^°^ ^^^ written by Lao

Tzii, ^Ij ;Q£ ^ '^ Z ^ which would make it anterior to Mencius,

rfij i ^ >if^ 11 :^ ^ ^rfi ^ -f- * ^ >^ il how it was

that Mencius, who would necessarily have denounced it, never did so

denounce it?

The answer was,

W >i. :^T « ^ ^ K ;i - 1i :^ » A ^ ^ lit
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The fact is that Lao Tzii was merely a woi'thy man who lived under

the Chou dynasty; and since at that date this book had not been forged,

how could Mencius denounce it?

Chan adds,

^^T'^li^'WlffcS't^ Mencius did not denounce it,

because it was not in existence.

As to the "interviews with Confucius," we read in the same essay,

is ^ '^ Kjfvi' "1^ In the Analects of Confucius, there is not a single

word referi'ing to Lao Tzii, from which we may know that the two never

met. The story is an addition by later scholars.

Finally, Chan says.

My attack on Lao Tzii is not an attack on the man, but on the book.



THE FOUR CLASSES

The following statement, by Baron Suyematsu to an interviewer,

is not without interest;—

British Caste.—Since my last visit I seem to see the breaking down of

youi- caste system. You British may not know it, but you have a caste

system which is hardly equalled anywhere in Europe. The social distinctions

between your classes are truly wonderful. At the same time, the harmony

between the upper, middle, and lower classes, seems to be better preserved

in England than anywhere. We place our people in four classes—soldiers,

farmers, artisans, and traders. We place the artisan before the commercial

man, believing that the man who makes a thing is greater than the man

who barters with it. Here the classes are merging into each other, no

doubt, due to improved education, at the same time it surprises one

accustomed to the uniform system of education in Japan, to see so little

unity about the British system.

London and China Telegraph, Jan. 1, "1906.

The italicised pronouns refer of course to the Japanese, who

are however, here as elsewhere, mere borrowers from China. This

division of the nation into four classes was known to the Chinese

a thousand years before Christ, and is mentioned in the Book of

History under ^ '^ the OfiBcials of Chou. Baron Suyematsu does

not even give the correct meaning, which is, OfiBcials, Farmers,

Artisans, and Traders. It is incorrect to translate ^t by "soldiers;"

that is a • later meaning. Thus, in the biographical notice of ^
^ 5^ Wang Yii-ch'eng, found in the ^ ^ History of the Sung

dynasty, we read:--^^^^^^^^^^Wi «'«•
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In ancient times tliere were only four classes of the people; soldiers

were not included. For in those days the tillers of the soil were themselves

soldiers; but from the ^^ Ch'in dynasty onwards, the fighting men refused

to perform agricultural duties, so that a new class grew up outside the

four original classes.

In its earliest use, the word -^ referred especially to civilians;

hence such general phraseology as ^ i H ^ ^ "a virtuous

official is his country's jewel."

A little work recently published by the Chinese Maritime Customs,

entitled ^ ^ "gp ^ TA ts^ai chieh liieh, states in its opening lines

that the precedence of the four classes, as enumerated above, under

which j^ ^ ^ ^ "the merchant is placed last," dates only from

the reign of the first Emperor of the Han dynasty, who came to

the throne in B.C. 206. It appears that certain merchants refused

to supply grain for the use of the Imperial troops, and that the

Emperor^ J^ g^ nf iii ffl ^ "designed this plan in order to spite

them." This is probably one of the ben trovato stories which abound

in Chinese popular literature. At any rate, the same classification

will be found in the works of the philosopher ^ ^ Hsiin K'uang,

who flourished in the 3rd century B.C. The account given in ch.

!^ ^ ^^ °^ ^^ History of the Han dynasty merely says that in

order to punish merchants for their opposition to part of his fiscal

policy, the Emperor above-mentioned, on the establishment of peace,

^WA.-^'^5^^^^-^ forbade the said merchants either

to wear silk or to ride in chariots.



VENTRILOQUISM IN CHINA

During a prolonged stay in China I was never able to find out

if the Chinese had discovered the art of ventriloquism, or even if

there was any term in the language by which the idea could be

expressed. No one seemed to know anything about this form of

trickery; and, although of course it may easily have escaped me, I

cannot recall any passage in Notes and Queries, The China Review,

and similar repertories, where any allusion to the matter has been

made by any foreign writer on Chinese subjects. Lobscheid, in his

egregious English-Chinese dictionary, where '"demigod" appears as

^Jii$' gives ^^ as the equivalent; and Kartell, whose later

dictionary is hardly an improvement, gives ^i '^ . Both of these

mean "belly-words," and are purely foreign terms, based upon the

old Greek belief that ventriloquism was actually produced from the

belly (Cf. the post-classical iyyx7rp!fiuSo; or s^yoKrTplfixvTic). But

all is said to come to him who waits; and recently I lighted upon

such a reference in a most unexpected quarter.

In the History of the ^ Chin Dynasty, ch. ^ ^ ^ , there is

a story of a man who was living under the -^ Wu dynasty at the

modern )?j^ jj'\ Hu-chou in Chehkiang, and who,

after recovering from an attack of Wl Sag (?) lethargy, found that gfe

^^ he could ventriloquise. ^ ^ it ^ f^ t^ ^ What

he spoke here, could be heard over there; but those who stood near him

could not hear his voice at all loud, whereas at a distance from him, the

sound was exactly that of some one answering, though it did not appear
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to come from a distance (but to be at the spot where it was heard). The

sound always went in the direction towards which he turned, and even to

so far as a mile or two away. This man used to imitate the voice of a

neighbour, who had been away from home for a long time on business,

and malie him talk about his prospects, and so forth. He made the furni-

ture, etc., appear to be possessed by spirits, and threw everything into

confusion, declaring all the time that he did not know how he did it, and

that it was a judgment on him.
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The Shu King, or the Chinese Historical Classic. Translated

from the ancient text, with a commentary, by Walter Gorn

Old, M.R.A.S. (The Theosophical Publishing Society, London

and Benares, 1904.)

There was ample room for a new English translation of the

above work, with short notes, useful to the student, but designed

chiefly for the benefit of the general reader. Nor was it by any

means necessary that such a venture should be based on origioal

research, or throw any new lights either on the difficult text or

on its bewilderingly complex history. All that one had a right to

expect was that it should be reasonably accurate, and embody in

concise form the main results of Dr. Legge's Herculean labours.

Unfortunately, Mr. Old's work is very far from fulfilling even these

modest requirements. To begin with, we are calmly told in the

preface that the author had no opportunity of consulting Dr. Legge's

translation before his own was completed. One would think he was

speaking of a casual publication issued in the previous week, not

of a standard work that has been before the world since 1865 ! The

reader, however, will "pay me a great compliment," he continues,

"if he will take the Doctor's translation in hand and make a cross-

reading from the present version." After a fairly careful examination

of the "present version," we can but hope that no person values

his time so little as to make either a cross-reading or any other

sort of reading from it. Based on Medhurst's translation of 1846,

which, though not a discreditable piece of work at the time, has

now been so entirely superseded as to be worth intrinsically less

than the paper it is printed on, Mr. Old's book was hardly likely to

be noteworthy for sound and discriminating scholarship. But even
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after his preliminary avowal we were not prepared for the amazing

tissue of gross blunders, hoary mistranslations, and slovenliness of

every description which confronts us in these pages.

Mr. Old has appai-ently constructed a new system of trans-

literation, which the uninitiated, however, might very easily mistake

for a mere jumble of various other systems. Thus, ^^ ^ *j^ is

"Che-hwang-ti" on p. v, and "Che-wang-ti" on p. x, whereas ^
|lt| is "Prince Shih." We have "Shing-nung" for || ^ , and the

monstrosity "Puon-kang," for ^^. On p. 240, "tse lin" is

Mr. Old's attempt at transcribing jJt| |||J. One chapter is headed

"The Instructions of E," while another is called "The Hound of Li."

This last is an adaptation of Medhurst, who has "Le"; but the

Chinese happens to be jfc^ , which is lit or leu. To such trifles as

aspirates Mr. Old is sereaely indifferent. Hence "Tai-kia" (also mis-

printed Tai-kai) tov^^, "Kung" for |^ , "Chun Tsiu" for ^ ^

.

But even ia error he is not consistent; for he has "Tang" on p. 75

and "T'ang" on p. 82, though the character iu both cases is '^

.

The blunder is faithfully repeated in the table of contents, and is

the harder to explain, as even Medhurst shows the aspirate.

Turning now to the mistranslations, we find them in such

exuberant plenty that it is positively hard to make a selection.

Perhaps the best way will be to take only the worst out of a

single short chapter, such as [^ n^ "The Charge to Ch'iung."

P. 282. "In the midst of the night I rise up to consider how

I may allay my agitation." The veriest tyro could tell Mr. Old

that ^ ^^ means "to avoid faults," not "to allay agitation."

"When orders or commands were given, they were not dis-

regarded." The latter half of this sentence is an extraordinary

rendering of |^ /|^ ^ ^ —
"they were without exception good."

P. 283. "Do not take those of voluble speech and commanding

visage" for iff J^ X'^ ^ -^ ^ , would hardly sound plausible even
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to one who had never read Bk. I, chap. 3 of the Confucian Analects,

and was therefore unaware that ^ "^ means "insinuating looks."

"Do not associate with meddlesome men who will stop the ears

and eyes of your officers, and induce superiors to falsify the statutes

of former Kings." There are no fewer than four mistakes in this

short sentence, of which the Chinese runs; ^ fi| |/S "f '1^ A

(1) '1^ is not correctly translated "meddlesome;" it corresponds

rather to X'J ^ above, meaning "artful-tongued."

(2) Mr. Old has rendered the second clause as though it were

y^j ^ ^ ISf ^ . As it stauds, the text must mean "fill the office"

or "assume the function of eyes and ears."

(3) J[^ refers to the Sovereign himself, and not to "superiors"

in general.

(4) ^ is here obviously "set at naught," "violate," "disregard."

There being no question of forgery in the case, "falsify" is devoid

of any intelligible meaning.

It is generally admitted that a new translation of any work can

only justify its existence if it contain a smaller percentage of error

than those which have preceded it. Bearing this in mind, it is in-

teresting to note that only one of these four blunders is taken over

from Medhurst. For the other three Mr. Old appears to be solely

responsible.

The next sentence, though perhaps less rich in "howlers," is so

clumsily expressed that it is hard to decide whether or no the trans-

lator had a glimmering of the real meaning. ^ J\^ S ^ '^k

^^^^H^*|^J^'^. "If you deny to men their good repute

and hold the wealthy in esteem, you will in course of time, etc.,

etc." I will content myself with pointing out that ^ and "^ are

here strongly opposed:— "If you set less store by the man than

by the bribes he has to offer, etc." For the better understanding of
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the rest of the paragraph we would earnestly advise Mr. Old to defer

no longer his introduction to the writings of Dr. Legge.

In the concluding seatence, "by all means" but weakly expresses

the exclamatory force of P,^ P^. "Be respectfully cautious" is

stupidly copied from Medhurst, inasmuch as ^^ ^ is simply "be

reverent!" and has nothing whatever to do with "caution." "Be

reverent!" Yes, that may fitly stand as a last word of warning to

Mr. Old, lest perchance, emboldened by immunity, he be again tempted

with unhallowed hand to distort and mangle the remains of a venerable

Chinese classic.

Lionel Giles.
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FOOTBALL AND POLO IN CHINA '

It was on the 9th of November, 1905, while watching the Cam-

bridge University team make their splendid stand against the famous

"All Blacks," that I began to woader if any one would take an

interest in, or even believe, the fact that football was played by

the Chinese several centuries before Julius Caesar landed in Britain.

Some Chinese authors, indeed, have mixed up football with polo,

though both games have been described separately, and with con-

siderable detail, by more exact scholars. There is little or no excuse,

moi'eover, for such a jumble, as the various characters used for

football, ^, ^, 5^, ^;^,and @.,—^ and ^ are rare excep-

tions, —all contain the element foot, which naturally suggests kick-

ing; whereas all those used for polo, ^, ;^, and ^, contain

the element hand, which is equally suggestive of striking. ^^
Ts'ai Fu of the T'ang dynasty actually says,

ty^^^ZM^-^M-^ Ball-st.iking (polo) is the old

game of ball-kicking (football).

Another writer, after a similar remark, adds,

^a !^ ^& —' "tfli
'*"' ^"'^'""S ^nd striking are the same thing.

Of the two, football is by far the older game. Its invention

has been ascribed, /:um omnibus rebun et quibusdam aliis, to the

mythical Yellow Emperor of the third millennium B.C.

1 This note appeared, under a somewhat different form, in the Nineteenth

Century for March, IQOe.
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Others assign its appearance to the age of the Warring States,

3rd and 4th centuries B.C., when it formed part of the military

curriculum of the day, and was a means of traiaiug soldiers and

of putting their powers to a test.

It is generally admitted to have been originally a military exercise,

and a handbook on football, in twenty-five chapters, is said to have

been in existence under the Han dynasty, say two thousand years ago.

The historian Sstl-ma Ch'ien, who died about B.C. 80, in his

biographical notice of Su Ch'in of the 3rd century B.C., has the

following passage:—

^ ^ Lin-tzu (capital of the Ch'i State) was very rich and powerful.

There were none among its inhabitants who did not perform on the pipes,

or on some stringed instrument, fight cocks, race dogs, dice, or play football.

Football, ^ ^ ts^u chit, is mentioned more than once in the

History of the Han Dynasty, B.C. 206— A.D. 25; and the famous

commentator Yen Shih-ku, who died in 645, provides the following

note:—

Tsu is to kick with the foot; chu, the ball, is made of Ie.ither and

stuffed, and is kicked about for amusement.

In one passage we are told how the great general Ho Ch'ii-

ping, when campaigning in the north and almost destitute of pro-

visions for his troops,

^ ^Cj?^ W^ hollowed out a place for them to play football in,

—

whatever that may mean.

In the p§ ^ ^ ^ Hsi ching tsa clii we read,
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The Emperor fig »^ Ch'&ng Ti (B.C. 32—6), was fond of football ; but

his officers represented to him that it was both physically exhausting and

also unsuitable to the Imperial dignity. His Majesty replied, We like playing;

and what one chooses to do is not exhausting. An appeal was then made

to the Empress, who suggested the game of B|q :|fi tiddlywinks, or

"squalls," for the Emperor's amusement.

Towards the close of the Eastern Han dynasty (end of 2nd

century A.D.), it appears from the ^ ^ M. ^ Kuei eld iien lu,

quoted in the ^^ ^ f^P ^ T'ai ping yu Inn, that the Emperor

made archery and riding his chief business, and ^ JJj[ ^i?^ ^ ^
in his private life gave himself up to football, the result being that

literary studies ceased to be cultivated as before. Even the Mirror

of History does not disdain to record that the Emperor "[s. -^ Hsi

Tsung of the T'ang dynasty, who was almost wholly given up to

sport of various kinds, of which football, cockfighting, and polo are

especially mentioned, in the year 881 put to death a loyal Minister

for venturing to remonstrate on the subject.

The ball, as originally used by the Chinese, was a round bag

made of leather, or, as a poet tells us.

Eight pointed strips of leather made into a ball,

and was stuffed with hair; its roundness or otherwise does not seem

to have been a matter of great importance. But from the 5th century

onwards, ^ J^ ^ ^ the ball was filled with air, and its name

was changed to ch'iu, and roundness became an essential, because

the ball was required "to '^ roll as well as to ^ fly through the

air." One authority, already quoted, '/J ^^ Wang Yiia-ch'eng,

in the m^ ^ ^^ J^ Topography of Shensi, says that the air-ball

dates only from the T'ang dynasty, and adds that

two long bamboos were set up, several tens of feet in height, and with a

silken net stretched across, over which the ball had to be kicked. The players

formed themselves into two parties, and the game was decided by points.
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A writer who has dealt very fully with the game, and to whom

we owe many of the followiug particulars, states as follows: —

1 5j, ,gp i^o
"'

^^'1 -^^ t
^

;i#

To jnllate a footlxill seoius easy, but is leally difficult. The ball must

not be very baiii, or it will be too bouncy, and lull force cannot be used

in kicking. Neither rnust it bo very flabby, or you will have an opposite
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result, and the ball will not travel when kicked. It should be about nine-

tenths full of air; this will be found to hit off the mean.

Several writers have left us accounts of actual games:—

On the Emperor's birthday, two teams played football before the Imperial

pavilion. A goal was set up, of over thirty feet in height, adorned with

gaily coloured silks, and having an opening of over a foot in diameter.

The object of each side appears to have been to kick the ball

through the opening, the players taking it in tui*ns to kick, points

being scored accordingly. The winners

were rewarded with flowers, fruit, wine, and even silver bowls and brocades.

•^ 1^ ^^ ® '^^ '^^^ captain of the losing side was flogged,

and suffered other indignities!

In an illustration of a Chinese football goal, here given, the player

who is kicking is placed in the middle, while on his right and left

are seen the positions of those who have not, and those who have

already kicked, respectively. Immediately behind the actual player

stands the J^ "^ ch'iao «e, whose function it appears to be to hand

the ball to the. captain during the progress of the game. There is

also the -rj' ^ net-keeper, who throws back the ball when it has

failed to go through. The duties of the other attendants are not

explained. The score consists of major and minor points, which are

gained in particular ways; and there is a ^^ ^ regular terminology

to be used by the players, such as ace, deuce, tray, etc., besides

other phrases peculiar to the game. As regards play,

the body should be straight as a pencil; the hands should hang down, as

though carrying things; there should be great elasticity of movement; and

the feet should be as though jumping or skipping.

There are over seventy different kinds of kicks enumerated, besides

endless over-elaboration in minor details. Kicking is forbidden under

eleven separate conditions which constitute "fouls;" but no penalties

seem to be attached ; and all play is to be avoided in ten special
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cases, such as on windy clays, when the ground is slippery, after

wine, by candlelight, etc.

Besides the game of kicking a ball through a hole in a goal,

the Chinese, to judge from the accompanying illustration, must have

had some other form of play with foot and balk This supposition
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is borne out by several passages; e. g. in reference to a Taoist priest

of the 16th century, who was a good player, we read.

He used shoulders, back, breast, and belly, to take the place of his feet;

he could withstand several antagonists, making the ball run around his

body without dropping.

Mr. R. Casson, of the I. C. S., kindly sends the following note:—"Don't

you think that the kind of football he played was that which I see now

going on in my compound, my Burmese boys in a ring keeping a ball in

the air with foot, knee, shoulder, or anything handy? A good Burmese

footballer can keep a ball rolling all over his body without letting it drop.'

Then again, in an anonymous poetical account of a game, we

have such sentences as,

^ ^ ^ >£ >S -^ ^^ '^^^ ^^" ^^^ never away from the

foot, nor the foot from the ball,

—

in fact, "dribbling," which would be meaningless as applied to the

game described above.

It only remains to add that the names of several great foot-

ballers have been handed down to posterity, as witness; —

^E ^k -1© Wang Ch'i-sou was a man of great talent ; not one of the

"hi ^^ "'"® branches of leaining • came amiss to him. In the HsiXan ho

period ("H-IQ—1'126) his reputation as a footballer was spread over the

empire.

?L ^ K'ung Kuei, a descendant of Confucius, is said to have

excelled at football; and there was also a man named ^^ Ohang

Fen, who^^ljfi^^glll^J^^i^ often, at the Fu-

kan temple, would kick a ball half as high as the pagoda.

A poet, named ^ ^ Li Yu, who flourished between A.D. 50

and 130, has left us an inscription which he wrote for a football

ground :

—

1 These are enumerated as'l^, ^. (?^^, ^, ig, ||, ^
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A round ball and a square -wall,

Suggesting the shapes of the Yin and the Yang
;

The ball flying across like the moon,

While the two teams stand opposed.

Captains are appointed, and take their places.

According to unchanging regulations.

No allowances are made for relationship;

There must be no partialities.

But there must be determination and coolness,

Without the slightest irritation at failure

And if all this is necessary for football,

How much more so for the business of life

!

Polo seems to have become known to the Chinese under the

T'ang dynasty, or from about A.D. 600 onwards, when it was at

first considered by some writers, as stated above, to be a revival

of football, — though it was, no doubt, quite a separate game, learnt

most probably by the Chinese from the conquered Tartars. The

earliest mention of the game is by y^ 'f^ fiQ Shen Ch'uan-ch'i, a

poet who died in 713, aud it was iu reference to a game played

before the Emperor and bis Court in the year 710.

His Majesty, who was paying a visit to his famous Pear-Garden, had

given orders that all officials above the third grade were to take part in

the game; but certain eminent statesmen were worn-out and aged, the

consequence being that they were tumbled over on to the ground, and

remained there, unable to rise, to the great amusement of the Emperor,

Empress, and Court ladies, who all shouted with laughter at the sight.

The sou and heir of this precious monarch was the famous

Emperor who ruled China from 712 to 75G;—brilliantly in his

earlier years, surrounding himself, as he did, with men of distinc-

tion in literature, science, and art; later on giving way to dissipa-

tion and extravagance, until rebellion drove him from the throne.

Not content merely to watch polo, he used to play himself. A poet,

M ^ ^ Ch'ao Wu-chiu, who lived two or three hundred years

afterwards, has left us this verse on
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THE EMPEROR MING HUANG PLAYING POLO

The thousand doors of the palace are open, when in broad daylight

San Lang comes back, very drunk, from polo

Ah ! Chiu-ling • is old and Han Hsiu ^ is dead

;

Tomorrow there will be none to come forward with remonstrance.

Public opinion seems always to have been against tbe appea-

rance of Emperors upon the polo-field, and many of the remons-

trances of loyal statesmen have been preserved. Ma Te-cb'en, who

died about 984, disgusted that his Majesty "played polo to excess,"

presented a long memorial on the subject, from which the following

is an extract;—

Your servant has heard that when two of your Majesty's predecessors

went out boar-hunting and hawking, and when their Ministers remonstrated

with them, they joyfully followed the advice given. Now, your Majesty

Jtii i^ ^S ^Ml ^ takes delight in polo, and your foolish servant has

found on leflection three reason.s why this is not a fitting sport, and will

state them even at the risk of the axe.

(1) When sovereign and subject play together, there must be contention.

If the sovereign wins, the subject is ashamed; if the former loses, the

latter exults. That is one reason.

(2) To jump on a horse and swing a club, galloping madly here and

there, with no distinctions of rank, but only eager to be first and to win,

is destructive of all cenjmony between sovereign and subject. That is a

second reason.

(3) To make light of the responsibilities of empire, just for an hour's

enjoyment, and run even the remote risk of an accident, is to disregard

obligations to the State and to her Imperial Majesty the Empress. That

is the third reason.

If your Majesty does not deem my words of small matter, graciously

bestow a glance thereon; for the happiness of the empire is what all your

Majesty's servants desire.

When this memorial was handed in, we are told, "the Emperor

sighed over its excellence for a long time."

Polo was, as it still is, a saflSciently dangerous game. In 901

Fov5iA0- ' 'mi^-
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an important statesman was killed; and about twenty years previ-

ously a general lost an eye. The latter had reached his high position

entirely through his skill at football; and as a solatium for his lost

eye, he was promoted to be President of the Board of Works. So

that it was not without cause that the gifted consort of an Emperor,

who died in 859 from an injudicious dose of the elixir of life,

hearing that an official was teaching his Majesty to play polo, sent

for him and said,

You are a subject, and it is your duty to aid the Emperor to walk in

the right path. Can this be done by teaching him to play? W 7^ M
^^ yK VC iK" ^ '^ -^ ^®^'' ^"y ™°''® °f *^his, I will have you well flogged.

In 1163, the reigning Emperor, who suppressed banqueting and

encouraged athletics, had a very awkward accident. He had issued

instructions for polo to be played regularly;

in the event of wind and rain, the ground was to be covered with a kind

of oiled cloth well sprinkled viith sand. His Ministers, because of the im-

portance of the Imperial life, were unwilling that his Majesty should expose

himself to danger, and handed in many memorials, to none of which any

attention was paid. One day, the Emperor decided to join in the game;

and after playing for a short time, ho lost control of his pony. The animal

bolted under a verandah, the eaves of which were very low; there was a

crash, and the terror-stricken attendants crowded around to help. The

pony had got through, and h .^- jjrM jjSS ^ his Majesty was left

hanging by his hands to the lintel. He was at once lowered to the ground;

but there was no trace of alarm on his face, and pointing to the direction

taken by the pony, he quietly gave orders for its recapture, at which the

spectators cried out Wan sui! Wan sui!

The Kitan Tartars were great archers and polo-players, and we

are told that their successors, the Nii-chen Tartars, carried on the

tradition. On festival days, the whole Court would appear in foil

dress on the polo ground, and after worshipping God with offerings

of food and wine and other ceremonies, the Emperor would change

Ills dress for the various sports. There was archery to begin with; and
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when that was over, there was a game of polo. The players mounted

ah *& ^ j^ well-trained ponies, and each one was provided with a

^^ rnr club, of a good many feet in length, and shaped at one end like

the crescent moon. They were then divided into two teams, the object of

contention to both sides being a ball. Previously, at the south end of the

ground, two poles had been set up, with boarding in between, in which

a hole had been cut, having a net attached to it in the form of a bag.

That side which could strike the ball into the bag, were the winners.

Some say that the two teams were ranged on opposite sides of the ground,

each with its own goal, and that victory was gained by driving the ball

through the enemy's goal. The ball itself was as small as a man's fist,

made of a light but hard wood, and painted red.

Thus we read that when the young Duke of Lu was playing polo,

and the ball fell into the hollow stump of a tree, his Grace poured

in water and floated it out.

As regards ponies, it has already been stated that these animals

were specially trained, and it may be added that in the year 951,

a present of polo ponies, together with suits of clothes for the players,

was conveyed by a Chinese envoy to the Court of the Kitan Tartars.

Ponies, however, were not the only animals employed. We are told

that the Prince of ^ ^ Ting-hsiang, under the T'aug dynasty,

taught his ladies to play polo on donkey-back, providing them with inlaid

saddles and jewelled bridles, together with the clothes aud other parapher-

nalia required.

Elsewhere, we read that under the Sung dynasty

over a hundred young men dressed up as women, with bound feet and

ornamental veils hanging down their backs, half of them in red and half

in green brocaded robes, with elegant girdles and silken shoes, mounted

on donkeys with carved saddles and ornamental trappings.

Then they divided into two sides under their respective captains,

aud played polo for the amusement of the Court. So great indeed

was the enthusiasm for polo, that it was played even by night, the

ground being illumiuated by a huge display of caudles. Extravagant
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rewards were heaped upon polo-players, and also upon footballers,

who were actually received in audience by admiring Emperors. In

881, when there was a question of certain official posts to be filled

up, the Emperor caused the four candidates to play a polo tour-

nament, and allotted the chief post to the winner. The climax is

perhaps reached when a maker of polo-clubs, as duly recorded in

the ^^ g^ Book of Marvels, was taken up to heaven in broad

daylight.



ON EXOECISM

The following is a translation, by Professor A. Forke of the Oriental

School at Berlin, of chapter 44 of the g^ ^ft Lun Heng of ^ "W^

Wang Ch'ung, A.D. 27—97, and is intended as a specimen of a fuller

version of this important work which Professor Forke proposes to publish

at an early date.—H. A. G.

The world believes in sacrifices, trusting that they procure hap-

piness, and it approves of exorcism, fancying that it will remove

evil influences. Exorcism begins with the ceremony of presenting

an offering. An offering is like a banquet given by the living to

their guests. First the ghosts are treated like guests and given a

meal, but, when they have eaten it, they are expelled with swords

and sticks. Provided that' ghosts and spirits possess consciousness,

they would indubitably resent such a treatment, offering resistance

and fighting, and would refuse to leave forthwith. In their anger,

they would justly cause misfortune. If they are not conscious, then

they cannot do mischief. In that case exorcising would be of no

use, aud its omission would do no harm.

Moreover, what shape do people ascribe to ghosts and spirits?

If they believe them to have a shape, this shape must be like that

of living men. Living men in a passion would certainly make an

attempt upon the lives of their adversaries. If they have no shape,

they would be like mist and clouds. The expulsion of clouds and

mist, however, would prove ineffectual.

As we cannot know their shapes, we can neither guess their

feelings. For what purpose would ghosts and spirits gather in human
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dwellings? In case they earnestly wish to kill people, they would

avoid their aggressors, when they drive them out, and abscond; but,

as soon as the expulsion ceases, they would return, and re-occupy

their former places. Should they have no murderous intentions, and

only like to dwell in human houses, they would cause uo injury,

even if they were not expelled.

When grandees go out, thousands of people assemble to have a

look at them, thronging the streets and filling the alleys, and stri-

ving for the places in front. It is not before the soldiers repel them,

that they go away, but no sooner have the soldiers turned their

backs, than they return to their places. Unless the soldiers kept watch

the whole day without leaving their post, they could not restrain

them, because they are bent on having a look and would not go

home on account of having been driven back once. Provided that

ghosts and spirits resemble living men, they would feel attracted to

their homes in the same way as those thousands are determined

on sight-seeing. If the soldiers repelling them do not keep watch

for a long while, the lookers-on do not disperse, and unless expelled

during a whole year, the ghosts would not leave. Now, being ex-

pelled after they have finished their meal, they would retire, but

having retired, come back again; for what could prevent them?

When grain is being dried in a court-yard, and fowls and spar-

rows pick it up, they escape, when the master drives them ofP, but

return, wheu he relaxes his vigilance. He is unable to keep the

fowls and sparrows at bay, unless he watches the whole day. If

the ghosts be spirits, they would be like fowls and sparrows, and

nothing but a constant repulse could frighten them away.

When tigers and wolves enter into a territory, they are pursued

with bows and cross-bows, but even their deaths do not do away

with the cause of those terrible visits. When brigands and insur-

gents assault a city, the imperial troops may beat them, but not-
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withstauding this rebuS, the cause of their frightful incursions is

not removed thereby. The arrival of tigers and wolves corresponds

to a disorganised goverument, that of rebels and bandits, to a general

disorder. Thus the gathering of ghosts and spirits is indicative of

the sudden end of life. By destroying tigers and wolves and by

defeating insurgents and bandits one cannot bring about a reform

of the government or re-establish order, neither is it possible to

remove misfortune or prolong life by ever so much exorcising and

expelling ghosts and spirits.

Sick people see ghosts appear, when their disease has reached

its climax. Those who are of a strong and violent character will

grasp the sword or the cudgel and fight with the ghosts. They will

have one or two rounds, until at last, having missed a thrust, they

are forced to surrender, for, unless they surrender, the duel will

not come to a close. The ghosts expelled by exorcism are not

different from those perceived by sick people, nor is there any

difference between expelling and fighting. As the ghosts will not

withdraw though assailed by sick people, the conjurations of the

master of the house will not prevail upon the ghosts and spirits

to leave. Consequently of what use would be such conjurations for

the house? Therefore we cannot accept the belief that evil influences

might thus be neutralised.

Furthermore, the ghosts which are expelled from the house live

there as guests. The hosts are the Twelve Spirits of the house,

such as the Green Dragon and the White Tiger and the other spirits

occupying the Twelve Cardinal Points.

In addition to the Green Dragon and White Tiger Wang Ch'ung men-

tions the Hfr ^fe Tai-sui, ^^ 0H Teng-ming and :f^ M- Tsung-k'uci

as such spirits.

The Dragon and the Tiger are fierce spirits and the chief ghosts

of heaven.
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The Green Dragon and the White Tiger are also names of the eastern

and western quadrants of the solar mansions.

Flying corpses and floating goblins would not venture to gather

against their will, as, when a host is fierce and bold, mischievous

guests would not dare to intrude upon him. Now the Twelve Spirits

have admitted the others into the house, and the master drives them

away. That would be nothing less than throwing out the guests of

the Twelve Spirits. Could such a hatred against the Twelve Spirits

secure happiness? If there ai-e no Twelve Spirits, there are no flying

corpses or goblins either, and without spirits and goblins exorcism

would be of no avail and the expulsion have no sense.

Exorcism is an imitation of the old ceremony of the expulsion

of sickness. In ancient times ^^ Chuan Hsii had three sons,

who vanished, when they had grown up. One took up his abode

in the water of the Yangtse and became the f^ J^ Ghost of Fever,

one lived in the ^ Jo River and became a J|Q ^ Water Spirit, and

one in damp and wet corners as the arbiter of sickness. At the end of

the year, when all business had been fiaished, sick people used to

drive out the Spirit of Sickness, and believed that by seeing off the old

year and going to meet the new one they obtained luck. The world

followed this example, whence origiuated exorcism. But even the

ceremony of driving out sickness is out of place.

When Yao and Shun practised their virtues, the empire enjoyed

perfect peace, the manifold calamities vanished, and, though the

diseases were not driven out, the Spirit of -Sickness did not make

its appearance. When Chieh and Chou did their deeds, everything

within the seas was thrown into confusion, all the misfortunes

happened simultaneously, and although the diseases were expelled

day by day, the Spirit of Sickness still came back. Declining ages

have faith iu ghosts, and the unintelligent will pray for happiness.

When the Chou were going to ruin, the people believed iu ghosts
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and prepared sacrifices with the object of imploring happiness and

the divine help. Narrow-minded rulers fell an easy prey to imposture,

and took no heed of their own actions, but they accomplished nothing

creditable, and their administration remained unsettled.

All depends upon man, and not on ghosts, on their virtue, and

not on sacrifices. The end of a State is far or near, and human

life is long or short. If by ofierings, happiness could be obtained,

or if misfortune could be removed by exorcism, kings might use

up all the treasures of the world for the celebration of sacrifices

to delay the end of their reign, and old men and women of rich

families might pray for the happiness to be gained by conjurations

with the purpose of obtaining au age surpassing the usual span.

Long and short life, wealth and honour of all mortals are deter-

mined by fortune and destiny, and as for their actions, whether

they prove successful or otherwise, there are times of prosperity and

decline. Sacrifices do not procure happiness, for happiness does not

depend on oblations. But the world believes in ghosts and spirits

to receive these sacrifices; the knowing do not concern themselves

about them.

Sacrifices are meant as a kindness done to ghosts and spirits,

and yet they do not bring about luck and happiness. Now fancy

that those spirits are expelled by brute force. Could that bring

any profit?

The sacrificial rites and the methods of exorcism are very

numerous. We will prove their uselessness by one example, for

from a small sacrifice one may draw a conclusion as to great ones,

and from one ghost learn to know all spirits.

When people have finished the building of a house or a cot-

tage, excavated the ground, or dug up the soil, they propitiate

the Spirit of Earth after the whole work has been completed, and

call this appeasing the earth. They make an earthen figure to
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resemble a ghost. The wizards chant their prayers to reconcile the

Spirit of Earth; and when the sacrifice is over they become gay

and cheerful, and pretend that the ghosts and spirits have been

propitiated, and misfortunes and disasters removed. But if we get

at the bottom of it, we find that all this is illusive.

Why? Because the material earth is like the human body, wbose

head and feet are tens of thousands of li apart. Mankind lives upon

earth as fleas and lice stick to the human body. Fleas and lice

feed upon man, and torment his skin, as men dig up the earth,

and torment its body. Should some among the fleas and lice, being

aware of this, wish to appease man's heart, and for that purpose

assemble to propitiate him near the flesh, which they have eaten,

would man know about it? Man cannot comprehend what fleas and

lice say, as Earth does not understand the speech of man.

The pi^ Hu and the ^ Yiieh have the same ears and mouths,

and are animated by similar feelings, but even if they speak mouth

to mouth and ear to ear they cannot understand each other. And

should there be a communication between the ears and the month

of Earth and man, who does not resemble her?

Moreover, who is it that hears what man says? Should it be

Earth, her ears are too far away to hear, and if it be the earth

of one special house, this earth is like an atom of human flesh,

how could it understand anything? If the spirit of the house be the

hearer, one ought to speak of appeasing the house, but not of

appeasing Earth.

The Rites prescribe that entering into the ancestral hall one

must not find a master there.

The image of the departed, who as master dwells in the ancestral hall.

One has made the device of cutting a wooden tablet, one foot and

two inches long, and calling it the master, and one serves it in
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the spirit, but does not make a human likeness. Now, at the pro-

pitiatory sacrifices to Earth, they make an earthen human figure

resembling the shape of a ghost. How could that have a propitiatory

efifect? Spirits are diffuse, vague, and incorporeal; entering and

departing they need no aperture, whence their name of spirits. Now

to make a bodily image is not only in opposition to the Rites, but

also reveals a misapprehension of the nature of spirits. We know

that they have no likeness, therefore, when the mats are sj)read for

sacrifices, no figures of ghosts are put up.

If at the propitiatory service for Earth they set up human

figures, could a stone eflSgy be used at the sacrifice to the Moun-

tains, or could a wooden man be made for the sacrifice to the Gates

and Doors?

No figures are used at the sacrifices to those deities.

When Ffl ff II Chung Hang Yio of^ Chin

A nobleman, related to the ducal house of Chin, of the 5th cent. B.C.

The Chung Hang family possessed large domains in Chin.

was near his end, he summoned his high priest, wishing to punish

him. "The victims," said he, "which you have immolated for me, have

not been fat and glossy. You have not observed the rule.=! of fasting

with reverence, and thus have caused the ruin of my State. Is it

not so?"

The priest replied in plain terms, "Formerly, my old lord,

^ tr ^ "7* du^g Hang Mi Tse, possessed ten chariots, and

did not feel grieved at their small number, but at the iusuEBciency

of his righteousness. Your Lordship has a hundred war-chariots, and

does not feel distressed that his justice is so imperfect, but merely

regrets that his chariots do not suffice. When vessels and chariots

are well equipped, the taxes must be high, and the taxes being

heavy, the people defame and curse their sovereign. If he then
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offers sacrifices, of what use can it be to his State? -These curses

must also ruin the State. One man prays for him, and the whole

Stale curses him. One prayer cannot overcome ten thousand curses.

Is it not quite natural that a State should perish thus? What is

the guilt of the priest?" Clmng Hang Yin then felt ashamed.

The people of to-day rely on sacrifices like Ohung Hang

Yin. They do not improve their conduct, but multiply the prayers,

do not honour their superiors, but fear the ghosts. When they die,

or misfortune befalls them, they ascribe it to noxious influences,

maintaining that they have not yet been regulated. When they have

been regulated and offerings prepared, and misfortunes are as

numerous as before, and do not cease, they make the sacrifice

answerable, declaring that they have not been performed with suffi-

cient reverence.

As regards exorcism, exorcism is of no use, and as regards

sacrifices, sacrifices are of no avail. As respects wizards and priests,

wizards and priests have no power, for it is plain that all depends

upon man, and not on ghosts, on his virtue, and not on sacrifices.



THE MARINER'S COMPASS

In ~an amusing after-dinner speech, recently delivered through

an interpreter to the China Association, his Imperial Highness Duke

Tsai Chi is reported to have said—

It is well known that the mariner's compass was invented in China,

and to mention no greater results from its extended application in your

hands, one very happy result at any rate is that we have been safely

navigated to your hospitable shores. Gunpowder and guns had also their

origin in China. A. very harmless beginning, and there it might have

stayed; but on the occasion of our recent visit to Woolwich Arsenal we

noticed how greatly our germ had developed; and the idea suggested itself

whether we had benefited mankind in making the discovery.

(London and China Telegraph, 17 April, 1906).

Nov? no ordinary Chinaman would ever think of boasting that

his countrymen invented either the compass or gunpowder and guns,

for the simple reason that it would never occur to him that they

had not invented them. He would certainly know nothing about

the bitter controversy, waged entirely by foreigners, as to the proper

allocation of the honours in question.

The Jesait Fathers, de Mailla and Gaubil, of the 18th century,

seem to have been satisfied that the compass was known to the

Chinese in very early days, not only ages before it played any part

in the civilisation of the West, but so far back as a thousand

years and more before Christ. This position was hotly disputed by

Dr. Legge in 1865, who concluded his note (Chinese Classics, V,

p. 537) as follows:—
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The truth, I imagine, is this, that the Chinese got some knowledge of

the compass—found it out themselves, or learned it from India—not long

before the Christian era, and that then the fables about the making of

south-pointing chai'iots in more ancient times were invented.

He was backed up by Mayers in 1869 (Notes and Queries, iv, p. ] 1),

who rashly and wrongly declared that Dr. Legge had

assembled the entire number of passages, occurring in ancient authors,

which have given rise to the existing belief in the antiquity of this invention.

Neither was Mayers more happy in his

curious discovery respecting the probable date when the properties of the

magnetic needle were in reality first observed in China—by Ma Kiun, a

famous mechanician who flourished at the court of Ming Ti of the Wei

dynasty, A.D. 227—239,—a brief notice of whom was met with by acci-

dent among the fragments of the works of Fu Tsze.

In 1891, Dr. Chalmers took a hand in the fray (China Review,

xix, p. 52), opening his attack with the following words;—

Having long observed the intense desire the Chinese have to appropriate

to themselves the invention of all sorts of things; and having once or

twice already exposed the hoUowness of their claims, as in the case of the

'striking clock' not regulated by a pendulum but by running water, I

feel inclined to pity them when their long acknowledged claim to the

early possession of the maiiner's compass is called in question.

Dr. Chalmers goes on to say that he will give the facts of the

case, leaving others to judge; but his note is eminently unsatisfying,

as he only tells us in a vague way something of what the Chinese

have said on the subject, and does not quote the ipsissima verba of

native writers.

It is true that the Chinese have occasionally laid claim, and

without any grounds, to purely western inventions; e. g. to the

revolving reading-desk. Inspection, however, of the accompanying

illustration will show that there are bound books in the bookcase,

standing on end instead of lying, Chinese fashion, on their sides.
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I now propose to omit all serious mention of tlie story, mis-

takenly said by Dr. Legge to be "given by Sze-ma Ts'-een," in

"^l^bib;-

^77 "CO ^-^rrzz-v

^•l\:^

which we are told that when the Yellow Emperor was enveloped

in a mist by the first rebel, ^ ^ Gh'ih Yu, his legendary Majesty
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promptly invented the south-pointing chariot to guide himself and

his army safely out of it, and finally succeeded in putting his rival

to death. Also, to ignore the work known as the "j^ ^ '/^ Ku

chin chu, attributed to -|§ ^ Ts'ui Pao of the 4th century A.D.,

on the ground that its genuineness is not beyond dispute, and to

pass on to § 18, p. 4 recto of the official History of the Sung

Dynasty, A.D. 420—478, written by the well-known scholar and

statesman -^ ^ Shen Yo, who lived A.D. 441—513. This authority

is not even mentioned by either Legge, Mayers, or Chalmers; yet

it contains a fairly full historical account of the whole matter, and

its authenticity can in no way be impugned. It runs as follows:—

"The south-pointing chariot was originally constructed by ^ ^
the Duke of Ohou (12th century B.C.), as a means of conducting

homewards certain envoys who bad arrived from a great distance

from beyond the frontiers. The country to be traversed was a bound-

less flat, where the envoys would be likely to lose their bearings;

therefore the Duke made for the first time this chariot, so that the

envoys might always be able to distinguish north from south.

^ ^ -^ Kuei-ku Tzti

The Philosopher of the Demon Gorge, a name given to ^ ^^ Wang

Hsii, 4th century B.C.

states that the people of the ^[J Cheng State, when collecting jade,

always carried with them a 'south-pointer,' and were thus saved

from going astray.

This seem.s to have been understood to mean that jade has itself the

property of "pointing south" (see p. 113).

During the Ch'in and Western Han dynasties, however, nothing

more was heard of this compass. Under the Eastern Han dynasty
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it was re-invented by g^^ Chang Heng (A.D. 78-139), but

disappeared in the troubles amidst which the dynasty closed.

^^ (J^ Kao T'ang-lung and ^ %^ Ch'in Lang of the Wei

dynasty were both famous scholars.

The latter was a military commander. I can find no record of the former.

They disputed the point before the Court, saying, 'There is no such

thing as a south-pointing chariot; the story is a fabrication.' The

Emperor Ming Ti, during the Ch'ing-lung period (A.D. 233— 237),

gave orders to the scholar ,^ ^ Ma Chiin to re-construct it, and

the chariot was duly made, but was again lost during the troubles

of the ^ Chin dynasty. ;g ^ Shih Hu caused ^ ^ Hsieh Fei,

and j0^ J^ Yao Hsing caused -^ ^H^^ Ling-hu Sheng, to make

others.

Shih Hu was the successor, in A.D. 332, of ^^ Wl Shih Lo, ruler of

-^ ^B the Later Chao, one of the Sixteen States. Yao Hsing was ruler,

from A.D. 394 to 416, of another State, the Western (or Later) ^S Ch'in.

The Emperor An Ti in A.D. 417, and the Emperor Wu Ti of the

Sung dynasty, when he settled Ch'ang-an, finally obtained this

chariot. Its make was like that of a drum-chariot. A wooden figure

of a man was fixed on the top, with an arm raised and pointing

southwards, in such a way that although the chariot turned round,

the arm still pointed south. This chariot, with the general impedi-

menta, went tfrst, to lead the way.

The same chariot, as constructed by the ^ ^^ western tribes

(? Tibetans), did not work anything like so well; and although

called a south-pointing chariot, very often did not point true, and

had to be taken slowly round turns, as though dependent upon the

help of man for its accuracy.

A man of ^ |^ Fau-yang, named jji§^ '/^ '^ Tsu Ch'ung-chih,

who had an ingenious turn, often said that another chariot ought

to be made.
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Tsu Ch'ung-chih was a famous mathematical and mecVianical genius,

who died A.D. 500. "He constructed a machine which, not dependent on

wind or water power, would ^ IM '^ ^ A "/j revolve of itself,

without any aid from man." Also a boat, which Q iJ^ ^ ^^ JH
"would travel over 100 li a day,"—presumably by some mechanical means.

The Emperor Shun Ti, at the close of the Sheng-ming period

(A.D. 477— 479), when the Prince of Ch'i was his Minister, ordered

him to make a chariot; and when completed, it was tested by ^
fW^ Wang Seng-ch'ien, Military Governor oi ^ \^ Tan-yang,

and by Liu Hsiu, President of the Censorate. Its workmanship was

excellent, and although the chariot was twisted and turned in a

hundred directions, the hand never failed to point south. Under the

Chin dynasty there was also a south-pointing ship.

The former, A.D. 426—485, was an eminent statesman and calligraphist.

On one occasion, the first Emperor of the Southern Ch'i dynasty, who

greatly fancied himself as a calligraphist, challenged him to ^& aE ati'ial

of skill, and when they had finished, asked him whose was the best. "Mine

is the best," replied Wang, "and your Majesty's is also the best." "Ah,"

said the Emperor with a laugh; ^g] pj gS ^e H ^S ^^ "you know

how to take care of your skin."

^ ^ ^ Toba Tao (third Emperor of the Northern Wei dynasty,

died 452) caused an artificer named ^ ^ 1^ Kuo Shan-ming, to

construct a south-pointing chariot, which was not completed in a

year. There was also a man of j^ ^ Fu-feng, named ^^ -^ Ma

To, who made one; aud when he had completed it Kuo Shan-ming

poisoned him."

The above account must be taken to represent all the available

information from Chinese sources as to any early knowledge of the

compass. Further mention of the famous chariot is made in later

histories, such as those of the Wei, Northern Ch'i, and T'ang

dynasties, as may be seen by reference to the P'ei zven yiln fu; but
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I can find nothing therein of any particular interest. There is,

however, one passage from the -^ ^ ^ jjm -^ Shu cliih lisii cliing

chuan biography of Hsii Ching in the History of the Shu Kingdom,

written by Ch'en Shou, A.D. 233—297, which may be worth quoting.

It is this;—

You, sir, ought to take him as a compass (guide).

This figurative use of the term seems to presuppose the existence

of something at any rate which was known to point invariably to

the south. The Chinese idea as to what that was is shown in the

annexed illustration, taken from the [Q 1^ ^^ fij(J
^'" *''W chi ch^eng

(A.D. 1726), where we are told that the figure of the man was 1.42

feet in height, and made of jade (see p. 110); also that the man stands

on a swivel which is fitted through the head of Ch'ih Yu, the great

rebel (see ante),—a motive constantly met with in Chinese decorative

art. The writer declares that about A.D. 1317 he actually saw the

chariot himself, and that the jade was slightly discoloured, apparently

from age.

The Chinese have of course known the loadstone and its pro-

perty from very early ages. It is mentioned in the (Jj ]^^ Shan

hai ching,— always to be quoted with reservations; also by Huai-nan

Tztl of the 2nd century B.C., who says, "it will attract iron but

not copper." In the ^ ^ ^ |§| San fu huang i\i, we read,

—

The gateways of the Pleasaunce of 0-fang (3rd cent. B.C.) were made

of loadstone, so that anyone who was concealing weapons would be stopped.

In the ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ 7 ^0 ts''ung chH lei su (quoted in the

P'ei wen yiin fu) we read: —

Not only is there a mutual attraction between likes, but also between

unlikes; as for instance the loadstone, which attracts needles, and amber,

which picks up snips.

The most important passage of all comes from the ^ ^ ^. ^
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Ming ch'i pi t\w, by >^ J^ Sheu Kua, A. D. 1030- 1093, famous

for his great learoiog, and also for his disastrous defeat by the

KitaQ Tartars. It runs as follows: —
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Necromancers rub the point of a needle with the loadstone, and then

it will point south.

Sheu Kua lived, it will be noted, somewhere about the time at

which the compass appears to have first become known to the

Western world. Whether the Chiaese were acquainted with the

magnetic needle before that date or not, the reader will now be

able to judge for himself.

MOSES (see p. 55).

Professor Chavannes has kindly favoured me with the following

note:—

En ce qui concerne le passage du San ts'ai t'ou Jwuei, je crois qu'il

s'agit, non de Moise, mais d'Ismael {Sseu-ma-yen), fils du patriarche Abra-

ham (P'ou lo heou); c'est a la Mecque (Mo-k'ia) que se trouve en effet

le faraeux puits de Zemzira qui passe pour etre la source miraculeuse ou

s'abreuva la mere d'Ismael; nous avons done affaire ici d'une tradition

rausulraane qui a pu etre apportSe par les pelerins chinois qui dte le 15

siecle, visiterent les lieux saints de I'Arabie.
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Students of "The Chinese Classics," as translated and annotated

by Dr. Legge, must have frequently been struck by the amazing •

industry and the extraordinary accuracy of the great Aberdonian.

Of him it may be said,—with far more justice than he himself said

it of Lao Tztl {see p. 59),— that he left behind him a xTvuna Iq del.

His translation of the Confucian Canon has helped many a weaker

brother to a right understanding of a most difficult text,— a point

the latter might otherwise never have reached; and it has also

enabled other and still weaker brethren to pose as independent inter-

preters of woi-ks which lie in reality beyond their powers. It was

reserved for Sir Thomas Wade to stigmatise, as I have observed

before (p. 24 ante), as "wooden," the phraseology of what is one

of our national glories, his own meagre output in Anglo-Chinese

scholarship being almost entirely contained within the covers of the

TzU Erh Chi,— a, primer useful enough in its day, but not altogether

an immortal production, as is evidenced by the fact that a great

deal of it has since been withdrawn from circulation, including of

course the famous—some might say infamous— "Graduate's Wooing."

Dr. Legge made mistakes here and there; and one of the most

curious of these seems to have escaped the notice of the dozens of

students who must have pored over his Mencius, although it prac-

tically vitiates the reasoning of a whole page.

In the Prolegomena to vol. ii of his "Chinese Classics," p. 96,
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Dr. Legge discusses the opinions of ^ :^ Yang Ohu, who he

rightly says—

belonged to the period of the Warring States, the same era of Chinese

history as Mencius.

He goes on to say that Yang Chu was "styled -^ J§ Tsze-keu."

This is the first knot in the tangle: the "style" of Yang Chu has

not been handed down. Dr. Legge then refers to a note on p. 159,

where he had written—

Yang Choo, called also Yang Shoo t^ and Yang Tsze-keu -^ S , was

an heresiarch of the times of Confucius and Laou-tsze.

He explains this by saying that he based it on—

a passage of the Taouist philosopher Chwang, in which he gives an account

of an interview between Laou-tsze and Yang Choo. That interview, however,

must be an invention of Chwang.

The truth here is that no such interview is to be found in the

works of "Chwang," that is, of^ -^ Chuang Tzti. In a footnote

to the above, Dr. Legge makes confusion woi'se confounded by

quoting the chapter on Yang Chu which appears in the book attri-

buted to ^ij -^ Lieh Tzti, who "lived about the same time as Laou-

tsze," and was "a contemporary of Duke Mu," whose reign "exten-

ded from B.C. 625 to 604." As Dr. Legge goes on to observe,

"There is evidently a gross anachronism somewhere;" addiug, "This

is not the place to attempt an adjustment of the difBculties,"

As to diflSculties, there are really none to adjust. The tangle

unravels itself, if the texts involved are examined with ordinary care.

Tn chapters 8, 10, 12, and 25, of the writings of Chuang Tzti,

will be found allusions to the philosopher ;^ :^ Yang Chu, the

founder of the ^ ^ egoistic school, as opposed to the ^ ^
altruism of ^ ^ Mo Ti, about whose date too Dr. Legge was

rather foggy, as on p. 103 we read, "He was certainly later than
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Confucius," while on p. 123 Dr. Legge thinks that "Confucius

might have dealt more fairly and generously with him."

In chapters 7, 20, and 27, of the same author, will be found

allusions to a philosopher named ^ (uot ^ ) -^ ^ Yang Tzti-

chii, who is said to have had two interviews with Lao Tztt. This

Yaug Tzii-chii (Legge's "Tsze-keu") is said in the edition by ^ ^
Kuo Hsiang {d. A.D. 312), §ix, p. 13 recto, to have been one ^^
Yang Jung (not J^ shu), whose style was Tztt-chii; though else-

where, § iii, p. 22 verso, the positions of the Jwg and the Chit are

transposed. Two quite distinct personages have, in fact, been rolled

into one; and not by Dr. Legge only, but also by Professor Forke

in his article on Yang Chu {Journal of Peking Oriental Society, III,

p. 227), and by ^ 'y^ Chang Chan, the editor, and probably the

author, of the little volume which passes under the name of Lieh

Tzti,—an individual otherwise known as ^|J ^ -^ Lieh Yii-k'ou

and created by Chuang Tzti for the purposes of his philosophy, just

as Mr. Greatheart was created by Bunyan for the purposes of the

Pilgrim's Progress.

ART THOU THE CHRIST? (see p. 27)

Mr. T. W. Kingsmill writes in the Shanghai Mercury as follows;—

That the idea is not Chinese is evident at a glance; the pose and the

arrangement of the figures are plainly Italian, it might be under the

influence of Byzantine art about the fifth or sixth century, but more likely

early Renaissance. The medal probably represented the Transfiguration,

and the inscription almost certainly referred to the doctrine of the Trinity,

and there is no difficulty in supposing the inscription to have been put

on in China.
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THE DANCE IN ANCIENT CHINA

At the half-yearly sacrifices to Confucius, illuminatiug ootes on which

have been pnhlished by Bishop Moule {Journal of the China Branch

of the Royal Asiatic Society, vol. 33, fasc. 2, p. 37), may still be

seen the last vestiges of what was once a national institution.

Very ill done, says Bishop Moule, was the "posturing" which formed

an accompaniment to the Confucian hymn, the youths who went

through the movements, so many to each word, being almost un-

trained, and fitted only to show off the gorgeous robes in which

they were dressed. These "postures," however, are not without interest

as a survival of the .art of dancing, which appears to have been

widely practised in ancient China, and to have been carried later

on, with the rest of the Chinese arts and crafts, to Japan. The

dances are now performed by eight pairs of dancers, dressed as in

the poorly-drawn illustration, and holding a triple ^ pheasant's

feather iu one hand aud a three-holed (some say six-holed) ^ flute

iu the other.

All these accessories, it appears, are the additions of later ages. In

an appeal ^^ 3^ ^ J^ for the preservation of the study of

dancing, by :^ ^ j:^ Chu Tsai-yii of the Ming dynasty, we are

expressly told that the dancers of old ^ ^ ^ ^ did not hold

either shields or feathers, but
. ^ -^ ffjj ^ danced with empty

hands, and without hats. At thirteen, boys began to learn, and by

twenty, when they were capped as adults, their education in this

line was complete.

The shield and the feather were symbols of the old military and civil

dances, respectively. Under the Ming dynasty the shields were 3.5 feet in
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length, liy 1 I'o.it in breadth at the upper, and inches at the lower, end;

tlic feathers were 3.5 feet in length.

#
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So far back, however, as the Chotj dyuasty, B.C. 1100 — 250, the
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dance was already divided into military and civil, and these were

performed by sixty-four dancers in each case, with shield and banner,

feather and flute, respectively. They were accompanied by song, and

were known as |^ wu, strangely translated by Legge as "panto-

mimes" (Analects, Bk. 3, ch. 1). "Operatic ballets" would perhaps

be nearer the mark Whatever they were, the suzerain was limited

to eight, the feudal nobles to six. Ministers of State to four, and

ordinary ofiBcials to two.

There were six dances officially recognised under the Chou dynasty,

namely, (1) l|l^ the split-feather dance, used for purposes of exorcism

or lustration, this character being, according to ^^ ^j|j "i" Yen

Shih-ku, A.D. 579-645, equivalent to jp; ; (2) ^ the whole-

feather dance, used in ^^ jj||3 worship; (3) ^^ the regulating dance,

used against ^ P^ ^ ^ droughts; (4) ^ the tail dance, an

ox's tail, symbol of agriculture, being grasped by the daucers; (5) ~p

the shield dance, symbolical of a defensive, as opposed to an ag-

gressive military attitude; (6) ^ the battle-axe dauce, symbolical

of preparedness to strike, if necessary. To these is added a seventh,

J^ 1^ humanity dance, in which battle-axes, whole-feathers, and

ox-tails, are mere ornamental accessories, the purport of the dance

being conveyed by means of gesture with hand and foot.

It is in the Odes, of course, that we look for, and find, the earliest

authentic record of the dance in ancient China. There we read of

"dancing under the trees," of "the exquisite dancing" of a Duke,

of "dancing with a flute in the left hand and a pheasant's feather

in the right," etc. etc. A bridegroom says to his bride:

Although I have no fine wine,

I trust we shall have something to diink

;

Although I have no rich food,

I trust we shall have something to eat;

Although I have no accomplishments to offer you,

We will sing and we will dance.
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This last extract, taken with what is to follow, almost conjures

up such a picture of the ancient Chinese youth as that which

Gladstone {Studies on Homer) drew around the young contemporary

Greek:—
He joins the dance in the festivals of religion, the maiden's hand upon

his wrist, and the gilded knife glancing from his belt, as they course from

point to point, or wheel in round on round.

Wine, indeed, was not lacking at the Chinese feast of old. We read

in one Ode how, until the cup had circulated somewhat freely, the

demeanour of the guests was all that could be desired; but that

gradually —

When fhey begin to feel tipsy.

Their decorous behaviour changes to frolic

;

They leave their seats and wander about,

Kicking their legs high in the dance.

By and by—
When they are still more drunk.

They altogether forget themselves.

And with their caps awry.

Dance on without ceasing.

Another Ode tells of dancing in connection with sacrifices to a dead

hero, that is, of dancing as a religious ceremony, under which form

it seems to have been originally practised. In the ^ j[||J ^ chapter

on sacrifice and worship in the ^ ]^ ^ History of the Later

Han Dynasty, we find recorded the names of the songs which were

sung, and of dances which were danced, at the various annual

festivals; and we are further informed in the commentary that

-^ y^ ]^ Utl ^^^ origin of these dances is not known, but that

•^ ^ jjf|J ^ formerly they were used in the worship of God.

The ^ ^ Lu shi/i, by ^ J^» Lo Pi of the Sung dynasty, says —

'^m mm ^um
yfe. ^ ^ f^ ± 't

The Emperor Yao (B.C. 2357) ordained the Han-ch'ih dance, for the

enjoyment of God,
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Another writer, |^ B^ Ch'en Yaug, who died about A.D. 1150,

says that the dance originated as follows:—

¥ m Si ^ ^ n %

^it^z%\m^ etc.

Music appeals to the ear as sound, and can be appreciated by the sense

of hearing; it appeals to the eye as beauty, but cannot be appreciated by

the sense of sight. Therefore the ancient kings instituted the dance, using

shields and battle-axes, feathers and banners, to illustrate the beauty, and

using movements, upwards and downwards, to illustrate the meaning, of

the music.

But, as has been already stated, the ancient official dance of China

was performed altogether without accessories. A short poem of perhaps

sixteen words having been chosen, two performers, dressed as in the

pictures reproduced, and accompanied by music, would proceed to

illustrate these words, expressing each one by a figure (as of a qua-

drille) of eight separate ^i movements. Thus, the number of figures

to a dance would depend upon the number of words in the poem.

The following is a specimen poem, based upon a well-known Ode

and involving in its representation no fewer than one hundred and

sixty movements:

—

± ^ m ^
aj ffij ^
A R3 .t

M # ffii Ife

m m m :^

Thou didst establish the multitudes of our people, to go forth to work

at sunrise, to go in to rest at sunset, to bore wells for drink, and to till

fields for food.

For each of the eight movements which constituted a figure, there
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was a special step, ami the hands occupied a particular position.

Three such uiovemeuts are shown in the illustrations. The first

proves that the dance was essentially a step dance, and not mere

posturing, as some have thought; the second is of a characteristic

pose; and the third gives an idea of advancing and retiring, as in

our own square dances.

lu this sense, the Chinese dance may be closely compared with the

Greek opxiTi^, which was not only rhythmical but essentially pan-

tomimic in character. It was, as we are told by a recent writer

(M. A. Hiucks), "the imitation of words by gestures, the bodily

expression of a feeling." The same writer adds, "the word inropxni^ot.
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means a dance to the sound of singing,— a dance expressinrj by

gesticulation the words of the accoaipanying poem."

From the ^ ^ IIa S ^ and other sources, we learn that under

the Earlier and Later Han dynasties, B.C. 200 — A.D. 400, the

number of dancers employed at what we may call public or show

dances ran into hundreds, and that the troupes were often mixed,

men and girls taking part together. Such dances were of the cha-

racter of ballets, and were intended to represent or illustrate some

special motive. The baud which provided the music consisted usually

of fourteen performers on drums, flutes, etc., but that number could

be doubled if necessary.
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What we may call tlie private dauce seems to have been a different

thing altogether. At a banquet, -^ f|ftj [ffjj| when iuflamed with

wine, we are told by the author of the ^_ -ffll Pung Hen, iu his

chapter on dancing, that jj^\ tIE g ^| it was obligatory to get

up and dance. So, too, ^ tat -^ Chang Yeo-kung connects

dancing closely with inebriation:—

m "^ u M M
± m ^ m ^
Wi ^ w
i-l-i pp wM

n
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All Joys are poor to sober glance;

True joys to wine belong,

—

When every step we take is dance,

And every word is song.

What is quite certain is that, in ancient China, dancing was not

confined to paid performers. There is, on the one hand, the old

story of the eighty dancing-girls sent from the Ch'i State to the

Lu State, in order to divert the mind of the Prince of Lu from

political aggression; but in an account of the same epoch we are

told that when Confucius and his followers were for seven days in

great straits for want of food, and while the Master was philosophi-

cally playing on and singing to his guitar, Tzti-lu, his brave disciple,

'i^ PM Wii ~F" fffi W suddenly seized his shield and began to

dance. The mother of the First Emperor, 3rd cent. B.C., was ^ |^
skilled at the dance; and a concubine of the first Emperor of the

Earlier Han dynasty # ^^^ |ft tjt ^ ^S H was skilled at

the wave-sleeve-aud-bend-waist dance. The poet ^ ^ Li I has

left us a stanza, entitled ^ ^ ^ W ^^ "Watching General

Shih dance," which this soldier was not ashamed to do, ^^ '^M ^^
with a gold-brocaded turban on his head. The Emperor )j^ *^

Ch'Sng Ti, who '[^ j)^ >}^ ^ ^^ hated the glare of lamps and

candles, was very fond, ^ ^ ^ ^ when the revelry was over,

^^ ^ H ^^ 0^ having a quiet dance all to himself; and so

lightly did his Majesty trip it, that -^ ^^ j^ ^ his steps did

not raise the dust.

In the History of the ^ Wei dynasty we read

—

At the winter solstice of the year A.D. 479, the Emperor and the Empress-

Dowager gave a grand banquet to the Court officials at which «§# iif^

7^ ^^ ^ ^^ )S IIh
^^^ Emperor himself danced before the Empress-

Dowager, and all the officials danced too. The Emperor then sang a song,

after which he proceeded at the head of his Court to make obeisance twice

before her Majesty, wishing her many myriad years of life; with which

the Empress-Dowager was much gratified.
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The notorious
"J^ 2p ^ ^ T'ai-p'ing Princess often danced, either

alone or with a partner, for the amusement of the Emperor. So

did the famous rebel An Lu-shan, in spite of his enormous weight,

said to have been ^ ^ 3E. ~P /j* 350 catties, or no less than

thirty-three stone, — Daniel Lambert weighed over fifty-two stone,

—

if the catty of a thousand years ago was the same as the catty of

today. He must even have rivalled a modern waltzer, for we read

that ^ _[2 ^ ^ |§^ tlU M<t ^s spun round in the dance before

the Emperor like the wind.

Rapid gyration seems to have been quite a feature of certain kinds

of Chinese dancing, as elsewhere we read of one ^ ^K J^ Wang

Ch'i-sou, who could sing and dance, ii^^ :^ j^ ^fe^ $0 ff ^ ^
^ H, fpiuning round left or right like a spirit, to the terror of

the beholders.

There is a well-kuown story of a high official, j^^ 1^ Chu Ch'in-

raing, died A.D. 711, who performed before the Emperor a dance

in which he finished up by |^ j^ ^^ fl^ standing on his hands

and waggling his head about iu a funny way. His Majesty roared

with laughter, but a grave statesman who was looking on, sighed

and said, "This is sweeping the ground with the Five Classics,"—

an ignoble use for a head which contained so much acquired wisdom.

On one occasion, when the Emperor ^ *j^ Ching Ti, B.C. 156—

140, was celebrating his birthday, and all the barons were singing

and dancing in his presence, the Prince of -^ j^? Ch'aug-sha iu

his turn stepped forward, but merely made a slight salutation. All

the courtiers laughed at his awkwardness, and the Emperor asked

him sternly what he meant. "May it please your Majesty," said the

Prince, £ H ^h iNdl ^jl^ ^ ^ ^ "™y ^^f is a very small

one; there is no room in it to turn round."

In A.D. 577, the third Emperor of the Northern Chou dynasty,

who had just annexed the Northern Ch'i State, and was having a
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drinking-bout with its leading ofBcials, tried to make the wretched

monarch, ^ ^ Yen Tsuug, whom he had dispossessed, dance

before the assembled guests. Ten Tsung f^^ ^ ^ ^ lost control

of himself in his distress, and called for poison to put an end to

his woes, until the women-folk prevailed upon his Majesty to desist.

In the supplement to Ma Tuan-lin's encyclopaedia, it is stated that

a,t the ijjjj ^ Dragon-boat festival of the year A.D. 939, when

the Court officials and various foreign envoys had conveyed their

congratulations, there followed the usual banquet, after which the

Emperor commanded the envoys from [g| '^^ the Ouigour country

and from jj^ ^ Tun-huaug f^ 2(S |^ to dance their national

dances.

Coming down to still later times, we read in ^ jjf^ ^ 2[S ^E
of the History of the Liao Dynasty that after a feast given by the

last Emperor of that House to a number of chieftains,

liis Majesty retired with the half-tipsy crowd to a pavilion, and gave

orders that each of the vassal nobles should dance before him. When it

came to the turn of Akuteng, that chieftain excused himself on the ground

that he could not dance; and even though the Emperor pressed him again

and again, he would not comply. Later on, the Emperor said privately to

Hsiao Feng-hsien, a Privy Councillor, At the banquet the other day, Akuteng

was a little too haughty, and strange in his manner. Work up some com-

plaint about frontier business, and take off his head; otherwise he will be

giving trouble. To this Hsiao replied, He is a coarse fellow, and does not

know how to behave. His death would weaken the allegiance of the chieftains,

and if things took an unfavourable turn, what should we be able to do then?

A few years later, and Akuteng, who would not stoop .to dance,

had become first Emperor of the rival dynasty of the Golden Tartars,

and the Liao dynasty came to an end.

Dancing seems to have been employed upon a variety of occasions,

and to have included a variety of styles. It appears not only as an

act of worship for the enjoyment of God, but also as a kind of

exorcism, causing jfj^ jg* watercourses to run freely which had
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previously been ^ ^ ^ ^ blocked. It was customary to dance

to" a person as a compliment, upon which it was expected that the

receiver of the compliment would get up and respond in like manner.

Thus we read of such a compliment paid to the famous poet T'ao

Ch'ien, A.D. 365-427, to which the latter ^Jf^^ ^M'^^
modestly declined to respond until much pressed, and even then,

^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ when he did dance, he did not turn round.

So, too, Ts'ao Ts'ao, the great general of the 2nd and 3rd centuries

A.D., to celebrate his victory over ^ g^ Yiian Tan, j?^ ,^ K

1^ ^ 2i danced the San pa on horseback. Perhaps it was the

horse that danced, dancing horses being quite common in ancient

China. In the year A.D. 505, a ^^ ||p) red dragon colt was

presented to the Emperor, which g^ -j^ ^ could kneel down and

make obeisance, and was also ^ *^ good at dancing.

In A.D. 520, the son of a conspirator, who wished to make away

with the Empress-Dowager, when called upon to dance before the

Court, ^ 7^ ^J ^ ^ft did so with such threatening gestures that

HJ^ 1^ ^ ^ ^ the Empress-Dowager guessed what was intended,

and took care that the father was forthwith put to death.

Of Chinese poetry on the subject of dancing, there is a sufScient

quantity to form an anthology all to itself, and most of it is in

a decidedly rapturous vein.

When the wine has been set for the feast,

The host arises and pledges his guests;

Jade beakers are ranged between the pillars.

In a long line connecting east rooms with west.

Then gracefully wave the sleeves of the dancers.

Moving in myriad changing forms.

Host and guest vie with one another in good fellowship.

Enjoying themselves with never-flagging zest.

May they continue to do so for a thousand years,

Meeting thus in fi-iendship in those halls. 'fS y^ Fu Yuan.

A longer poem has come down to us from ^ ^ Chang Heng
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of the Later Haa dyuasty, in which he describes how, at a banquet

when everybody was tipsy, ^ A. ^ ffil >^ |^ ^ beautiful girl

arose and began to dance, finally breaking into a song in which

she bewailed separation from her lover. She is the ^ itt^^ hen

bird which circles aloue; she <@, ^ ^ thinks of her old home,

as she ^ ^ |^ clasps her willow waist.

The Emperor ^ '^ Cbien Wen of the Liang dynasty, a well-

known poet, has left several poems on dancing. In one he writes

of a lovely danseuse, ^ ^ ^ ^J]^ whose wide sleeves sweep

the surface of the red dust, whose waist bends to the movement

of the sleeves, and whose twinkling feet and moth-eyebrows combine

to produce ^ j|:j^ ^ j^ J\^ a scene which banishes care from

the heart of man.

And so the story runs, all through past dynasties, down at any rate

to the sixteenth century; for we have a poet of the Mings, named

Am Jfl^ J^iP Hsii Chen-ch'ing, who wrote a poem on^^ "Watching

Dancing," which opens as follows;—

What festival is this, with lamps filling the hall,

And golden hair-pins dancing by night alongside of flowery lutos?

A fragrant breeze flutters the sleeve and a red haze arises,

While jade wrists flit round and round in mazy flight.

With the incoming of the Manchu Tartars a more serious spirit

prevailed; and with the patronage of literature added to the cares

of State, the great Emperors K'ang Hsi and Ch'ien Lung had little

time to spare for the dance.
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So much has been lately said and written about ^ ^ jiu jitsu,

the Japanese form of self-defence, that it may be of interest to see

what Chiua, with her vastly longer national life, has achieved in

the same direction.

The first available reference carries us back to B.C. G31, China's

age of chivalry, when the rival feudal nobles were coustantly engaged

in cutting each other's throats. In that year, while the armies of

the "^ Chin and the ^ Ch'u States lay opposed, waiting for

the signal to fight, the Marquis of Chin dreamt that he was boxing

with the Viscount of Ch'u, and that on being knocked down by

the Viscount, the latter knelt beside him and sucked out his brains.

This he naturally regarded as a bad omen; however, his chief

henchman interpreted , the dream as favourable, pointing out that

the Marquis was on his back, looking up to heaven, while the Viscount

was kneeling, as it were in admission of wrong-doing. So when the

general of the Ch'u forces sent— quite a la Chevy Chase— to say

that his army would like to "have a game of play" with the

Chin army, at which he himself and the Marquis could look on,

the Marquis sent back to advise the enemy to hold themselves well

prepared. During the fight which ensued, the centre of the Chin

army feinted a flight, dragging boughs of trees to make a dust and

increase the appearance of disorder. The Ch'u army followed, and

was promptly surrounded and cut to pieces.

Before proceeding further with the art of self-defence, properly

so called, allusion may be made to a strange pastime, known as
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^ ^ (oi" ^) "butting," which is said to have been iaveuted

some few years before the noi-disant First Emperor consolidated the

feudal States under his own rule in B.C. 221. It is mentioned in

the Historical Record under the feign of the Second Emperor, but

became less popular during the succeeding Han dynasty, although

iu B.C. 108 a grand display of butting was organised under Imperial

patronage, and we read that people came from a hundred miles

round about in order to see the fun. Such fun as the sport yielded,

was enjoyed mostly by the spectators; for we are told in the History

of the T'ang Dynasty, when butting was revived, that ^ ^ "g"

bffW ^ JDL& ^ "there were smashed heads, broken arms, and

blood running in the palace yard."

Again, in the History of the Five Dynasties, we find that the

Emperor Chuang Tsung, who died A.D. 926, was very fond of

butting; and as he usually beat ^ ^ Wang Tu, one of his

courtiers with whom he played, he began to fancy himself, and

challenged one ^p^ ^ Li Tsun-hsien, the great professional

player of the day, offering him a high post as a prize for victory.

His Majesty was defeated, and later on generously kept his promise.

The sport of butting apparently consisted in putting an ox-skin,

horns and all, over the head, and then trying to knock one's ad-

versary out of time by butting at him after the fashion of bulls,

as in the illustration annexed. One writer speaks of butting as

Mi^'^McMW^ :^ ZA "attacking iu front, guarding

behind, all players being men of great strength; ^ ^g '/^ ^ ^
J^ ^ ^ ^ ^ clutching left and seizing right, all players being

of the boxer class."

Boxing, often expressed as ^ S "fisting and gripping," has been

placed by the Chinese on an altogether different level. It has been

regarded more as a business than as a sport, in the sense that it

was once a part of military training, had its "professors," aud was
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even reduced to a science in the ^ ^ Ch^ikm climg or Canon

of Boxing. Strange to say, the most famous exponents of the art

were Buddhist priests who inhabited the well-knowu A/* tt Shao-

lin monastery. This, as we are tokl in the History of the Wei

Dynasty, was founded in the following manner: —
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A shaman from ^ j^ Central Asia, by name ^ Kfe Po-t'o, who

was profoundly devout, became such an object of veneration and faith to

the Emperor Kao Tsu {died A.D. 500), that his Majesty gave orders for

the Shao-lin monastery to be built on the north side of the >J^ ^^
Shao-shih mountain for him to dwell in, food and raiment being supplied

at the public expense.

The priests of Shao-lin, probably as a measure of self-defence in

troublous times, seem to have devoted themselves seriously to what

for convenience sake may be called "boxing," though the term is

often made to include such varieties as la savale, wrestling, quarter-

staff, and even spear-play, and may very possibly be nothing more

nor less than the archetype of the modern Japanese science of

jiu jitsu. In reference to a famous boxer mentioned in the ^ |jj^

jf5* ^ Topography of Niugpo, we are told that

the art of self-defence is twofold: fyV, ^^ exoteric and fib ^^ esoteric.

The exoteric style was that which was so greatly in vogue at Shao-lin

and consists chiefly in striking the adversary, and then by an acrobatic

bound placing oneself out of reach. This style, however, often lays the

striker open to serious risks. The esoteric style was that handed down by

EM J^ ^ Chang Sung-ch'i, and consists in opposing the adversary,

but not letting fly unless actually compelled by stress of circumstances, and

without giving any loophole of attack. This is the better style of the two.

The Chang above-mentioned stated that his style had originated

with a boxer of the same name, probably au ancestor, who flourished

in the twelfth century. The later artist is described as being

of an exceedingly I'etiring disposition, like that of a student of books.

He was so deferential to all persons he came in contact with, that S' ^^
Jf-\ ^S Z^ his body seemed scarcely able to carry the weight of his

clothes; and when any one pressed him as to the secrets of his art, he

would humbly beg to be excused, and incontinently take his leave. At that

date the Shao-lin priests had spread their reputation for boxing all over

the empire, and it happened too that the '^ Dwarfs (Japanese) were then

giving trouble, and that an Imperial order had been sent down for the

priests to attack them. Now some seventy of the priests, hearing of the

fame of Chang, proceeded to Ningpo, and ti'ied to get acquainted with him
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whereupon Cliang kept carefully concealed until some young friends of his

persuaded him to go and take a look at the visitors. The priests were found

practising in the upper storey of a wine-shop; and an inadvertent laugh

from Chang soon betrayed who was present among them. So they begged

Ohang to have a bout; but before he would agree, he insisted that the

beadle should be summoned, and an agreement entered into that he should

not be held responsible in case of death. This being settled, Chang folded

his arms, and sat down on the ground. A priest then |Mk S|| ^R ^E
came skipping around him, with a view to getting in a kick; Chang however

slightly inclined his body and Jffl; ^. jj^ ^ let fly. The priest shot

through the window like a ball, and fell so heavily outside that he was

nearly killed.

Another famous boxer of the Niugpo prefecture was named ^f ]^
Pien Ch'eng,

When fifteen years of age, he heard that at a certain shrine jlrf? ^&
y« iMm prayers of worshippers for dreams were duly answered, and accord-

ingly he proceeded thither, and begged that he might be taught some art

in which he could make a name for himself. Then he dreamt that spirit-

soldiers taught him to box, and his physical strength began to increase.

Travelling into Shantung, he amused himself with such fe£jts as bringing

to a dead stop a cart running down hill; finally, hearing that the priests

at the Shao-lin monastery had gained a world-wide reputation for boxing,

he pretended to be a cook, and took service with them for three years,

at the end of which time he had thoroughly acquainted himself with their

art. On resigning his post, he went to take leave of the abbot, who as a

reward for his past toil offered to give him a little teaching; to which

Pien replied that he had himself picked up some knowledge of boxing, and

when tested, he proved himself a better man than any of the priests' pupils.

Pien now led a roving life, of course full of adventure, and always

without meeting his match.

In 1513, the Dwarf-Bandits arrived with tribute, and some among them

who were good at spear-play, and had heard of Pien's fame, begged to be

allowed a bout with him. The Governor having consented, ten or more

of the Dwarfs took spears, and tried who could throw the farthest. Pien

then seized a spear, with a flag attached, and threw it beyond any of them.

His opponents now surrounded him with their spears; whereupon Pien,

with a yell, leaped right over them, dragging with him one or two of the

Dwarfs, not to kill them, but simply as an exhibition of his prowess.
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Tn the ^^ ^ ^ ^, a military work of the 16th ceutury, written

at a time when Japanese descents upon the coast were a constant

source of anxiety, and on the very scene of such exploits, namely,

the seaboard of Chehkiang, we have what may be called a scientific

treatise on boxing, in view of its practical application to military

needs. It runs as follows:—

Boxing seems to be an accomplishment of no real value in serious warfare.

At the same time, inasmuch as a stud)' of this art in its elementary stages

involves flexibility of the arms and legs, together with activity of the bod)%

I have included it for the sake of completeness. In boxing, the body must

be quick to move, the hands quick to take advantage, and the legs lightly

planted but firm, so as to advance or retire with effect. In the H>B "pfT

5rc H^ fying leap of the leg lies the skill of the art; in turning the

adversary upside down lies its ferocity ; in planting a straight blow with

the fist lies its rapidity; and in f^ ^ ^ ^ iff] ^ ^ j^
deftly holding the adversary face upwards lies its gentleness.

The use here of the word jou "gentleness" is peculiarly noticeable,

the Japanese term jm jitsu being the equivalent of the Chinese
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jou slin "gentle art." Altogether, we may fairly corae to a conclusion,

reinforced as it is by the two accompanying illustrations from the

Art of Boxing, that the Japanese learnt the art iu China from the

Chinese, carried it away home with them, added to it from their

own resources of ingenuity, and now come forward to teach the

improved art, not only to the East, but to the West.



Chinese Art, by S. W. Bushell, 0. M. G., B. Sc, M. D.,

2 vols. London, 1904—1906.

This article is by Mr. Lionel Giles, M. A. (Oxon), Assistant in the Printed

Books' Department, British Museum.

The price alone of these two volumes is almost enough to disarm

the unfriendly critic, who in return for the absurdly small sum of

3/' is presented with some 300 pages of text and over 200 excellent

plates. Within this compass we have thirteen chapters, dealing with

all the important branches of Chinese art, namely, sculpture, archi-

tecture, bronzes, carving in wood, ivory, and horn, lacquer work,

jade, pottery and porcelain, glass, enamels, jewellery, textiles, and

painting. To give a good and concise account of these various subjects

is uo small feat, and Dr. Bushell is perhaps the only man alive to-

day who can be considered equal to the task. Those who receive

much, however, are apt to sigh for more, and many students will

wish that the proper names and technical terms could have been

reproduced in the native character and not merely "romanised" —
always an unsatisfactory method for a language so poor in sounds

as Chinese. Into the technicalities of the handicrafts here described

we cannot enter; this is a field in which Dr. Bushell reigns supreme.

Our object is to deal with the literary side of the work, where we

shall have to point out a certain number of errors that tend to

disfigure an otherwise admirable compilation. And before taking these

in their order, we feel bound to put in one more protest against

carelessness and laxity in the matter of aspirates. Chinese scholarship

has long passed the stage at which these could be either ignored

or used as individual fancy might dictate. 8uch carelessness is much

too noticeable in this book.
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Vol. I. P. 37. The "moakey" feeJiag the phoeaixes ia fig. 12

has become a "winged sprite" on p. 41. So, the "triple jewelled

fruit" of p. 41 is a "three-beaded sceptre" on the next page.

P. 38. "Shang-ti" should be 3g ^ _t ^ Yu Huang Shang Ti.

P. 40. B.C. 194 is given as the 28th year of the reign of

^ ^H ^ Ch'in Shih-huang, whereas of course it is the first year

of the reigu of ^ ^ Hui Ti. iShih Huang-ti reigned only eleven

years (B.C. 221—209). A line or two below, B.C. 238 should be

B.C. 333, in the reign of ^ ^ Hsien Wang.

P. 42. Tung Pang So should be Tung-fang So (a double surname).

P. 46. Mo Kao Wo should be Mo Kao K'u, the characters in

fig. 25 being ^ ^ ^ .

P. 47. "Kiuchou" is really jg tJc Ch'u Shu or ^ tJc K'u Shu.

P. 56. For "Emporer" read "emperor."

P. 66. It is quite incorrect to call Lamaism the State Church

of the reigning Manchu dynasty.

P. 71. Gold and not copper is •^ chin, the metal par ex-

cellence.

P. 72. It is philologicaUy impossible to analyse the character

J^ t''ung into its component parts so as to wrench it into signifying

"mixed metal." The |^ is of course a mere phonetic.

P. 80. ^g f|^ ^ ;^ Chung ming ling shih does not mean "the

bell sounds, the food is in the caldron, but "Bells are for sound,

caldrons are for food."

Ibid. Incense was certainly used in China before the introduction

of Buddhism, as may be seen on referring to the article ^ in the

Tu Shu Chi Ch'eng.

P. 83, line 20. "Fig. 47" should be "fig. 48."

P. 85 (figs. 49, 50). According to M. Pelliot, the bowl is known

to Chinese archaeologists without the inscription, which is doubtless

of a later date.
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P. 94. ^ chien is a mucli older term for "mirror" than ^
ching, which was first used under the Western Han.

P. 101. "Ts'ien Chiao" should be ^ Ip Ch'ien Liu.

P. 107. Perhaps the worst blot in the whole book is this extra-

ordinary mistranslation of the verse on a silver wine-cup (fig. 72);

A hundred cups inspired the poet Li Po,

A single bowl intoxicated the Taoist seer, Liu Ling:

Pray beware of a slip when full of wine,

A false step may mar the fair fame of a lifetime.

Hardly the sort of thing, on the face of it, that a Chinaman would

inscribe on a wine-cup! The Chinese is written very plainly, and

not in curious script, as Dr. Bushell states; and the real translation

runs as follows:

W ^ ff ^ gf

- m ^ m i^

% % m f^ m
^ ^ w 1. ^
Li Po could stand a hundred cups;

"Lao Tzu" Liu Ling was always drunk.

It is because they found joy in wine

That their names have been handed down.

Liu Ling was nicknamed after the Taoist sage because of an essay

he wrote extolling the doctrine of Inaction, which caused him to

miss his degree.

P. 117. It was not an Emperor who would not interrupt his

game of chess to hear a general's urgent report; it was ||^ ^
Hsieh An, governor of Yang-chou in Kiangsu, who calmly went on

playing we!-chH after having received a dispatch announcing the

defeat of the invading enemy by his brother and nephew.

P. 118. C/i^ang Huai "Abode of happiness" seems to be a mistake

for '^ ^ huai ch^ang, though here we feel the need of the Chinese

characters, the inscription on the plaque in fig. 81 being illegible.
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Vol. II. p. 22, line 4. For "1662" read "1644".

P. 39. There seems to be some confusion here between "^ "g^

mi se, straw-coloured, and ^ "^ mi si, honey-coloured.

P. 49. ^ 3S * F' is wrongly rendered "ductile jade." ^ does

not mean ductile, and jade is one of the hardest and most brittle

of minerals.

Ibid. ^ ;^ i yu is not "Profit and prosperity." Dr. Bushell

appears to have been in doubt, for on p. 88 of his Oriental Ceramic

Art he translates the same characters "Profit and advance," which

is equally incorrect. On the other hand, the latter work is right

with "Eternal prosperity and enduring spring" for' ^ ^ -^ ^

,

while here, on p. 51, "Ever-flourishing enduring spring" is wrong.

P. 50. W^^l^ ^ Hsieh chu tsao, translated "Made for the Hsieh

Bamboos," makes nonsense. Hsieh Chu must indicate the place of

manufacture.

Ibid. 1^ -fjf 3£ J^ j^ Hsieh chu chu jen tsao is "Made by, not

for, the master of Hsieh Chu."

Ibid. jjj§ ^ ^ is rendered "Happiness, rank and longevity."

But j^ means not rank but oflBcial emolument, as is shown by

the antithesis j^ '^ "salary and high rank."

P. 53. ^ jll ^ ^ "I know that they (i. e. fishes) rejoice

in the water." This is very far-fetched, the obvious and better alter-

native being to take y^ ^ together — "to feel pleasure." In his

Oriental Ceramic Art, p. 102, Dr. Bushell says that the words are

taken from a famous passage in Chnang TzO. But that is not quite

correct. ^ j|| does not occur at all in the passage in question

(at the end of the chapter ^ ^ ), nor is ^ there followed

immediately by i^

.

P. 64. ^ Hu did not split his name by any "curious conceit,"

for the surname '^^ is always described as the jjf ^ Ku yueh Hu,

perhaps in order to avoid confusion with the objectionable ^ hu, fox.
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P. 68. The inscriptions represented in fig. 83 are given in the

wrong order: (1) .should be (2), (2) should be (3), (8) should be (1).

Moreover, ^ :^^ ^ \ seems to mean "May God's Minister be

propitious to men." ^ ;jig is certainly not "the celestial sign,"

whatever that may be.

P. 81. Dr. Bushell is siugularly unhappy in his translations of

verse. He has made several bad blunders in the following lines: —

'Tis the first month of summer time, the leaves ai-e all full blown,

Their serried banks of shaded green o'erspread the jadeite sward;

They say that here, on happy days, the phoenix comes to roost,

But better, aye, in hour of ease, to plant the hazel nut.

A little lad waits boiling tea, outside the arbour wall,

A scholar high, with lyre in case, crosses the rustic bridge.

May the dryandra twin trees live for myriads of years! —
The fire-stove on the screen will never want its pile of fuel.

The Chinese is:

m ^ ^ n m m ^
m m m m m w^ m
Ik M m m ^ m M.

m m % m m z m
^h m m ^ & m m
^ ± m ^ m '1^

i^h ^^ m m ^ -^

m m m T m ^
v^

In the fourth moon the leaves are all of one hue,

And hang like green clouds over the kingfisher-like lawn.

Do not confine good augury to the tree on which the phoenix roosts,

But rather allow the hazel to take its place among the rest.

Meanwhile, a little boy, the tea made, is waiting in the empty kiosque.

And a gentleman, lute in case, is crossing the rustic bridge ....

May those two lute-trees live for a thousand years.

So that they may always supply fuel for the stove on the screen

(and consequently burnt pieces for making new lutes).

Dr. Bushell has entirely missed the point of lines 3 and 4,
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well as the allusion, in lines 7 and 8, to the story of a lute made

from a charred log of the wu-l^uiig tree, which an enthusiast rescued

from the flames for that purpose.

P. 101. It is not !S ^ loan shon but !H^ wan sui which

is the equivalent of the Japanese barteai.

P. 125. %^'^ ^ T'ien Tm Ku Hsi is surely not "An

Ancient Rarity of the Son of Heaven," but "The Emperor at the

age of seventy." "Jf ^ or ~^ ^ are two characters commonly

used to denote the age of three score and ten, being taken from

a line of the poet Tu Fu: "From of old until now men of seventy

have been rare."

P. 138. Pi sliu shih mi, "ladies in summer undress." The

characters are not given, but are presumably j^ ^- ~^ ]^, which

would mean "Gentlemen and ladies taking shelter from the heat."
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PSYCHIC PHENOMENA IN CHINA

China has beeu described, by some flippant observer, as a country

where four hundred million people live in daily terror of four hundred

billion ghosts. Few subjects indeed have so completely commanded

the attention of Chinese philosophers during the past twenty-five

centuries, as that momentous question of world-wide interest, par-

ticularly associated with ghosts, and summed up by Carlyle as

"The Whence, and — oh Leavens!— the Whither?" The literature

especially devoted to an elucidation of this topic is so voluminous

that, to use a cant phrase, it could hardly be mastered in a life-

time; it certainly could not be adequately presented within the

short limit of time which I now propose to occupy. But we may

perhaps succeed in getting at the gist of Chinese beliefs in this

direction, enough perhaps to appreciate the conclusions at which

some of their greatest thinkers have arrived, in regard to the illim-

itable tracts of unkuowu which lie before this life and after it,

and to the part, if any, which is played therein by what we call

the human soul.

It is hardly surprisiug to find that the Chinese have not managed

to evolve any very satisfactory theory as to the presence of life upon

this earth. The earth itself, ' according to the classical explanation,

which bears a curious resemblance in some of its details to the

nebular theory, came into existence as follows. First of all there

was Nothing; then, in time, by a process of limitation and con-

centration (not explained), Something, represented by a circular dot.
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appeared. This dot revolved in space— no one says liow long—

until at length two centres were formed within it; and these again

revolved around one another, always within the original circum-

ference, each carryiog with it half the area of the original dot.

One half was male, the other female ; one half was light, the other

dark,— as seen in the familiar symbol of the Yin and the Tang.

By a process of biogenesis (also unexplained), these two Powers

produced the visible universe, including heaven, earth, and man.

In this separation of the primordial unit into two, we have preci-

sely the modern theory— also very much unexplained — of the develop-

ment of unicellular into multicellular organisms; while rotation is

an essential feature in the nebular hypothesis of modern days.

We may now start fair from birth in this world; though here

again we shall have to digress for a moment. Many Chinese writers

have held that when a man is born into the world, it is not

necessarily his first appearance. He may have been here before. He

has been reborn.

Hundreds of cases, bearing out the Chinese view, have been

recorded in Chinese literature. None, so far as I know, date back

quite to the Christian era; and it is more than probable that this

belief is a phase of the theory of transmigration of souls, which

was taken to China from the West. It is at any rate a theory

which has been freely adopted by the Chinese, and is not altogether

unknown among ourselves. It easily explains certain phenomena,

actually experienced by many of us,— the seeming familiarity of

some place we have certainly never visited before; the persist-

ency in the mind of some scene we have certainly never set eyes

on at all; the strange reminiscences evoked by some flower, by

some sound, or by the senses of taste and of smell. Herein the

West we have no scientific explanation of these almost uncanny

experiences; the most recent theory, and perhaps the most ingenious,
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is, that just as we inherit from our ancestors an ear for music, an

eye for colour, or a taste for literature, so do we often inherit

shadowy mental pictures and impressions from lives that were ended

long before our own had begun. But that will scarcely explain all

that the Chinese have to say.

There is the well-known classical instance—I say classical, because

it is actually recorded in the dynastic history, 3rd century of our

era, of :^ j^ Yang Hu. At the age of five, he asked his nurse

to fetch his bracelet for him to play with. "You haven't got a

bracelet," said the nurse. "Oh yes, I have," he replied; "it is in

a hole in Mrs Li's mulberry tree." And there sure enough a brace-

let was found. Mrs Li was astounded, for she said that this brace-

let had been lost by a son of hers who had died; from which it

was inferred that Yang Hu had been her son in a previous birth.

Among other cases, there is one given in the ^ ^^ /jyjC

,

where a dying youth told his mother that be felt he was going to

reappear in a certain family; and his sceptical mother, in order to

make sure, ]iX ^ ^^> ^ >^ ^^ tattooed a black spot on his right

elbow. Later on, a son was duly born in the family indicated, and

moreover had a black spot on his right elbow.

But our subject, just born, is awaiting us; and it matters little

to the present investigation whether he may have been born before

or not. We wish now to ascertain what views the Chinese hold

as to the psychical composition of the little stranger.

It has been believed for many centuries, alike in ancient Greece

and iu modern England, that man is twofold; he consists of a

physical body and a vivifying personality or soul. It was reserved

to the late Mr. P. W. H. Myers to discover and to publish in his

posthumous work, "Human Personality and its Survival of Bodily

Death," that man is really threefold. In addition to the body which

we commonly see, and to the soul or personality attached to it
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with which, we may become acquainted in the usual way, there is

really, in the background, another personality, with which we have,

normally speaking, no acquaintance whatever, but which yet may

manifest itself in a sense which, for want of a better term, we

may call spiritualistic. These two personalities have been named by

Mr. Myers the supraliminal or visible personality, and the sublimi-

nal or invisible personality, respectively. As Mr. Myers says,

"The supraliminal self does not comprise the whole of the con-

sciousness or faculty within us. There exists a more comprehensive

consciousness, a profounder faculty, which reasserts itself in its

plenitude after the liberating change of death."

Mr. Myers adds,

"I do not indeed by using this term assume that there are two

correlative and parallel selves existing always within each of us."

Now this is precisely what the Chinese do assume, and have

assumed for many centuries past.

In the well-known commentary on the Spring and Autumn

Annals, a work usually assigned to the 5th century B. C, there

occurs this passage;'

—

"When a man is born, that which he first develops is called

the ^ p''o. After this, he develops its complement, which is called

the 5^ lain."

These two words, transposed for euphony's sake, hun />'o, have

been in use from time immemorial as a name for the composite

soul, the p'o being equivalent to the supraliminal self, the visible

personality interpenetrating and indissolubly attached to the body,

the hun being the subliminal or invisible self, also interpenetrating

the body, but not, as we shall see, indissolubly attached to it. Which

reminds me, by the way, that the interpenetration of the material

by what I may perhaps be allowed to call the spiritual, is an

integral part of the Chinese theory of evolution. The whole universe
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and its contents are informed— even this desk is informed— by a

mysterious vital force or fluid, which the Chinese call ^ cA'z, and

which makes things what they are.

To return to the Iiuti p^o or soul; how does it behave in its

new-fouud tenement of clay? Its two parts are usually in combi-

nation, but not always. The hun has the power of leaving the

body; in which case the body, still informed by the jo'o, generally,

not always, remains in a state of torpidity, suggestive of a cata-

leptic fit or trance. Once outside the body, the hun may be either

visible or invisible; it may stay away permanently,— that is death;

or it may re-enter the body, and continue the thread of life. Of

this latter phenomenon a number of authentic cases are on record.

One of the most amusing, not however authenticated, runs as follows.

A good old priest died, and his hun flew away; but it had not

got far before it came across the dead body of a lively young

nobleman, who had just been thrown from his horse. Into this

somewhat incongruous body the old priest's hun entered; and the

young man's body regained consciousness. Some awkward moments

ensued, when the injured man was carried into the ladies' apart-

ments, and when his various wives crowded around to sympathise.

For although the physical frame was that of their husband, the

intellectual and emotional faculties were those of a priest, accustom-

ed to a celibate life and to a dietary of vegetables and tea. I need

not dwell on the complications which arose. Finally, this composite

being returned to the monastery where its soul had once lived as

a priest, and succeeded in persuading the other priests that it was

really their old master. Later on, the joint household became rather

a show; for at the age of thirty this young body with its old soul

had been a priest for no less than eighty years.

The hun again possesses, as stated above, the further power of

throwing off its invisibility, and appearing to the world with its
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original body, which may then be many miles away, thus presen-

ting the phenomenon known as bilocation, or in other words solving

the famous difficulty of Sir Boyle Roche, namely, how to be in two

places at once— like a bird. The hun may appear, as suggested

above, either before or after death. Sometimes the apparition is

visible to all present, just as in a case recorded by Mr. Myers,

when no fewer than six people saw the face of a dead man on the

panel of a wardrobe. Sometimes it is seen only by the person

specially interested, as in the case of Banquo's ghost. A very curious

point, and one which has given much trouble to the thinking world

in China, is that the hun always appears clothed; generally in a

duplicate suit of the clothes worn by the deserted body. It was

thus too that the shade of Patroclus appeared to bis friend and

avenger, Achilles, dressed, as Homer tells us, in such clothes as he

usually wore: toIo, ire ft xpoi I'l'f^^Ti s^to.

When in ordinary life you talk to a friend, you are addressing

his supraliminal self, that is, a body properly blended with its p'o;

the him being, so to speak, out of sight in the background. But

when, for instance in Loudon, you see, as people have seen, or say

they have seen, the presentment of some one who you know is at

that moment in Peking, then you are in the presence of his hun

only, what Mr. Myers would call his subliminal self. The owner of

the hun may be dead, or he may not.

There is a pretty story, assigned to the 2nd century B. 0.,

which incidentally discloses the identity of the hun with Mr. Myers'

subliminal self. A soldier youth and a beautiful girl fell in love,

and ^^ ^ il^ plighted their troth. He went away to the wars,

and was absent for nine years. At the end of the third year, the

girl's parents forced her into marriage with another man, with the

result that by the time three more years had elapsed she '\'^ '["§

fjlij ^ had died of a broken heart. When her lover returned, three
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years later, he was overwhelmed with grief, and hurried at once

to her grave. There, like another Laodamia, with much weeping

and lamentation, he called her by name, praying that, if she really

yo" ^ ^ enjoyed a spiritual existence, she would show him her

face once more. As he prayed, the girl's /iww— her subliminal self

—

passed forth from the still-closed tomb, and after a few words of

recognition declared that she was not dead, and urged him to break

open the tomb and her cofiBn at once. This he did, and soon

managed to restore the girl to consciousness. They returned home

as husband and wife, whereupon the late husband filed a plaint.

The judge, however, j^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ not finding in the Penal

Code any clause to meet the case, memorialised the Throne, and

received a Rescript that the original lovers were to be left un-

disturbed.

Another curious case is that of a husband and wife. Here it is

the p'o which moves about, indissolubly attached, as you will re-

member, to the body, while the hun remains quiescent. One morning

the wife got up, aud left the bedroom, and shortly afterwards the

husband also left the room. The wife, who had not seen her hus-

band go out, on returning to the bedroom, found him still there

under the bedclothes. Just then a servant came in, and said that

the master wanted a hand-glass; whereupon the wife, thinking

that the servant was lying, simply pointed to the bed. The servant

protested, and rushed away and summoned the husband, who came

back, and together with his wife examined the man under the bed-

clothes, and saw that the latter jH ;^ ^ ^ was really the

counterpart of himself. Concluding that this was the husband's hun,

they dared not wake 1^,7^^^^%^% ^^ but stroked

the bed gently with their hands, ^ # # A ^ tflj M '^•^^i^ i*

sank into the bed-mat, and disappeared. In other words, it once more

became blended, but not visibly, with the body and with the p^o.
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There is auother iuterestiug story of a hun, by |J^ 71^ J^ Ch'en

Yuan-yu of the T'ang dynasty, — this time it was the hun of a girl,

which hun eloped with a lover, leaving the physical body informed

by the p'o only, lying ill in bed. The parents were entirely hood-

winked; and there the sick girl lay, a semi-conscious invalid, for

several years, until the return of the runaway pair, who had been

duly married, and were bringing home a couple of children. While

the astonished parents were wondering what to make of it all, the

girl in the bed got up, and went out to meet herself. The two

fell into each other's arms; and there and then, in the presence of

spectators, ^ ^ fRj "^ ^— '^ they coalesced and became one,

—one ordinary woman, ^t 1^ ^ -^^ dressed however in two

complete suits of clothes.

Death from fright is explained by Chinese philosophers as W
H^ W? 5^ ^^^ violent ejectment of the hun or subliminal self from

its association with the body and with the supraliminal self. An

illustrative case is given of a tutor who waked from a sound sleep

to find before him lighted candles, flowers, fruit, and paper-money,

—

the paraphernalia of a death-chamber, arranged as a joke by his

pupils, who were watching to see the fun. "Good gracious," he

cried, ^ 2( ^ -^ "I must be dead!" After sobbing awhile, he

went off to sleep again ; but when the practical jokers came to look

at him, he was really dead, the huii, according to the writer, being

too effectually dispersed by the shock to be able Jg '^§ to regain

its tenement.

This dispersion, hov^ever, is not always so complete; just as une

person will not die of a shock which is immediately fatal to another.

The following is a case in point.

A golden vase being missing from the Palace, the chief atten-

dant responsible was suspected of stealing it, and was condemned

to death in the market-place as a common felou. Just as the
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executioner's knife was about to fall, there came a reprieve; the

vase had been found. The accused man subsequently deposed, that

on going into the market-place he was in a state of abject terror,

and that suddenly ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Ju ^® found himself sitting

on the eaves of a house, from which point he could see a man

bound for immediate execution; further, that directly upon the

arrival of the messenger, he found himself back in his body again.

Here we have the hun, the subliminal and more ethereal portion

of the soul, escaping from the body at the mere threat of death,

and returning when all danger is over.

We must understand from the above accounts that there are

cases of suspended animation, (such as trance, etc.) when the body

still under the influence of the p'o is able to receive back and blend

with the hiui; and that there are other cases when the p'o ceases

to be active, thus preventing the hun from forming that junction

which constitutes life, and bringing about permanent separation,

—

in other words, death.

In one instance, which happened in A. D. 516, and is given

in the History of the Sui Dynasty ( 31 ^ ^ )i ^^^ body of a

beheaded criminal ^ "[g remained in position while the head fell

to the ground. The mouth was seen to move, and the eyes to open

and shut. The Juin may have fled; but the p'o was still sufiBciently

active to produce temporary movements.

In another case, mentioned in the ^fli ^ pQ , which occurred in

A. D. 518, a Censor was beheaded for too strong language to the

Throne. After execution, the eyes did not close, and J-* ^ ^ ^
the body walked a hundred paces before it fell, —"a hundred" being

of course figuratively used for "many."

Very noticeable among Chinese characteristics is love of life.

I will not stop to refute, in the presence of such an audience, the

preposterous belief which still prevails, that a condemned man in
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China, if possessed of means, can always, and for a moderate fee,

find a substitute ready to take his place. My own experience was

—

and it is borne out by Chinese literature— that love of life is just

as widespread in China as it is in this country. At any rate, scores

of volumes have been written by the Chinese, showing how life

may best be prolonged, illustrating, if anything, a very deep-seated

desire to prolong it. Some think that certain forms of mild physical

exercise provide the best safeguard against old age; and I remember

that Liu Miug-ch'iian, the famous general and Governor of For-

mosa, once told me with pride that he made a point of taking 300

steps regularly every day.

Some sit motionless for hours, and carefully practise deep

breathing. The philosopher Chuang Tzti, who flourished three cen-

turies before Christ, tells us that the wondrous vitality of the

ancients — there have always been "ancients" in China— was chiefly

due to the fact that they drew their breath from their heels. Others,

however, hold that if a man's moral and intellectual natures are

well balanced, he will combat successfully the "slow and silent, but

resistless sap," by which, as the poet tells us, "Death urges his

deadly siege." For such a purpose, the pure, unworldly life of a

hermit has always seemed to the Chinese to ofl'er exceptional advan-

tages; or again a life led strictly in accordance with the ordinances

of the Book of Rites. These last two systems may be illustrated

by a story which goes back to the 2nd century B. C.

^^ Tan Pao retired from the world. Be dwelt on a moun-

tain, and drank at a brook. He wore no clothes from the loom,

neither did he eat any of the five kinds of (artificially-grown) grain

;

and so, at seventy years of age, he still retained the complexion

of boyhood. Then he fell in with a hungry tiger, who killed and

ate him.

B^ ^S Chang I was all for rites and ceremonial. Whenever
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he passed a palace or a temple iu which auy function was going

on, he would hasten iu; and if he saw a crowd gathering at a

house, he would make a point of joining the party. He treated all

his domestic servants and stable-boys ^ Jfe ^ 'f^ ;|^ on terms

of absolute equality; yet he died young, of a fever. On these two

cases the Chinese author comments, as follows. Pao Tan cultivated

his interior, and a tiger ate his exterior; Chang I cultivated exter-

nals, and disease attacked his internals.

But supposing that all these methods fail, including prayers

for the sick, as commonly offered up at Buddhist temples, it remains

only to admit that after all life is what Taoist writers tell us it

is,— a sunbeam passing through a crack, revealing indeed mauy

minute organisms which had before been invisible, but gone ere we

have time to appraise them. Or again, life is a sleep or a dream,

and death is our awakening; an awakening, no more to the un-

substantiality of this world, but to reality in a higher state of

existence. Ouly fools, according to Chuang Tzti, think that they

are awake now.

Whenever this change does come, the Coufucianist is supposed

to face it with equanimity. Chu Hsi, the famous Confucianist of

the 12th century, wrote —

^ ^ ¥ ^ ^ # a

* :^ # a .Re ^ ^
^ n n ^ m

My peace in this life depends upon myself,

My peace in the next world does not.

Why trouble about that which does not depend on me?

Rather let me pay attention to that which does.

Another scholar on his deathbed contented himself with this

couplet :
—
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^ ^ m - m m %
^ B m '^ m M ^
I ne'er have cheated Heaven since my birth;

And now I lay my bones in Mother Earth.

Liu Ch'ing-shih, a scholar of the 12th century, during his last

days, ere his strength failed, would discourse to his disciples on

the Confucian Canon. When on his deathbed, he was visited by

the great Minister, Chou Pi-ta, who bade him dismiss his fears.

"^ ^ I have no fears," whispered the dying man, "
pf J§ to

dismiss."

This attitude of quiet courage is by no means universal, espe-

cially as there are many recorded instances of actual visions of

another and a brighter world, quite sufiScient to give pause even

to the most self-satisfied moralist. There is a story of a high official,

who on his deathbed saw a vision of celestial beings beckoning to

him from the sky. In another case, the attendants on a dying Minister

^» ^ ^ g5^ ^ suddenly heard the sound of drums in the air,

and ^ ^ P^ ^ 3fe !^ii ^ saw the heavens open to receive a

personage in official dress, who passed into the glory beyond. On

looking down again, they found that their Minister was dead. What

they had seen was his departing hun.

Accordingly, we find certain persons taking precautions. One

man, in order to make things as sure as possible, gave orders that

he should be buried holding in his left hand the Confucian Classic

of Filial Piety and the Buddhist sulra of the Lotus of the Won-

derful Law (Saddfiarma PinidariJca), and grasping in his right hand

the Tao Te C/iing, the Bible of modern Taoism. The three great

religions, so to speak, of China were thus all and adequately re-

presented.

It is noticeable that in earlier days, even before the introduc-

tion of Buddhism, the Paradise of the Chinese was in the skies;
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the nether world, with all its reproduction in shadow of the charac-

teristics of this life, and with all the tortures of what we call the

Chinese Purgatory, belongs to moi'e modern times. This idea of a

celestial heaven was once strangely emphasised by a man who, as

his funeral offering to the family of a dead friend, sent a parcel

of rare feathers, Si^^'^^^^;^the idea being to

enable the soul to fly.

Meanwhile, our subject is dead and buried, in terms which we

all understand. I have lately read that it was customary in ancient

China to bury the dead naked. Clothes seem to have been a later

addition, to enable the dead to meet their friends without incon-

venience in the next world. One ancient worthy wished \^ ^ ^
•^^ to be buried in a hollow tree, as he declared had been

customary in olden times, this method being best adapted
"f* ^

ftL ^k. -t -^ ifttt ^ ^° secure both the air above and the water

below from any risk of pollution.

But in any case, what of the hun and the />'o?

We read in the Book of Rites, which has an authority of at

least 2,000 years,

"The hui), which is associated with clii, vital force, goes back

to heaven; the p'o, which is associated with the physical frame,

goes back to earth."

Chu Hsi discards the idea of a twofold soul, and says that hun

is a name for the vital force, and p'o for the body. He adds,

—

"Man,- endowed with a limited amount of vital force, ^^ 7^ ^
^ ^ must necessarily come to an end. When he does, his Imn

ascends to heaven, and his p'o reverts to earth; that is death. The

hot part goes up, and the cold part goes down." He also says,

"Sometimes the vital force fails before the body fails, and vice versa.

For instance, a certain one (meaning himself) has lately become

hard of hearing, and subject to loss of memory; that is an instance
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of the body decaying before the vital force." But Chu Hsi conti-

nues, "^ ^ ^ ^ J^ ^ When a man dies, he is dispersed,

^ -tJ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ though not so utterly dispersed but that

there are good grounds for hoping ^ jji|I ^ ^ t^ to affect him

by means of sacrificial worship. A person, however, once dispersed

by death, ^ ^ ^ ^ can never come together again (as a human

being). The Buddhists indeed say that a man dies, and becomes a

ghost, which ghost becomes a man again; but this amounts to

arguing that ^ i^ll ^ '^ ^ :;^ ^ ^ ^ in the universe there

is a fixed amount of vital force ^ ^ -^ -^ which comes and

goes, and that 'j^ ^ ^ j^ -^ ^^ Nature (the creative Power)

has nothing to do with production,— ^) ^ :^ 311 ife which is

absurd."

From this it may fairly be argued that Chu Hsi — China's great

materialistic philosopher, as he has been called,— was certainly a

believer in the immortality of the soul. His objection to the Budd-

hist doctrine of metempsychosis seems to be based, so far as I can

follow his reasoning, on the absence from such a system of any

part to be played by the Yin and the Yang, by the interaction of

which principles all things, both in the animal and the vegetable

kingdoms, are continually being reproduced.

I may digress a moment to mention that Chu Hsi quotes a

case of a man whose body after three years became changed into

fine jade. Having died the death of a patriot, his p'o, we are told,

instead of disappearing in the earth, underwent a process of petri-

faction, his spirit imparting to the dead clay a power of resistance

which it would not otherwise have possessed.

So too Han Wen-kung, in a famous funeral elegy, cries out in

impassioned tones,—

"Not into foul earth, but into the pure essence of gold and

gems, ha.? thy dear form been changed."
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One poet, |^ ^ '^ Ch'en Kua-yen of the T'ang dynasty, who

evidently believed with the Taoists that all life conies from, and

returns to, some dazzling centre away in the infinite, wrote the

following farewell words: —

n ^ m "B m ^ ^
i^ ^ A m m m n
^ m m ^ ^ M m
m -^

i^^ B m ± m
Originally formlesi;, I liave

temporarily a form.

And chance has thrown me into

the bustling world of man.

The wheel turns, and the long-standing

debt must now be paid;

So I scratch my head and wing

my way back to the Pure Serene.

Speaking generally then, we must conclude that to the Chinese

people death means the flight of the hun to heaven, and the descent

of the p'o into earth, coupled with the dissolution of the body into

clay. Is that aJl? Is finality permanently concealed from us behind

an impenetrable veil? Is there? —

A land of souls beyond that sable shore—

where once again, as the poet continues, we

May hear each voice we feared to hear no more,

Behold each mighty shade revealed to sight,

The Dactrian, t-'amian sage, and all who taught the right.

Do the dead ever return? Are there spirits?

On these last questions the opinions of Western philosophers

are divided. China, however, answers them with an emphatic Yes.

The imagination of the Chinese— a highly imaginative people—

almost runs riot in this direction.

Wang T'an was very intimate with a certain Buddhist priest,
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with whom he used often to discuss the probabilities of a future

state; and it was agreed between them, that whoever died first

shoukl inform the other of the real state of affairs. A year later,

the priest appeared, aud said, 'I am dead; the punishments and

happinesses of a future state are not inventions. Hasten to repent,

that you may rise to the joys of the blest.' He then disappeared,

and soon afterwards Wang T'au died too.

With what happens in the nether world, the Hades of the

Greeks and Romans, we have, properly speaking, no concern here,

our interest being concentrated rather upon iJeas indigenous to

China. An exception perhaps may be made in the following case,

which is curious as showing how the Chinese invariably surround

foreign importations with a flavour all their own.

A certain man who died, on reaching the world below, was set

to do clerk's work; but ^ i^ ^ |^ -U appalled at the sight of

the vast masses of archives he was told to copy, he pretended to

have writer's cramp, and was allowed to return to earth. On re-

covering consciousness, however, he found ^ ^ j^ |^ that his

right arm was permanently paralysed ; the moral of this being that

it does not do to sham even in the infernal regions.

Are the spirits of the dead near to us? is a question to which

varying answers have been given by Chinese philosophers.

In an old book of family records, the author (who is unknown

to me) tells how his great-uncle in his last illness declared that

death was no more than going into the next room; and how

finally, on his deathbed, the dying man pointed at the window,

and said, ''^ZMitfltiMitWiM ^ben I am gone, I

shall be no farther from you than as it were the other side of that

paper,"— which of course everybody here knows is a common sub-

stitute for glass.

Sometimes the spirit is even closer. There is a story of a
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maidservant, who when left alone with a corpse, tried furtively to

appropriate to her own use some of the funeral clothing. The body,

however, suddenly began to get very hot; and the terrified woman fled.

Let us go back to Confucius. It is well known that one of the

four topics on which he refused to discourse was the existence and

rationale of spirits. The term lam p''o, soul, does not seem ever to

have been employed by him. We are told that when he offered

sacrifices, he did so with the same earnestness and with the same

sense of solemnity as if the spirits were present, — a phrase which

is splendidly ambiguous, and leaves us quite in the dark as to

whether he believed that the spirits were present or not. His coun-

trymen, however, long before his own days, did believe, as the

majority of them still believe, that the spirits of the dead do indeed

revisit the glimpses of the moon, and play an important part in

humau affairs. In the Odes, we are warned to be careful; for spirits

come upon us unawares, sometimes to bless and protect, at other

times to exact retribution for evil deeds. Chinese literature teems

with examples, similar in every way to those in Mr. Myers' book,

of spirits which have manifested themselves at important junctures

to friends and relatives. Let me quote an example from Mr. Myers

to show exactly what I mean. He has recorded a case of a guilty

father-in-law, whose spirit appeared after death to ask pardon for

wrongs committed. "I seized," says the forgiving son-in-law, "the

ghost's hand, which was long and cold, and I shook it."

One Chiuese philosopher has said of all the phenomena of this

life, necessarily therefore including spirits, " f^ ^ ^ ^ i^ llL

^ "Sb f^ Whether they exist objectively or not, depends on us

and not on them." This dictum, which makes of spiritual appari-

tions merely subjective phenomena, has been popularised into the

well-known saying, "Bogeys only appear to those who believe in them."

According to Liu Hsiang of the 1st century B.C., a disciple asked
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Goufueius, saying, "^A.^^ffi^ifc ^^^ *^® ^^^'^ ^°"-'

scious or not?" Confucius replied, "If I say that the dead are con-

scious, I fear that filial sons and dutiful grandsons ^^ J^ ^
^E iHi ^^'' neglect the living in order to do honour to the dead

;

and if I say that the dead are not conscious, then I fear that

unfilial sons and undutiful grandsons S ^ ^ jfy, will leave their

parents' corpses without burial. My son, if you would know whether

the dead are conscious or not, ^ f^ ^ ^ ^ >|j§ :7fc M ifii
i*

will be time enough to find out when you go among them yourself."

A certain Chinese Judge who felt that bis end was approach-

ing, said to some friends, " j^ f^ 5|c ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ I only

regret that I do not know if the next world is a state of happi-

ness or not." A scholar who occupied one of the lower seats, at

once declared that it was undoubtedly a state of great happiness;

whereupon the Judge looked at him in amazement, and asked him

how he knew that to be so. "If the next world were not a state

of happiness," replied the scholar, "the dead would one and all

hurry back again; but as no dead men ever do come back, ^ |^

^ S^ -j;^ we must conclude that they are enjoying themselves

where they are." At this, the whole party burst into a laugh, in

which, as we read in our own law reports, the Judge himself joined.

But it is time to bring this desultory sketch to a close. The

chief point I desire to establish this evening is that the theory of

a twofold soul, as elaborated by Mr. Myers, was anticipated in

China many centuries ago.

[This paper was read at a meeting of The China Society on

21st March, 1907.]



NOTES ON BOOKS.

Quite a number of books on Chinese topics, interesting and

otherwise, have recently been placed on the market. Under the title

of "Early Chinese History," with the alarming sub-title of "Are

the Chinese Classics Forged?" Mr. H. J. Allen boldly challenges

the literary world to a combat in which he certainly gives long

odds to his opponents. The pages, however, of Adversaria Sinica

are not intended for book-reviews in the ordinary sense of the

term, bat they are rather for the discussion of linguistic and other

questions arising out of the interpretation of Chinese texts. Notices

of books, as found in newspapers nowadays, are mostly worthless;

for the simple reason that if a book is unfavourably reviewed, the

publisher, whose money is at stake, will withdraw his advertisements

from the columns of the offending journal.

On one occasion, being asked to review a wretched hash of a great

subject, I sent in a critique which was promptly paid for, but never

published. On another occasion, in response to a similar request, I

thought it fair to write and say that I could only notice the work

in question in terras which the newspaper might not care to publish.

For this I was profusely thanked by the editor, who told me that

the author was also an occasional contributor, and of course it would

not be desirable to offend him. Authors, therefore, who send their

books to me should understand that I care only to raise points of

interest as above stated, always drawing attention to any apparent

inaccuracies, in the hope that the author's statement may either be
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verified or recognised as erroneous, the result in each case being

that Sinology moves onward in consequence.

The object of Mr. Allen's book, namely, to show that the whole

body of the Confucian Canon is one gigantic forgery, is not the

first effort of its kind. Father Hardouin, S. J., who lived in the

17th and 18th centuries, maintained in his Chronologicon that all

classical literature, including the writings of the Christian Fathers,

had been written to order, in other words, forged.

There are several minor points in Mr. Allen's book which invite

discussion. Ou p. 40 he says that

the country of the ^P Hjj- crossed toes, is Annatn, so called because it

is pretended that the great toes of Lhe inhabitants cross each other when

their feet are placed fide by side.

"Cette fable," says Professor Chavanues in his M^moires Historiques,

"est repetee a satiete par les commeutateurs ehinois." Some few have

traced the term to the fact that the sexes in the said country used

to bathe together; but the great majority are on the side of "parted

toes," derived from the separation of the big toe from the rest of

the foot, like a thumb. Professor Parker declares {China, p. 209)

that he himself noticed this peculiarity; but Chinese drawings of

the people fail to give any indication of this, and, as Professor

Chavannes says,

M. des Michels fait remarquer avec raison que les Annamites ne presentent

point cette particularity physiologique.

It seems to me that "parted toes" is, if anything, several degrees

weaker than "crossed toes." For ^ -^ means to cross the arms,

and ^ ^^ means to cross the legs, there being actually a nation

of that name recorded and figured in Chinese literature as having

crossed legs. In fact, all the above explanations are probably moon-

shine, and the meaning of the term remains unknown.
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"Chiuese Thought," by Dr. Paul Oarus, is a compilatiou from the

writings of others, and contains nothing new, except new mistakes,

in addition to those of the authors quoted, Dr. Cams is perhaps

not at his best when he tells us (p. 55) that

the professional diviners who practise feng shui are called sien-sheng, 'the

elder born,' which is a title of respect and has been translated professor.

Or, when (p. 58) he translates ^ ^ lo-pan (sic) by "net-tablet,"

and ^^ pan-shih (sic) by "disk-norm," apparently forgetting that

on p. 40 he had already given us "^ "^ P'an-Ku = basin ancient,

and ^ j^ P'au-Ku = basin-solid," of which he erroneously says,

both are homophones, i. e , they are pronounced the same way.

Then (p. 154) we have such mistakes as "China's greatest poets,

Li Pai, Tu Mu, and Pai Lu T'ien." Again, residents in China will

be amused to hear that

a Chinaman cannot defraud a foreigner without being severely punished,

but if a ChinaiTKin be cheated by a European or perhaps an American

trader, he has no redress whatever. The wronged Chinaman can go to

the ambassador (!) or minister of the nation to whom the man who beat

or cheated him belongs, but the ambassador has been sent to protect his

countrymen, not to sit in court over them and punish them.

But the funniest blunder of all is perhaps to be found on p. 178,

in connection with the Tai Ping (sic) rebellion. Dr. Carus tells us

that there were two leaders

of special prominence, Tien (sic) Teh (Heavenly Vii'tue), a person who

claimed to be a descendant of the ancient Ming dynasty, and Hung Hsiu

Ch'ijan, a Christian who called himself Tien (sic) Wang, or Heavenly King.

The fact, of course, is that T'ien Teh and Hung Hsiu-ch'iian were

one and the same person, T'ien Teh being simply his year-title.

Finally, among his illustrations Dr. Carus reproduces several entirely

out-of-date absurdities, such as (p. 142) "The Pailoo gate at Amoi,"

in which the Chinese characters are represented by mere scribble.
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This class of illustratiou was good euougli for the first edition of

"The Middle Kingdom," but will scarcely find a market now.

The ^ Jft :^ § , "A Guide to the Dictionary," by Thomas Jenner,

Member of the China Society, is apparently meant to illustrate the

application of Stokes' mnemonic system to the Chinese and Japanese

languages, which system I once tried myself and found wanting.

Mr. Jenner is at great pains to give us a key to the Radicals,

which no one in his senses ever thinks now of committing to me-

mory in the old-fashioned style of Wade and others. Then follow

more Keys, to the dynasties, etc. Professor Parker, to whom this

book is dedicated, should have been asked to look over the proofs.

Mistakes abound; e.g. (p. 62) ^ for j^, ^ for |f ; (p. 63) jt^

^^ Che-wang-te, 2p »^ Ping-te; (p. 64) Chiu-lien ch'eng jl

^ ^i and ^ ^ <^ Mo-t'ien-ling; so that the beginner, if he

is foolish enough to begin with this book, will have a sufficiently

bad time. Let us hope that, as Mr. Jenner says in his motto from

the Shu, '\^ ^ifj "^ 2ii i^ ^e ^^^ foolish, by thinking, may become

wise, and that there will be no further issue of this work, already

in its second edition.

"The Chinese Language, and how to learn it," by Sir Walter

Hillier, may be divided into three parts, namely, 36 pages of intro-

duction, 136 pages of practical exercises, and 91 pages of Radicals

and vocabularies. If the first and last parts had been omitted, and

pp. 73 to 81, on grammar, had been struck out of the middle, we

should have had a short primer of Chinese colloquial which, barring

a good many mistakes in tones, might fairly have been recommend-

ed on its merits to a beginner. Part 1, as above, which carries

us back to the Stone Drums, contains some serious mistakes. Ou

p. 1 we are told that the -^^ j^ is a "treatise," and that it
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was translated by Mr. L. C. Hopkins. It is of course an extensive

dictionary, of which Mr. Hopkins translated the preface. On pp. 32,

33, devoted to instruction in writing characters, we are told that

jijH fu"^, prosperity, is a character with which every Chinese, literate or

illiterate, is familiar; it is the best, or one of the best-known characters

in the language, and it is in evidence on every doorway at the new year

time, not to mention other occasions, in every place where the Chinese

script is known. This is how it is written,

—

or more precisely, how it is not written; for I grieve to say that

Sir W. Hillier, patiently labouring out the character, stroke by

stroke, wrongly brings it under the Radical Z^ clothes, instead of

under tJn divine manifestation. It is also wrongly written in the

passage above quoted, for which purpose a faulty character seems

to have been specially provided by the printer.

The translation of the Lun-Heng, by Professor Forke, was a serious

work to undertake and to carry through. The author added to his

labours by adopting English as the language into which he would

render these essays of the first century after Christ. German sino-

logues cannot yet work for the German public alone; the market

is too small for their enterprises to be financially succesful. In any

case, Chinese philosophy finds few readers. I cannot say that I

made a fortune out of Chuang Tzti, the translation of which occu-

pied the best part of two years. The present volume, which does

not complete the work, ruus to 577 pages; it would therefore be,

to say the least, unusual if no points open to discussion were

to be found. Over and above the corrections under Errata and

Addenda, there are a good many others to be made, such as aspi-

rates left out and wrongly put in; e.g. p. 10, last line but one

tsuvg for ^ ts''ung; and p. 89, line 10, Cliuang for ^jj Chuang;

while on pp. 208, 209, ^[J is six times wrongly written Ch^evg. In
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this connection it may be mentioned that ou p. 64, chapter 1, line

1, we have K^mi-chi for ^5^. On line 5 of the same page we

have Kuei-cJd, which is corrected in the Errata to K'uei-chi. So

far as I ktiow, ^ is here correctly read kuei*, and thus it has

stood for over fifteen years in my Chinese-English Dictionary,

without any protest from the critics. Playfair gives Jcuei; Chavannes

Ivei; less accurate writers have thought it was hui. Then again.

Professor Forke elects to write Ssti Ma Ch'ien and Sstt Ma Hsiang

Ju, which does not help students to recognise Ssti-ma as a double

surname, while in any case it is a pity to depart, for no reason,

from an old-established custom. So, on p. 379, note 2, ^^Han-shih-

wai-cJi'uaii" the last character being -^ , is a very awkward mis-

take to make and to leave uncorrected. It is a mistake which occurs

all tlirough Lord Crawford's Catalogue and Number Key, in spite

of revision by Professor Douglas.

On p. 128, Wang Ch'ung says, "In the text of the Six Classics,"

and Professor Forke adds as a note, "We now speak of the Five

Classics," etc. But so does Wang Ch'ung on p. 86, line 3 from

foot, and the reader is left to reconcile this discrepancy himself.

Throughout his work. Professor Forke styles Ssti-ma Ch'ien the

"Clrand Annalist;" though if one thing has been established more

certainly than any other by Professor Chavannes (Mim. Hist., ch. 1),

it is that ^ ^ ^ should not be rendered Grand Annalist, but

"Grand Astrologer."

On p. 100, we read

Ceremonies oiiginate fiom a want of loyalty and good faith, and are the

beginning of confusion.

In a note. Professor Forke says, "This argument is quite Taoist."

It is indeed; and if Professor Forke will look into that patently

spurious work, the Tao Te Chiiig, ch. XXXVIII, he will find it in

all its glory, though Wang Ch'ung gives no hint of this, — for
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obvious reasons, which however will not appeal to Professor Parker.

Similarly, the following sentences on p. 98 require revision:

The peojile resemble fish and beasts. High \ii-tue governs them as easily

as one fries small fish.

These words are made up from two truncated apophthegms by Lao

Tzii, now found in chs. 38 and 60 of the Tao Te Ching, and the

last sentence Jl ^ '/p ^ ^ ^^ A^ Wf- means that the people

ought to be governed in the same way that small fish ought to be

cooked; the former must not be over-governed, just as the latter

must not be overcooked. The word "easily" spoils the sense completely.

On p. 115 we have "Fan Sui" four times, and on p. 147 three

times repeated as a transliteration of^ ^, which is also "Fan

Sui" in the Index. This was one of Mayers' mistakes, being so given

in his Chinese Reader's Manual. But there is no excuse for its

perpetuation at this late date.

On p. 332, note 4, as the explanation of finding ^^ for ^ , as

well as for yj^, we read,

In ancient times only the phonetic part of a character was often written,

and the radical left out.

The correct explanation, however, seems to be that the radicals were

only inserted at a later date, when it became necessary to write

with precision; they cannot be said to have been "left out," as at

the present day, when an archaic style is often afifected.

On p. 335, we have, "There is a village called ^ -^ Van-

quish Mother; and on p. 445, "Tseng Tse declined to enter into a

village called Mother s Defeat." The text is the same in both cases,

but neither of Professor Forke's renderings give the true meaning,

which is "Better-than-a-Mother."

On p. 341, we read that '^ ^ Wen Chih

cannot have lived later than the 4th century B. C , for he is mentioned

in Lieh Tse.
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But if there is one book whicli is universally recognised as an

egregious forgery, and which even Professor Parker cannot cham-

pion, it is the pretended work of Lieh Tztt, whose biography is not

given in the ^ g^ Shih cJii, and who was a figment of Chuang

Tzti's fertile brain.

The work of translation has been performed, with reservations, in

a satisfactory manner. To translate ai "J^ by "the Odes were

forgotten," as on p. 457, is a quite unnecessary mistake, as it had

been already correctly translated by Legge, "the Odes ceased to be

made,"— the only rendering possible in the ^ i^ ^: ^ Wj^ '^

,

^ ^ f^ . In like manner, "Ti Ku bad a double tooth" (p. 304)

for ^ ^ .ft "^ , should read, "Ti K'u (not Ku) had joined teeth,"

i. e. his teeth were all in one solid block. But as a specimen of

those translations in regard to which I should join issue with Pro-

fessor Forke, the following passage may be considered.

On pp. 218, 219, we read how Wang Mang desecrated the graves

of two Empresses, who had been buried at an interval of 900 years

apart; and how from one of these graves a stench came out whicli

killed the Governor of Lo-yang on the spot, while from the other

a flame burst forth, and burned several hundred people to death.

When, however, the grave of the famous First Emperor was dese-

crated, nothing happened! If then the spirit of a mighty Emperor

could do nothing in such a case, how can we believe that the spirits

of two women could perform miracles? The text goes on, —

m m w -. fM ^^ m ^. M. !K

f^ :^ Mij II r m z m m ^
They are believed to have become spirits, but not in the same way, and

to have shown tlieir powers in different places. People saw flames, and

smelled bad odour. Consequently the assertion that both became spirits is

erroneous.

The above conveys next to no meaning; but if the paragraph be
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read as I have punctuated it, Wang Ch'ung's argument becomes

clear, as follows: —

There was no uniformity in tliese spiritual manifestations, and they occur-

red in different places. Therefore, to attribute tlie fire seen and the stench

smelt to the spirits of Ting and Fu, is a mistake.

Volume XXXVIII of the Journal of the North Chiua Branch of

the Royal Asiatic Society contains the following passage (p. 72) in

reference to ^ Ku:~

Giles says that 'it is a virulent poison prepared by putting all kinds ol

poisonous insects and reptiles together in a box, and letting them eat each

other (sic) until only one remains.' This definition is incomplete.

Then comes a long rigmarole explaining why my definition is in-

complete. But if Mr. E. T. Williams, the writer, will consult the

^ ^i^ -^** y^o-1^ '"i Book III, p. 37, he will find that I had

nothing to do with the defiuition beyond translating it as faithfully

as I was able. In 1873 I translated the whole of the above work,

and half of it was published in the Cliina Review, vol. Ill, including

the passages given by Mr. Williams on pp. 87, 88, 89. The second

half is still, and likely to remain, in manuscript. Mr. Kingsmill's

valuable note on p. 220, in which he successfully identifies the

^ ^ (correctly "^ ) with the double flutes {^£V'y)j) of ancient

Greece, should be read in connection with p. 119 of Adversaria

Siniea, and verified by reference to Rich's Diet, of Greek and Roman

Antiquities, p. 664. The ^ , as we are told in the Odes, was held

in the left hand, and is therefore the auAo? yuvxiKviio^ or treble; the

^ was held in the right hand, and is the auAo? iv'^fiyiioi or bass. This

important identification, forming another link between ancient China

and ancient Greece, deserves more than a passing notice. Mr. Kings-

mill's suggestion, too (p. 221), on the origin of the term Jiu jitsu,

"the art of the Avars," should be added on p. 187.
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"Chinese Metallic Mirrors," by Professor Hirth, is a reprint from

the Boas memorial volume, and like all this writer's work, it is of

a very interesting character. But I cannot accept his new rendering,

on p. 215, of

A m i^ ii^ ^.^ t^ ^ m.

One should not (have one's own image) leflected in the watei', hut dlie

should have other folks' (images) reflected.

The sayiug seems to me to mean,

Men should not go to water for their reflections, but to other people.

That is, they should judge how they must appear to others by ob-

serving how others, under similar circumstances, appear to them;

by such means they will obtain right guidance. The words cannot

mean, as might appear, "see ourselves as others see us."

On p. 234 we have

m m ^ m M. m ^
m A ^ m M. ^ m

By having ourselves reflected in a mirror we see a face; by having our-

selves reflected in mankind, we seethe future [literally, "good and bad luck"].

This is a legend on a mirror; and in my opinion the real meaning is,

Looking at ourselves in a mirror,

we see our form and face;

Looking at ourselves in others,

we see our excellencies and defects.

[The character ^i^, by the way, always appears in the Chinese text

with ^ as the lower portion on the right.]

This reudering is borne out by another mirror-legend, not given

by Professor Hirth:—

^ A w m ^ m
Man vainly looks into a mirror, for he only sees his outward form ; by

looking at others, he will be able to see his inward self.
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Oa p. 240 (note 2), Professor Hirth adopts Mayers' date of ^ ^
Wang Ch'ung's death; namely, A. D. 90. The text quoted says

^ TC T^ "in the middle of the Yung yiian period," that is,

between A. D. 89 and 104. This could scarcely be 90; and in my

Biographical Dictionary I set down A. D. 97, a date which is now

supported by Professor Forke.

On p. 244, Professor Hirth says, "I have not been able to find

out who ^ -^ ^ Wu Tz'i-hang was." His record will be found

ill the !^ ji^ ^^ • His name was ^ ^^jy Wu Yen, and his style

was Tzii-haug. He was a native of j^ ^ Jen-ho in Chehkiang.

He gave himself up to study and teaching, and lived in an upper

chamber, having his pupils below. The usual amusing stories are

told of his treatment of visitors. He was known as ^ Q ^ ^
the Chaste and Spotless Teacher. No list of his works is given.

Professor Hirth's account of theso-called magic mirrors is extremely

interesting and valuable. On p. 246 he mentions the following in-

scription on one of these mirrors:

fiS M ffij 0J rfii m ffn »i^'

and adds that

the charactei" TSl seems to be a mere ornamental expletive, inserted for

the purpose of puzzling the reader.

Professor Hirth tells us that in similar inscriptions jflj is explained

by ^ heaven, day; but as that helps to no particular meaning

here, I venture to suggest the following explanation.

The character ffl) has other senses besides "and," the copulative

particle, the only one quoted by Professor Hirth. Two of its meanings

are "like" (= ^fj), and "thou" (= ^); and with the aid of these

keys we arrive at a very natural and intelligible legend for a

magic mirror, to wit,—
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Like the sun, like the moon, like water, like gold, be thou clear and

bright, and reflect (what is in) thy heart.

The character ^ stands of course for y^

.

Various causes have hitherto prevented me from looking at all

closely into the two fine quartos, published in 1907, under the title

of "Aucient Khotau," by M. Aurel Steiu. I have now repaired

this error of omission, aud am prepared to suggest a few corrigeuda

(other than those given on pp. XV, XVI) in the strictly Chinese

references, —the part of course in which I am specially interested,

and on which alone I have any claim to be heard. Mr. Steiu him-

self makes no pretension to auy knowledge of Chinese; and in that

sense his responsibility hardly extends to the few points I am

about to raise.

P. X. — "The encyclopaedia of the Pien i tien" and p. 151, "lu

Book LV of that vast encyclopaedia the Plen i tien." Butt he ^g
•^ ffi Pien i tien is only a part of the geographical section of

a really vast encyclopaedia, known as the |§j ^ ^ ^ , a copy

of which stands in the British Museum.

P. 151.— "The name of the capital Kia-che (Chia-shih, M M)^
which I am unable to trace." ^^ here seems to be a mistake for

^fU ) ^s ^ 0(|j actually stands for Kashgar.

P. 167.— ^ff han is a misprint for ^^ yil.

P. \1\.-''Chi-sliili ^ -p j)^." Read ft j!t^.

P. 179. — "Two other wines, violet and blue in colour." These colours

are taken from Remusat's Ville de Kliotan. The Chinese terms are

^ and ^ , which would be properly purple {i. e. claret colour)

and pale green. The latter of these would very probably be koumiss,

to which this character has actually been applied.

P. 179 (note). —"The Chinese term ^|>| cJwu, city." This character

is indeed defined in the f^ jjj'g C/wu li as "a collection of 2500
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houses," but it can hardly be said ever to have the meaning of

"city" in literature, and the ordinary rendering "district" would

seem more appropriate here.

P. 278. — The "curious sugar-loaf hat," figured in Plates 59 and

62, may still be seen in China.

P. 432. -For "Hsin Li-ch'an" read "Hsiu Li-ch'uan." The deci-

pherment of these characters by Professor Chavannes is not quite

satisfying. As seen in the photograph on Plate XI, a portion of

the sgraffito, which is written vertically, reads clearly enough gj

"^ j]] Q ^ij jll ; that is to say, there is exactly room for two

characters where Professor Chavannes gives us only oue which he

is compelled to extend over the double space. Not only that, but

in order to work in =£i Jinn, it becomes necessary to write it in a

very unusual way, namely, with four horizontal strokes instead of

three, a most unlikely proceeding on the part of a person who

wrote the vulgar g| for ^ . What Professor Chavannes regards as

the top of hsiii, which fills the first of my blanks above, seems to

me to be J^ ; and what he regards as the lower half of hsin, ad-

mittedly ^, seems to me to be a substantive character. B^urther,

as we see the writer favoured abbreviated characters, this last may

very well stand for ^, which is also a suroame.

P. 512. — With regard to the famous forgeries of Islam Akhua,

Mr. Stein says that "mere twists of paper" employed for the fasten-

ings of books, "would a priori have justified the gravest suspicions

as to their genuineness." But "mere twists of paper" are charac-

teristic of cheap Chinese bindings, and are extensively used for

that purpose at the present day.

Turning now to vol. II, Plates 50, 89, and 90, I do not see that

sufficient pains have been taken to read the inscriptions on the

seals and coins there reproduced. Of A. 004. b Mr. Stein says,

"finely engraved with what may be Chinese lapidary characters or
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fret." The character appears to be a rather fanciful "jp^ , which is

sometimes used iu the sense of Imperial.

A. 001. c, "fret device." It is a common ornamental way of writing

the character !^ loan myriad.

M. 001. a., "Bronze seal bearing badly engraved Ohinese(?) cha-

racters." The characters may look badly engraved in the photo-

graph, for it is printed upside down and may thus have defied all

attempts at decipherment. Turned the right way round, it becomes

interesting at once, and the interest increases step by step. To

begin with, we find the character ^ , not badly engraved, at the

bottom; and as this is not a classical character, we may take the

liberty of writing down, hypothetically, ^^ kuan, a pass, for which

it is used as an abbreviation. With a little trouble, the top cha-

racter can be identified as 3S 2/"i jade; and we are now left with

a difficult middle character, which is so close to an old form of §a

that we may well put it on trial. The question now arises, Does

3l ^ ^ ^^^^' a^ylliifg appropriate as well as intelligible in the

circumstances? The reader may judge this for himself, when he

learns that the Yii-lei kuan was a pass on the frontier of Shansi, with

a wide view extending towards Tibet, on the highroad to Khotan.

Of L. 003, Mr. Stein says, ^'Obv. shows in cameo one of the

hundred forms of the character ^ = 'longevity' (Dr. Bushell).

"Hundred" is of course figuratively used for "many," and there

are certainly not one hundred recognised ways of writing any

Chinese character, though little books may be bought actually

showing this huge number of forms (faked) not only of this cha-

racter, but also of jjig happiness. The well-known >rj ^ ^^ |^

gives as many as 55 ways of writing "longevity," but not one of

those bears the faintest resemblance to the character on L. 003.

The latter seems to resolve itself easily into two complete Chinese

words, written almost in everyday script, namely ^ aud ^, and
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is capable of interpretation as "Assisting Sung," or (= ^) "Re-

ceiving appointment [from the House of] Sung."

Of the Chinese coins, with the exception of those which are quite

illegible, only one presents much difficulty, to wit, No. 5; the rest

are clear enough. Dr. Bushell suggests ~^ for the troublesome

character on the left of this coin, but I can find no such form in

any numismatic work, Chinese or foreign, within my reach. It is,

without much doubt, an old form of^ metal, gold, money; antl

the two characters may well mean "Khotau money," referring to

some local mint.

No. 11 is wrongly transliterated on pp. 205, 574, and 579, as

^^Hou Chilian-" it should be "^mo ch^uan"—a small difference, but

an important one, as both sounds exist in Chinese.

Nos. 36 and 37 are identified by Dr. Bushell as belonging to the

period "Yiian-yu (1086—93 A. D.);" but the character on the right

of 36 could not possibly be J^ , and to my eye is clearly ^- , thus

giving "Yiian-feng (1078 — 85 A. D.)," as the correct rendering.

With regard to No. 37, there must be some confusion. Dr. Bushell,

as said above, classes it with No. 36; yet the characters on it are

plaiuly M.'^M^ ' «• "Hsiian-ho (1119-26 A. D.)," the two

parts of ho being, as often, transposed.

No. 39 is given as "Sbeng-suug (1101 A. D.),"— a term which

does not exist either as year-title or style of reign. The characters

are ^^ Ch'ung-ning, and the date is 1102-06 A. D.

No. 40, with an erroneous transliteration "Tsung Ning," belongs

to the same period.



PHRENOLOGY, PHYSIOGNOMY, AND PALMISTRY.

Phrenology, as a science, has been familiar to the Chinese for

many centuries past, and it is worth remarking that the earliest

notice of it in Chinese literatui'e— by a famous philosopher known

as ^ -^ Hsiin Tzii, of the third century B. C— is ^^ y|>0 ^ a

denunciation of its principles and practice as charlatanism and

humbug. Hsiin Tztl declared that

m m mM ^ >^' '^j ^ uw^^ "f- ^ ="^>^°"s^ ^

man's appearance might be bad from a physiognomist's point of view, yet

if his principles were good, he would not be far from perfection.

The ingenious author of the 0^ ^ Lun Mng, on the other hand,

who was a thorough sceptic as regards spiritualism, maintained that

a man's destiny could be predicted from his *^ "^g physical frame,

aud he quotes a number of instances in which great men of past

times have been distinguished by recognised peculiarities of face or

person. This attack was directed especially against those quacks

who began to stretch the function of phrenology beyond the out-

ward expression of emotions aud intellectual faculties on the sur-

face of the head, to prophecy and directions for guidance in regard

to the future of each individual. How far he succeeded may be

gauged from the fact that in any town in China, at the present

day, may be found "professors" of phrenology, who, for a small

fee, will examine your head and advise you on marriage or other

risky investments.
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In regard to the head, Chinese investigators, especially in recent

times, have always shown a marked preference for the face; and

three-fifths, perhaps, of what has been written by them would

come rather under the head of physiognomy. Not only, however,

are these two branches brought together in the same category, but

palmistry, consideration of the shape of the body, deportment, and

even the timbre of the voice, are also included.

The skull, colloquially known as the "brain bag," is considered to

be most perfect when it is round, with a tendency towards a

conical rising at the top, the latter feature indicating great intel-

lectual powers. A "hatchet" face, with a broad flat top to the

head, means vacillation and indecision. Of the brain itself, as we

might expect, but little is known. It is regarded, among other

things, as the source and reservoir of marrow.

The most important parts of the skull are the forehead and the

occiput, the latter of which is called the "pillow-bone." Generally

speaking, a high and broad forehead (|J^;^ffl3^^^ffi)^)
gives good hope of long life. There are, however, many other

details to be taken into calculation.

Bumps and depressions on the occiput play an important part.

These terms are represented in the language by two simple pict-

ures, [^ tieh and [Hf wa, respectively. Carefully-made diagrams of

the head, with bumps and depressions duly marked and appraised,

are to be found in all good native works on phrenology. Taking

a diagram of the occiput as an example, we find two connected

bumps, low down at the back of the head, to denote a martial

temperament; a bump nearer the top, shaped like an egg lying on

its side, to denote truthfulness and firmness; two similar egg-

shaped bumps, but standing on end, one on each side of the head,

to denote a fiery temperament and great self-confidence; two crescent-

shaped bumps between these last two, to denote longevity; an
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irregularly shaped buuip, to denote liberal-miudeduess; three small

bumps below to denote iutelligeuce, and so ou.

A thiu pointed nose is a sign of homicidal teudeucies. Philopro-

gonitiveness is placed in the cheekbones, any peakiuess of which is

fatal to the Chinaman's dearest wish — a family of sons.

The Chinese undoubtedly believe the outer configuration of the skull
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to be depeadetit upon the shape of the brain within, and they

connect certain moral qualifications with certain bumps and depress-

ions found on the skull. In conformity with the Confucian dogma

that man was born good, and becomes evil only by his environ-

ment, so they further believe that bumps and depressions are

developed on the surface of the skull by influences from within,

which influences, in their turn, have been inspired from without.

Palmistry, as has been stated above, is one of the branches inclu-

ded under the general head of j^ ^j Art of Inspection, Its object

is twofold: (1) to ascertain the mental and moral characteristics

of persons, and (2) to foretell happiness or misfortune, success or

failure, disease, and death. An instance is given of a young lady

of the tenth century A. D., who had no brothers and was obliged

to perform some of the mourning ceremonies before the image of

her dead father. While thus occupied, she was observed by a

visitor, named |^ ;|^^ Ch'en T'uan (the well-known poet, d. A. D.

989), who had come to condole. "I did not see her face," he said,

"but when she grasped the incense-burner I noticed that -^ ~)^

@ ^ her hands gave promise of high position." Later on,

this visitor married the young lady, and rose to be a Minister

of State.

The author of the ||j^ i^ ^^ Shin hsiang Milan pien says.

The hand is that by which we grasp, and it is used for taking and dis-

carding. If slender and long, the owner's nature will be kindly and gene-

rous; if short and thick, it will be mean and grasping. A man whose

hand reaches below his knees will be among the bravest and worthiest

of his generation ; but one whose hand does not reach below his waist

will ever be poor and lowly. A small body and a large hand portend

happiness and emolument; a large body and a small hand, purity and

poverty.

Another passage runs as follows;—

The presence of lines on the hand may be compared with the grain in

wood. If the grain is beautiful, the wood becomes known as excellent
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material; ami if the lines are beautiful, the hand is obviously well consti"

tuted. Therefore a hand should certainly have lines on it; those hands which

have lines Ijeing of a hirrlier order tlian tliose which have none. Fine and deep

lines mean success; coarse

]<^,^(OC'^'i 'i'i'S^^ ^^'^ shallow lines mean fail-

i ure. Of the three chief lines

I on the palm, the ujiperniGst

answers to Itcaven ; it con-

notes sovereign and father,

and determines station in

life. The middle line answers

to man ; it connotes wisdom

and folly, and determines po-

verty and wealth. The lowest

line answers to earlJi; it con-

notes subject and mother, and

determines length of days.

If these three lines are well

defined and unbrolien, they

are an augury of happiness

and official emolument. Vei'-

tical lines in excess mean a

lebellions nature and cala-

mity; hoiizontal lines in

excess mean a foolish nature

and ill-success. A vertical line

running up the finger means

that all plans will turn out

well; random lines, wliich

cross the creases of the fin-

gers, mean that they will

fiiil. Lines wliich ai'e fine,

and resemble tangled silk,

indicate wit and beauty;

coarse lines, like the grain

of the scrub oak, indicate

stupidity and a low estate.

Lines like scattei'eil filings indicate a bitter life; lines like sprinkled rice-

husks indicate a life fidl of joy.

The Ciiiuese, liowevcr, do not confine their investigations to the

palm only; tliey examine carefully the lines on the hack of the
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hand, thus making "cheiromancy" a better term for the science

than "palnaistry." Nor do they omit tlie nails, eacli variety of

which has its own signification. Thus, tapering uails indicate Ijrains;

hard and thick nails,

old age; coarse and i [u*^ J51

stumpy nails, dul- i

ness of wit; broken :

and sloughing nails,

disease and ill-

health; aud so ou.

Then, when the

hand is exhausted,

the Chinese, who

love to push every

investigation of this

kind to its logical

conclusion, proceed

to the feet, and

extract indications

from the lines on the

soles. Those combi-

jiations which augur

best are the "tor-

toise" aud "bird"

lines, as shown in

the illustration. In

conclusion, it should

always be remem-

bered that the won-

derful system of identification by ^ |;p finger-prints, which is

forcino' the modern burglar to carry ou his trade with gloved
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bauds, was borrowed straight from Chiua, where it has been in

vogue for many centuries. Title-deeds, and other legiil instruments,

are still often found to bear, in addition to signatures, the finger-

prints of the parties concerned; sometimes, indeed, the imprint of

the whole hand.

In a small volume of the 12th century, entitled ^ ^ Omissions

from History, we read that a favourite concubine of the Emperor

^ ^ Ming Huang (A. D. 713— 756), having several times dreamed

that she was invited by some man to take wine with him on the

sly, spoke about it to the Emperor. "This is the work of a magi-

cian," said his Majesty; "next time you go, take care to leave

behind you some record." That very night she had the same dream

;

and accordingly she seized the opportunity of putting her hand on

an ink-slab and then pressing it on a screen. When she awaked,

she described what had happened; and on a secret examination

being made, the imprint of her hand was actually found in the

Dawn-in-the-East Pavilion outside the palace. The magician however

was nowhere to be seen.



SWALLOWING GOLD

Cunarum labor est ungues superare niearum!

It is now nearly tbirty years since I began to flatter myself tbat

I had disposed of what then seemed, and still seems to me, an absurd

belief that the Chinese ever poison themselves by swallowing gold.

There exists in the Chinese language, written aud colloquial, a

phrase in two words only, ^^;^i admitted on all sides to signify

"swallow poison." Its literal meaning is to "swallow gold," aud the

question at issue is whether gold is actually the poison intended,

or whether it merely stands for one or other of the drugs used as

a means of destroying life.

Williams, in his Middle Kingdom, vol. II. p. 513, writes of the

Imperial Commissioner Yukien,

He retreated to Yiiyau, beyond Ningpo, where be committed suicide, as

was said, by swallowing gold leaf.

Doolittle, Social Life of the Chinese, chapter XII, p. 251, has the

following less cautious statement;

—

Swallowing gold-leaf is a very popular way of committing suicide by

mandarins after their condemnation.

Dr. Jardine, of Kiukiang, a medical man engaged in an active

practice amongst the Chinese of that port, in his report (Customs

Oasette, No. 33, Jan.- March, 1877) to the Inspector-General of

Maritime Customs, says,

Gold-leaf poisoning appears to be seldom practised here as a method of

committing suicide, as I have heard of only one case during my three

yeai's' residence.
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Again, in Dr. Mackenzie's Report of the London Mission Hospital

at Hankow for the year ending 30th April, 1878, we find the

following passage: —

Shortly after the above occurred, a case of poisoning by gold happened

in the same neighbourhood, and an urgent request was sent for helj),

which ran as follows — Please come and see a woman who has poisoned

herself, and bring with you the (tracheotomy) tube to make a second

mouth, then we know she will recover.

Bub Dr. Mackenzie quite omits to mention (1) whether he sub-

sequently attended the woman or not, and (2) if so, what was the

result of his investigations.

Yeh Ming-shen, the famous Viceroy whom we captured and held

prisoner at Calcutta, said plainly enough that a lump of gold was

actually swallowed, which, by its great weight, ultimately perforated

the bowel, aud caused the desired effect.

To these authorities Professor E. H. Parker, who appears to be a

Professor of Lost Causes, has recently added himself, in a lecture

to his students at Manchester. I gather from the London and China

Telegraph of Feb. 4, 1907, that Professor Parker publicly stated that

"gold-leaf was sometimes swallowed as a fastidious means of suicide."

Let us now turn to Chinese literature, and see what we can pick

up that will help us to a correct understanding of the term.

To begin with, it does not occur in the jj^ ^^ |j^ P'ej tven

yiin fu, the great Concordance of Chinese literary phraseology,

which was published in the year 1711. Neither can I find auy

such entry as "swallowing gold" in either the ^ ^ Yu hsiieh,

the ^ ^ ^ ^ Kuavg shih lei fu^ or in any of the other

numerous works of refei"ence to which I have access; nor does

the terra appear to be mentioned throughout the whole range of

the dynastic histories, or in any classical or other works whatsoever,

with the following important exceptions.

It occurs twice in modern editions of the f^^^ Instructions
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to Coroners, a work which dates from the 12th century. In the

first passage (§ IV, p. 27 verso) we read,

Vq 55; -^^ Cure for Swallowing Gold.—A man who has accidentally

poisoned himself with gold should eat the flesh of partridge; for silver,

rhizomes of Copiis teeta, Wall., and liquorice-root will answer the purpose.

Further, salt which has been used to wash gold, the fat of camels, don-

keys and horses, and wt "CT* -f' (?) spondias amara, will all soften

gold; while the fat of sheep and ^g -f' (?) will both soften silver. In

cases where gold or silver have been taken into the stomach, the above reme-

dies should be used; they will soften the metal, and it will be easily passed.

The second passage is not found in the body of the book, but in

a ^^ g^ supplementary note (§ III, p. 21 recto) which cannot be

more than 100 years old, as may be seen by a quotation under

the year 1803. The complete passage, which includes the bracketed

words, runs as follows: —

^C .^ S* ^P Death from Swallowing Gold. — INot in the original

work-l A "Viceroy of Yunnan, named Liu, having impeached and deprived

of rank a general, named T'ien Yiin-chung, the latter committed suicide

by swallowing gold. When the corpse came to be examined, it had not

changed in any way its shape and appearance, and the silver probing-

needle failed to show any signs of discoloration. The facts of the case are

that on the 5th of the month T'ien Yiin-chung swallowed three gold rings,

and that subsequently he felt much out of sorts, refusing his meals, and

always asking for water to drink. On the 8th day of the month, he

vomited without ceasing a quantity of yellow fluid, and in the night he died.

From the above it is easy to draw two conclusions; (1) that

the death is scarcely one to commend itself to a suicide who may

have either opium, a cord, a razor, or a river, within reach; and

(2) that the gold-leaf theory which Professor Parker champions is

completely knocked on the head in the only official statement

which has so far been published.

I will now turn to the "ZJ^ ^ ^|^ ^ Materia Medica, which

dates from A. D. 1578; and there, although failing to discover the

phrase we are in search of, or anything indicating that swal-

lowing gold was ever iu Chinese history "a fastidious means of
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suicide," we shall find some remarks which do bear npon the subject.

In this wort, the majority of writers quoted seem to agree that

^ -^^ ^ gold in its natural state is poisonous, but that

^ ^ (also called ^ ^) ^ ^ refined (or yellow) gold is

not poisonous.

A story is told of the death of the Empress ^ Chia of the ^
Chin dynasty. She is said to have -^ -^^ VS ffij ^ ^^^'^

from drinking gold-dust wine. But the best piece of evidence is

one which is given twice, and by two different authorities, both

of whom are alluding to the extraction of gold from the earth.

The first writer, |^ |^^ Ch'en Ts'ang-ch'i, says,

E ^§ tfll 'S' ^ -^ Ml ^i S ^''® workmen who steal and swal-

low the gold are not poisoned thereby.

The second writer says,

E^^'WM^'^^^'f^A ^°'"'^ °^ *''^ workmen steal

and swallow it into their bellies (as distinguished from taking it into the

mouth only), but it does not hurt them.

Of course it is well known to scientific men that, although death

may result from swallowing gold, there is nothing poisonous in the

pure metal. An attempt has been made to show that gold leaf, if

properly administered, may conceivably cause suffocation; but this is

only to make the very mistake that Mencius warns us against: —

'M* ^flb ^9 ffij ^fe ^ is.
*'^® truth lies at hand, yet men search for

it afar off; ^, ^jfc Mj ffij ^^ ^ H^ the thing is simple, yet men

make it difficult.

The obvious explanation is that the phrase, like so many others

connected with death and burial, is merely figurative, —a euphe-

mism for suicide by poison; just as -{-^ "^ ^ "to become an

ancient," ^ jj^ "not to draw pay," and >p ^ "not to be"

{Cf. Hamlet, "To be or not to be," and Genesis V, 24, "he was

not, for God took him") are euphemistic expressions for death.
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